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The Dean
Reports
Legal educators have long recog
nized that effective education occurs
as much outside the classroom as
within a formal course. But they
have not always acted upon, this
understanding.
For example, law schools generally
have been hostile to the idea that'
full-time students might also hold
even part-time jobs. Reacting against
an earlier time when law schools
were trade schools that concentrated
more on training than on education,
leading schools and accrediting agen
cies focused on attendance require
ments. They limited the hours that
students might work and they
designed class schedules that made it
difficult for students to work at all.
Some restrictions remain, but they
have been moderated by a commonsense understanding that part-time
work, reasonably confined, can
strengthen a student's learning. Real
life examples deepen understanding
of theoretical concepts. That is,
indeed, the premise of most clinical
programs.* With tuition, fees, and
living expenses now totaling around
$15,000 for students at private law
schools and more than $10,000 at
public counterparts, even the most
generous grant and loan program
often has to be supplemented by stu
dent earnings. To forbid part-time
employment would be to restrict
legal education to the very wealthy.
The CWRU School of Law has
changed to meet today's needs. The
Placement Office now serves as a
clearing house for part-time job
opportunities. Patricia Granfield,
director of placement, estimates that
approximately three-fourths of our
students work during their law
school career, including during the
school year. Our adoption this year of
the 50-minute class hour, traditional
in most schools, has made it easier to
design class schedules to accommo
date work needs. We no longer delib
erately schedule classes so as to make
working difficult. As additional fac
ulty are hired, the basic courses will
be offered more frequently, and
schedules will be even more flexible.
Nonetheless, we discourage stu
dents from excessive workloads.
Twenty hours is considered the maxi
mum. Attendance in class is
• For an interesting article that provides
intriguing support for this thesis, see
Ronald M. Pipkin, Moonlighting in Imw
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School: A Multischool Study of Part-Time
Employment of Full-Time Students, 1982,
American Bar Foundation Research Journal,
1109.

expected, and faculty do enforce this
requirement. Increases in financial
aid have eased the pressures that oth
erwise might force students to com
promise their educational needs.
Part-time employment is only one
example of extracurricular education.
Another is the numerous moot court
programs, which receive generous
support and attention from the Law
School. The striking success of this
year's National Moot Court team is
an indication of their quality. The
team was undefeated in the midwest
regionals and up to the quarter-finals
of the national competition. Similarly,
last year's Niagara competition
resulted in a clean sweep of the
awards by CWRU's team. With the
extraordinary support of family and
friends of Jonathan Ault, '83, plans
are underway to expand the intra
school moot court program next year.
The Ault Memorial Competition will
provide third-year students with an
opportunity to sharpen their advo
cacy skills in argument before a moot
trial court. Designed with attention to
its place in the trial advocacy curricu
lum, this competition will comple
ment the Dunmore tournament,
which draws voluntary participation
by about two-thirds of the secondyear class.
While organized co-curricular
activities are important in legal edu
cation, perhaps even more significant
is the informal interchange between
students that the school cannot man
date or require but must do its best
to foster. I enjoy listening to law stu
dents, particularly those still in their
first year. As you may recall, they
talk and talk, and almost exclusively
about law. This is, I believe, impor
tant for their education, even if some
times costly to the ears and emotions
of spouses, friends, and parents.
They are learning a new culture and
a new language. To learn it in the
grand manner requires total immer

sion. The process is facilitated and
enriched by surroundings that
encourage students to continue class
dialogues after class hours, during
spare moments in the day, and on
into the evening.
And so we are doing our best to
make Gund Hall even more attractive
to students and more hospitable to
their unofficial educational sessions.
During the spring vacation we
installed new furniture on the bridge.
Between semesters we created a new
locker room on the ground floor and
opened a lounge space in the area of
the mail boxes, in the process cor
recting some fire code violations. By
installing somewhat smaller lockers,
we provided each student with a pri
vate, unshared locker. We traded
some convenience of locker location
for additional lounge space on the
ground floor.
For the time being we have simply
filled the new space with the most
presentable pieces of furniture that
had been on the bridge. But we hope
soon to hire an architect to study the
ground floor and design a new stu
dent lounge or lounges encompassing
the mail box and snack bar areas and
perhaps involving the enclosure of
the outdoor patio.
Current preliminary estimates are
that such a project will cost approxi
mately $500,000. I consider this one
of the school's immediate cajjital
needs. I believe that it is an impor
tant educational need and not a frill.
For the same reason, I was delighted
to accept a couple of gifts last year
for the purchase of plants and pic
tures to make the building more
attractive.
Now if we could only come up
with some system to keep the bridge
clean and free of litter. In my view,
at least, it continues to be a problem
without a solution. This fall we hired
a student to make a periodic sweep
through the bridge picking up trash,
but the results have been unimpres
sive. The Student Bar Association has
tried to help, as has the Law Students
Civil Rights Research Council, which
operates the coffee stand between the
bridge and the rotunda. I suggested
(to the Building Committee and to the
Student Bar Association) that we
move the coffee stand to the ground
floor lounge. But no one liked the
idea and I quickly retreated. Maybe a
new ground floor lounge will attract
its own crowd and reduce the mess
upstairs. On the other hand, almost
no one besides me seems bothered by
the litter.
As this discussion reveals, our time
is not always spent on the great
issues of our time or even on the
great issues of legal education. But
the mundane and ordinary need
attention too, and quality legal educa
tion depends on lockers and waste
baskets in addition to books and com

puter terminals—and, of course, the
excellent classroom teaching for
which the law faculty are justly
noted.
Finally, I invite all alumni and
friends to visit Gund Hall and to give
us your ideas on making the building
even more livable. For those alumni
who have yet to visit Gund Hall
since its opening in 1971, it really is
time to see what I believe is the fin
est law building in the country. We
will always be in former Dean Louis
Toepfer's debt. For those who
attended class in the new building—
almost three^fourths, now, of our
alumni—I urge you to revisit old
haunts. You will be pleased, I think,
to see how the building has with

stood the years and looks better than
ever. By the time you read this note,
the disruption created by the Great
Christmas Building Freeze of 1983
should long be gone. Next fall's
alumni weekend (September 14 and
15, 1984) would be a splendid time to
visit, but we would be delighted to
see you before then. If you have a
spare hour, I would further encour
age you to visit a class and chat with
some of today's students. I think you
will be as impressed as I am by the
future alumni of The LaW School and
their education both in and out of
class.
Ernest Gellhorn
Dean

This photo of the bridge shows the attractive new furnishings. By the time this is in print, the
bridge will have new hanging plants to replace the ones frozen to death last December.

Removal of student lockers to another location created a new ground-floor lounge space. The
area will be re-designed and re-furnished.
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Curbing Independent Spending by
Political Action Committees
by Wilbur C. Leatherberry
Professor of Law

election five conservative PACs,
including the two just named, pro
vided nearly $11 million of such
"independent expenditures" in sup
port of Ronald Reagan. PACs also did
considerable independent spending in
congressional elections in both 1980
and 1982. Most independent expendi
tures are for media advertising, and
much of the spending the PACs do is
negative: they attack one candidate
without directly supporting the
other.^
What are the causes of this inde
pendent spending activity? What are
the concerns about distortion of our
political processes? Can independent
spending be controlled?

Causes

Wilbur C. Leatherberry received both
B.A. and J.D. degrees from Case West
ern Reserve. Upon his graduation from
the Law School in 1968, he was
awarded a Reginald Heber Smith Fel
lowship and assigned to the Legal Aid
Society of Cleveland as a staff attorney.
From 1971 to 1973 he was legislative
assistant to Congressman Louis Stokes.
Fie joined the CWRU law faculty in
1973 and has held the title of professor
since 1979. Beginning July 1 he will be
director of the school's clinical
programs.
Leatherberry began his research on
FACs and campaign financing two and
a half years ago. An admitted liberal
Democrat, he expected to find that inde
pendent spending by FACs was grossly
distorting the political process. But he
has been led to conclude that the prem
ise was wrong and that regulation based
upon it would be unwise.
For some time now, liberal Demo
crats have lamented the alarming rise
of political action committees (PACs),
especially groups like the National
Conservative Political Action Com
mittee (NCPAC) and Senator Jesse
Helms' Congressional Club. Although
PACs may directly contribute no
more than $5,000 per candidate per
election, they are allowed to spend
an unlimited amount of money in
support of a candidate so long as they
act independently, that is, without
cooperation or consultation with the
candidate.' In the 1980 presidential
2

Neither PACs nor independent
expenditures began with the enact
ment of the Federal Election Cam
paign Act (FECA) in 1971. But the act
and the judicial decisions with
respect to it have stimulated the rise
of PACs and their interest in making
independent expenditures rather than
contributions. Historically the politi
cal action committee was a device
used by organizations, particularly
unions, that were legally barred from
making political contributions. The
union would create an entity, the
PAC, which would solicit contribu
tions from union members and dis
burse the money to pro-union candi
dates. The device avoided the
restrictions on the use of money col
lected in the form of dues from all
union members, but it permitted the
union leadership to target the funds
collected by the PAC to the candi
dates who were most supportive of
the union's causes. Unions also
learned to make independent expen
ditures of various sorts. By publish
ing newsletters for union members or
engaging in registration and get-outthe-vote drives, unions helped elect
their chosen candidates without con
tributing funds directly to them.
Through such activities the union's
treasury funds—money collected
involuntarily in the form of union
dues—could be used to aid candi
dates."
In 1974, with the enactment of
amendments to the Federal Election
Campaign Act, the Democrats, urged
on by their labor union allies,
attempted to structure the campaign
finance legislation to aid them in
their recurring struggle against the
always better financed Republicans."

The amendments provided for limits
on spending in all federal campaigns
and for public financing of presiden
tial campaigns. The 1971 act and the
1974 amendments facilitated the cre
ation of PACs by clarifying the law
with respect to their activities."
Unfortunately for the Democrats and
their labor allies, far more business
PACs have been created since that
time than labor PACs. There are more
business interest groups than labor
unions, and the business interests
had not been really active in creating
PACs until the enactment of FECA.
A union or a business PAC that
raises enough money and supports
enough candidates becomes a multi
candidate PAC, entitled to contribute
$5,000 per candidate per election.
Individuals and ordinary PACs may
contribute no more than $1,000.®
These limits on contributions were
upheld by the Supreme Court in
Buckley v. Valeo’ despite their obvious
restriction on political speech.
Because of the corruption risk pre
sented by political contributions and
because the limits did not directly
restrict the speech of candidates or
prevent contributors from supporting
candidates in other ways, the court
found limits on contributions to be
constitutionally permissible." Limits
on expenditures, however, it held to
be unconstitutional restraints on
political speech. The governmental
interest in preventing corruption and
the appearance of corruption was
perceived to be weak with respect to
independent expenditures. The court
apparently thought that a quid pro
quo could not be extracted without
some discussion between the candi
date and the spender. The court also
seemed to feel that expenditures
were entitled to somewhat more con
stitutional protection than contribu
tions. That view is no longer sup
ported by most of the current
justices."
Since Buckley PACs have been led
to make independent expenditures
rather than contributions for several
reasons. First, it is clear that the
major reason PACs supporting Reagan
adopted the independent spending
strategy is that Reagan accepted fed
eral funding of his campaign and the
limit on expenditures which went
with it. Buckley struck down all limits
on spending by candidates except
presidential candidates who accept
federal funding.The conservatives
who created the PACs that spent over

$10 million essentially increased the
spending in support of Reagan by
about one-third beyond the limit.
In House and Senate races, inde
pendent spending is not a response to
spending limits; Buckley eliminated
them. In House and Senate races,
PACs choose to make independent
expenditures mainly because they
want to provide more support to a
candidate than the $5,000 limit on
contributions permits. PACs have also
been motivated by a belief that the
^ independent expenditure makes pos
sible an aggressive negative campaign
without risking damage to the candi
date the PAC supports. When a candi
date attempts to smear his opponent,
he risks a backlash effect if the vot
ers perceive the attack as unscrupu
lous or unfair. Until recently, it was
thought that a PAC independently
spending could do this dirty work
with little risk to the candidate it sup
ported.

Concerns
Several different concerns have
been expressed about the phenome
nal growth in independent spending
by PACs. Most commentators who
have suggested reforms have focused
on the issue of independence—specif
ically, on ways to prevent evasion of
contribution limits and of the limit on
expenditures in presidential cam
paigns. For them, the principal prob
lem with independent expenditures is
that they are not really independent
of the candidate and his committee.
It is certainly true that some of the
independent spending PACs have
been quite closely tied to the candi
dates they have supported, notably
President Reagan." Drafting statutory
language to separate the truly inde
pendent expenditures from those
done with some direction from the
candidate is extremely difficult, and
enforcement of such a distinction is
nearly impossible. More important,
this emphasis is misplaced. Most of
the really serious problems with
independent spending would exist
and perhaps would be aggravated if
all independent expenditures were
truly independent.
For example, one of the principal
concerns is that independent spend
ing by PACs will seriously distort the
balance of power between the two
major political parties. Because there
are far more conservative PACs, the
argument goes, the Democrats, espe
cially the liberals, will be over
whelmed by PAC spending, especially
if independent spending is permitted
to erode the contribution limits and
the limit on expenditures by presi
dential candidates who are publicly
financed.
Close examination of this issue
reveals that these fears are premature
if not unfounded. In several races in

which NCPAC took credit for unseat
ing liberal Democrats by means of
independent expenditures, the Demo
crats actually outspent their oppo
nents, even when the independent
expenditures were counted as expen
ditures by the opponents. That was
true of the losses suffered by Sena
tors Church, McGovern, and Bayh in
1980. Although Senator Culver was
outspent by Charles Grassley, who
defeated him in Iowa that year, the
advantages of incumbency should
have been sufficient to equalize the
contest. All of these Democratic liber
als lost in the year of the Reagan
landslide, which probably had far
more to do with their defeats than
did financing problems.'^ In 1982,
without Reagan on the ballot, the
Democrats fared much better.
Edward Kennedy overcame a $25,000
spending advantage by his opponent,
Edward Shamie, and over $600,000
in independent spending as well; he
won an easy victory." In Maryland
Paul Sarbanes' campaign for the Sen
ate raised and spent nearly $200,000
more than the opponent, Lawrence
Hogan, but PACs spent nearly
$500,000 attacking Sarbanes. Sar
banes won handily."
PACs in general, and independent
spending PACs in particular, are not
the principal cause of the problems
that liberal Democrats have had
recently. Legislation is not needed to
redress any serious imbalance
between the two parties with respect
to their financial capacity to wage
effective campaigns.
There are practical and constitu
tional restraints on any legislation
that might accomplish the desired
objective of equalizing the two par
ties' funding. Providing equal funds
to candidates will not result in equal
opportunities to win the election.
Candidates always begin with certain
advantages and disadvantages, among
which are name recognition, for
whatever reason, and incumbency in
the same or another political office."
Achieving true equality would
require redressing such imbalances
by giving the candidate with the
advantages less and the other candi
date more money. The Republicans'
traditional fund-raising advantage,
which is exaggerated, is offset by the
Democrats' access to more volun
teers, including those supplied by
organized labor.
In a series of decisions beginning
with Buckley the Supreme Court has
rejected limitations on political
spending as a means of equalizing
campaign funding. As Professor Powe
puts it: "The current crop of justices
do not find leveling off their affluent
peers to be a particularly attractive
idea. It is not that they love the First
Amendment more; they simply love
equality less."" Direct regulation of
campaign spending, especially inde

pendent spending, seems impossible
without a dramatic shift in the
Supreme Court.
'The problem of inequality is not so
serious as liberal Democrats would
have us believe, but it could become
a really serious problem if the con
nected PACs (those sponsored by cor
porations, trade associations, and
unions) begin to adopt the indepen
dent spending strategy. Thus far, they
have generally been content to make
contributions,-within the legal limits,
to the candidates. Only if Congress
fails to raise the $5,000 contribution
limit or if Congress passes a bill pro
viding for public financing of House
and Senate races, would these PACs
be likely to do large amounts of inde
pendent spending. They will do it
only in response to constraints which
they perceive as so restrictive that
their candidates are seriously disad
vantaged.
Connected PACs are organized by
lobbying groups to reward friends
and punish enemies with campaign
money. Many connected PACs con
tribute to both parties to maintain
access to politicians on both sides of
the aisle. Contribution limits, so long
as they are not too low, permit a PAC
to help a friend in a fairly significant
way without being subject to exces
sive pressure to do more. Once a con
nected PAC begins doing independent
spending for one candidate, it will
have to explain why it will not do
more for another friend. Adoption of
the independent spending tactic
would also make it difficult for the
connected PAC and its sponsor to
have direct involvement in the dayto-day decisions in the candidate's
campaign. An expenditure that is not
independent is treated as a contribu
tion to the candidate. Close ties
between the candidate and the PAC
or its sponsor could raise questions
about the independence of the expen
ditures and risk criminal sanctions
for violation of the limit on contribu
tions. Even independent expenditures
must be disclosed, and large ones
may damage the favored candidate.
Senator Mondale has been hurt this
year by the efforts of organized labor
on his behalf." Unions have long
been permitted to use their treasury
funds to communicate with their
members about political candidates.
Under the FECA these "communica
tions costs" are still permitted and
are not nearly so fully disclosed as
the activities which fall into the offi
cial "independent expenditure" cate
gory. Urging all union members and
their families to get out and vote for
Mondale can be nearly as effective as
buying a television advertisement
directed at the general audience. The
first activity is "communications
cost” spending, which may be done
with treasury funds. The second is
"independent expenditure" activity
3

(as long as it has not involved the
candidate's consultation or coopera
tion), and this may not be done with
treasury money. It may be done only
with funds voluntarily contributed to
the PAC, and it is subject to the same
sort of disclosure as a contribution.
Incidentally, the volume of this "com
munications cost" spending by
unions gave President Carter about a
$2 million advantage over President
Reagan in this category in 1980.'“
Another major concern with
respect to independent spending by
PACs is their lack of accountability.
The classic statement of this lack of
accountability was uttered by Terry
Dolan of NCPAC: "A group like ours
could lie through its teeth and the
candidate it helps stays clean.""’ No
responsible commentator advocates
such a severing of the connection
between a candidate and the media
advertising supporting him or attack
ing his opponent.
Dolan's remark—and NCPAC's
aggressive negative spending cam
paigns—have raised fears that candi
dates would be defeated because of
unfair and deceptive media attacks
by independent spending PACs. But,
as illustrated earlier, it is difficult to
find a race in which independent
spending really decided the outcome.
More important, it now appears that
negative spending may hurt the can
didate it was intended to support
more than it hurts his adversary. Sen
ator Sarbanes, for example, defeated
his opponent rather handily despite a
massive negative campaign against
him by NCPAC.“ That campaign
demonstrated that Dolan was wrong
about accountability. Lawrence
Hogan, the candidate NCPAC was
supporting, was so convinced that
NCPAC's efforts were harming him
that he said, "I denounce NCPAC,"
after Sarbanes made NCPAC a major
issue in the campaign.^'
In some ways the intended benefi
ciary of a negative spending PAC is in
a worse position than his adversary.
Not only may the PAC give the adver
sary a good campaign issue, it may
also articulate and emphasize issues
which the candidate it favors would
prefer to minimize or avoid. Because
of the rules about independent spend
ing, the PAC and the intended benefi
ciary must not discuss these strategic
issues. A candidate being harmed by
a friendly PAC is forced to communi
cate with it through the public media
at the risk of alienating some of his
most ardent individual supporters
who may also support the PAC.
Victims of independent spending
PACs can make the PAC an issue as
Sarbanes did. [They can do so
because disclosure of the indepen
dent expenditures is required.] Some
victims have urged broadcasters to
refuse to accept NCPAC advertise
ments. NCPAC complained to the
4

Federal Communications Commis
sion^^ and later in courC that some
of its victims had intimidated broad
casters in order to prevent NCPAC
from buying air time. NCPAC was
unsuccessful both in the FCC pro
ceeding and in court because there is
no constitutional right of access to
the broadcast media. Instead, the
First Amendment protects the rights
of broadcasters to determine what to
air.“
In short, negative spending is less
of a threat than it first appeared to be
because of the ability of victimized
candidates to respond and because of
media reluctance to publish the
advertisements.
There is a different sort of account
ability issue that arises with respect
to PAC expenditures. Both contribu
tions and expenditures by PACs may
make politicians less directly account
able to their political parties and con
stituents. PACs raise and distribute
money nationally. Candidates may
take certain positions in order to get
PAC support. With the help of nation
ally financed PACs they have some
what less need to cater to local
sources of funds, including the local
party leadership. Most PACs are con
nected to special interest lobby
groups; labor unions, corporations,
and trade associations. Most of the
connected PACs, for reasons dis
cussed earlier, have done little inde
pendent spending. They make contri
butions within the applicable limits
and permit the candidate to control
his own campaign.
Independent spending PACs have
generally raised their money from
persons who feel strongly about a
particular issue or group of issues.
These ideologically focused groups,
like NCPAC, may be more account
able to their contributors than the
connected PACs. Connected PACs give
to candidates who are at least some
what receptive to the special pleading
of the interest group but whose posi
tions on some issues may be inconsis
tent with the views of many of the
PACs' individual contributors. By
contrast, one contributes to a PAC
like NCPAC to advance ideological
views with little fear that NCPAC will
support a particular candidate
because of political expediency.
If accountability is seen as a serious
problem, it is more of a problem with
PAC contributions than with their
independent expenditures. In most
respects, a candidate is probably no
worse off because of opposition by a
negative spending PAC than he would
be if opposed by any organized issueoriented group like the women's
movement, the environmental move
ment, or the antiwar movement dur
ing the Viet Nam era. Candidates
have always had to be careful about
volatile issues. Independent spending
PACs are simply making use of a

somewhat more efficient vehicle to
go after candidates they oppose.
Because of the rules about indepen
dence, candidates cannot actively and
directly seek the support of indepen
dent spending PACs but must first
communicate a message the PACs
find attractive. Once they succeed in
attracting such support, they must
live with the consequences, because
communication with the PAC is verboten and the PAC spending must be
disclosed. Might they not be better
off with the support of a grass roots
group which would urge its members
to work for and contribute to the can
didate and which would provide
direct and coordinated assistance
with the campaign?
The only governmental interest that
has been given much weight by the
Supreme Court in reviewing cam
paign finance regulation is the inter
est in preventing corruption and the
appearance of corruption. In Buckley
the court held that contributions
could be limited because of the risk
of corruption but that independent
expenditures could not be limited
because they presented no such
risk.“ After Buckley, one could assert
that independent expenditures,
because they paid for speech by the
spender himself, were more pro
tected than contributions which
financed speech by the candidate, not
the contributor. Then, in 1981, the
court upheld the limit on individual
contributions to a PAC. Four justices
wanted to base the decision on the
idea that the contributors were
engaged in speech by proxy through
the PAC. They thought such proxy
speech could be subjected to limits
which could not be imposed on inde
pendent expenditures (direct
speech).“ This idea has never gotten
support from a majority of the court.
The limit was upheld in the case
because Mr. Justice Blackmun joined
the four justices who felt that speech
by proxy was entitled to less protec
tion. He rejected that idea, but he
supported the limit because he per
ceived a corruption risk, since the
multicandidate PACs "could serve as
conduits for contributions to candi
dates."” He suggested that the limit
on contributions to PACs might be
unconstitutional if applied to a PAC
which did only independent spend
ing.^*
PACs can aggregate thousands of
small contributions from individuals
and spend large sums to influence
elections. However independent the
PACs are, candidates will know about
and appreciate efforts that appear to
help elect them. Corruption and the
appearance of corruption are possible
even if the candidate and the PAC act
independently of each other during
the campaign. But what PACs do in
aggregating small contributions sim
ply makes it possible for a group of

persons to do what a wealthy politi
cal activist like Stewart Mott can do
alone. Corruption and the appearance
of corruption are no more likely in
the one case than in the other.
Since the corruption rationale is
perceived to be so weak with respect
to independent expenditures by PACs,
it may be too weak to sustain the
prohibition of independent expendi
tures by corporations and labor
unions using treasury funds rather
than PAC money. The federal prohibi^ tion of corporate and union contribu
tions to candidates has been constitu
tionally suspect since the court
decided First National Bank v.
Belotti,^^ holding that a Massachusetts
statute barring corporate contribu
tions in a referendum campaign was
unconstitutional. Despite language in
the opinion indicating that the cor
ruption risk might justify a different
result with respect to contributions to
candidates,™ Mr. Justice White con
cluded that the court had just
"reserved the formal interment" of
the prohibition on corporate and
union contributions to candidates for
a later case.’' Corporate contributions
to a referendum campaign apparently
presented no discernible corruption
risk. It is doubtful that the court
would discern such a risk with
respect to independent spending by a
corporation or union in support of a
candidate's campaign for office.
Since direct restraints on the inde
pendent spending tactic appear
unlikely to pass constitutional muster,
it seems sensible to try to discourage
such spending indirectly. If corpora
tions, unions, and connected PACs do
adopt the tactic, the problems we
have discussed will become much
more serious. Perhaps we could wit
ness campaigns in which the spend
ing done by independent spenders
would exceed that done by the
candidates.

Conclusions
There are "reform" bills now pend
ing in the Congress which purport to
deal with problems created by PACs
in general and independent spending
PACs in particular. The bills are gen
erally ill-conceived and may, while
solving some problems, dramatically
worsen others. Bills supported by lib
erals typically provide for public
funding of House and Senate races
coupled with spending limits for
those candidates who accept the pub
lic funds.”
That approach is likely to result in
a surge in independent expenditures
by PACs and their connected organi
zations. Equal public funding will not
equalize campaigns—challengers need
more money than incumbents. If pri
vate contributions are barred, as they
are in publicly funded general elec
tions of the president, or if unreason

ably low limits on spending are set,
independent spending will be stimu
lated. Indeed, unless the present
unreasonably low limits on contribu
tions to candidates are increased,
independent spending may increase
so that individuals and PACs can give
what they are able to afford and
want to give in the way of support.
Remember that contribution limits
have not been increased since they
were enacted in 1974, despite ten
years of rampant inflation. The limit
on spending in presidential elections
was inadequate when enacted and,
despite the inflation adjustment,
remains inadequate. That limit has
fostered all sorts of independent
spending.
It is far better to permit individuals
and PACs to contribute larger, but
limited, amounts to their candidates
than to stimulate further develop
ment of the independent expenditure
tactic. Higher contribution limits
would encourage individuals to con
tribute money directly to candidates
rather than to PACs. Higher limits
would encourage contributors to
channel their money into legal, and
disclosed, contributions rather than
to resort to under-the-table contribu
tions. It has been said that "Political
money is like toothpaste in a giant
tube: If the top is squeezed, it moves
to the bottom. If the bottom is
squeezed, it moves to the top. If the
middle is squeezed, it moves to both
ends. But it is always there, and it
will always move to the point of least
resistance."”
Given present constitutional doc
trine, reformers should try to elimi
nate the incentives for contributors to
give their money to PACs rather than
candidates and for PACs and others to
make independent expenditures
rather than contributions. Sensible
contribution limits, coupled with
effective disclosure, will permit can
didates to communicate with voters
without being drowned out by adver
tising done by independent spenders.
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The Canada-United States Law
Institute
In 1984, when the Canada-U.S.
Law Institute is a thriving reality and
students routinely cite the CWRU
Law School’s reputation in interna
tional law as one of their reasons for
coming here, it is hard to realize that
10 years ago the institute did not
exist, and 15 years ago there was no
internationalist on the law faculty.
Professor Sidney Picker remembers
that when he was hired in 1969 "peo
ple thought it was a little weird to
have anyone in international law
here in Cleveland. They thought the
school was trying too hard to be
classy."
Once settled in at the Law School,
Picker began immediately to think
about what would be an appropriate
international or comparative focus for
a school in Cleveland. "The Ameri
can Society for International Law
asked me to do a regional meeting of
the society here, and I picked a Can
ada-U.S. subject, which seemed logi
cal for what looked like a border city.
That meeting in 1972 was so success
ful that they asked me to do another
one the next year, and again I chose
to focus on the U.S. and Canada. In
the course of that experience I came
to realize how much trans-border
activity there is, in fact, between the
U.S. and Canada, and how ignorant
Americans are about Canada gener
ally. I began looking at foreign pro
grams at other law schools, and none
of them did anything with Canada.
Europe, Africa, Japan—yes. But noth
ing on Canada. And yet Canada is the
number one country as far as the
U.S. is concerned—our number one
trade partner, investment partner,
military-strategic partner—number
one in every respect. But Canada was
ignored."
Picker also began to realize that
Canada was the ideal nation for a
comparative law program. It was no
great distance away, and therefore
exchanges would be relatively inex
pensive. There was no language bar
rier. Both countries share the com
mon law tradition; both have a
federal system. And both are among
the very few countries in the world
that teach law as a graduate program:
academic credits would be transfer
able. "It was a natural," says Picker,
"even if it wasn't exotic or glamor
ous. So from the time of that second
ASIL meeting, I was thinking of
something like the Canada-U.S. Law
Institute."
Picker had noted that foreign law
programs at other schools were all
basically American programs. "There
was something patronizing about
6

The School of Law of the University of Western Ontario—co-sponsor with CWRU of the
Canada-U.S. Law Institute.

them. They were American programs
for Americans abroad, and the coun
try under study was in an almost
subservient position. What I came up
with was the idea of an absolutely
co-equal arrangement between two
law schools, one in each country, that
would write a program together for
the benefit of both of them."
Picker's next task was to find a
Canadian law school that was inter
ested in his proposal. As he puts it:
"I went looking for a school to
marry." The Canadian government
gave him a small travel grant, and he
visited all the law schools (six) in
Ontario (the province closest to
Cleveland). Several seemed inter
ested. With the blessing of Lindsey
Cowen, then dean. Picker put
together a committee to visit inter
ested schools and decide where to go
a-courting: members were Professors
Picker, Cowen, Lewis Katz, Ronald
Coffey, and Sidney Jacoby, and a stu
dent.
The match was made with the Uni
versity of Western Ontario in Lon
don, Ontario—of all Canadian law
schools, the one closest to Cleveland.
The idea had the enthusiastic support
of David Johnston, then dean of the
Western Ontario School of Law, now
chancellor of McGill University. Says
Picker: "He loved the thing."
And then Picker had to raise some
money, because it was understood
that the program would not be sup
ported from either school's general
resources. Picker got a little bit here,
a little more there, and eventually a
sizable sum. With a laugh, and with

considerable exaggeration of wicked
ness, he says, "I'll probably go to hell
for some of the things I did. But the
hell of it is we managed to get gener
ous gifts from the governments of
both Canada and the U.S." With the
governments' support, he had little
trouble persuading the Gund Founda
tion and the Cleveland Foundation
that his was a worthy cause. And
then he went to the William H. Donner Foundation, in New York, which
supports educational programs in this
country that have a Canadian focus.
The New York foundation made a
grant of $95,000 to the Canada-U.S.
Law Institute. That got the program
off the ground.
In his approach to the Donner
Foundation Picker had, by a lucky
chance, the assistance of United Air
lines. "Just at the time when I was
going to the Donner Foundation,
making the point to them that Can
ada is the most important country
and the most ignored, I got a 'fre
quent flyer' survey from United Air
lines, wanting to know how many
trips I had made in the past 12
months, and where I had gone. There
was a box to check for each geo
graphic area—Western Europe,
Africa, the western hemisphere south
of the Rio Grande, even Antarctica,
but they had forgotten Canada! They
had every segment of the globe—
except Canada. I made a copy of the
questionnaire and sent it to the Don
ner Foundation, saying 'This is what
I mean.' And then I wrote a letter of
thanks to the president of United Air
lines."

The Canada-U.S. Law Institute
began operations in 1976 with Picker
as one of two co-directors. The first
Canadian director was Professor Jack
Roberts—"a marvelous first director,"
according to Picker, who "really
wanted to make it work." There have
been several Canadian directors over
the years—Professor Morley Gorsky
currently occupies the position—but
Picker continued as U.S. director
until 1983, when Henry King joined
the CWRU law faculty. King, just
retired as chief international counsel
of TRW Inc., had taught at the Law
School as an adjunct professor, and
he had long served as a member of
the institute's Advisory Board. In
1983 King became U.S. dirsctor and
Picker assumed the newly created
position of chairman of the Advisory
Board.
From the beginning, he says. Picker
envisioned five components to the
Canada-U.S. Law Institute: student
exchanges, faculty exchanges, special
conferences, research, and a journal.
The first three started right away.
Research and publication came later.
The student exchanges, says Picker,
"have worked perfectly, just exactly
as we hoped they would." Each year
a few students from Western Ontario
have spent a semester at CWRU, and
in the other semester a few CWRU
students have studied in Canada. The
degree of difference between the two
schools (and between the two cul
tures and the two legal systems) has
proved to be just right—"just similar
enough," says Picker, "so that the
transplanted students aren't shocked
by what they find, but different
enough to justify the comparative

program. Canadian federalism, for
instance, is not exactly like the Amer
ican, but some of the same issues are
there."
The idea of the student exchange
has never been to make a student an
expert on the law of the other coun
try, but to make students understand
their own legal system better and
have a greater sensitivity to legal
issues. "The students benefit from a
new experience, a new outlook, a
broader perspective," says King.
"They are seeing a different world,
and nothing looks quite the same
afterwards.Wou can tell by their
enthusiasm that it's a good experi
ence for them. That's the point of the
exchanges. It's not knowing whether
the provinces have more prerogatives
in the natural resources area than the
states do, or whether the indigenous
peoples in the Yukon have stronger
rights with regard to mineral
resources than the Indians here. For
the students it's the feel, the sense,
the touch of something quite differ
ent from what they've known."
The faculty exchanges have not
been such a complete success, for
reasons that might have been obvious
from the beginning. The plan called
for two types of exchanges. On the
one hand, faculty were to visit the
spouse school for a semester-long res
idence, teaching courses in the same
way they would teach on their own
home campus. In addition, there
were to be brief visits of a day or
two. A CWRU teacher of labor law,
for instance, might invite the UWO
counterpart to come to Cleveland and
teach the CWRU class for a day or
two.

The present and former directors of the Canada-United States Law Institute: Professors Henry
T. King, Jr. (left) and Sidney I. Picker, Jr.

The short visits, says Picker,
worked reasonably well but con
sumed an inordinate amount of the
directors' time ("I spent hours and
hours promoting the idea, and trying
to work out schedules") and were
fairly expensive; both schools had the
understandably generous tendency to
entertain a visitor somewhat lavishly,
as an honored guest.
The semester exchanges were
always a problem. Faculty, at both
schools were reluctant to disrupt
their lives (and their families') in
order to spend three months in a
thoroughly unexotic spot. In.effect
the exchange was feasible only for
faculty members who were single
and unencumbered. Professor Coffey
tried a semester as a commuter,
spending two days a week at Western
Ontario, but that was wearing for
him and, says Picker, not really satis
factory as a residency.
Noting that the faculty exchanges
"have dwindled to a trickle," King
says: "We want to reassess the pur
pose of that program. I think the
exchanges are worthwhile, but it's
got to be something more than a
weekend visit and a chance to see
the orchestra. It's got to be more
meaningful."
The exchanges of students and fac
ulty have certainly benefited both
law schools. As King puts it, "it's
refreshing—it's yeasty—to have peo
ple from the other country in resi
dence." The conferences and work
shops that the institute has sponsored
have benefited the larger community
as well. Topics have included "Extra
territorial Application of U.S. Anti
trust Laws," "Taxation of Transna
tional Operations," "Transnational
Implications of Acid Rain," and
"Comparison of the Role of the
Supreme Court in Canada and the
U.S." The last named. Picker thinks,
was perhaps the institute's finest
hour: "That conference was a jewel.
We had stars all over the place—
Larry Tribe, Potter Stewart. It was
just golden."
The first issue of the Canada-U.S.
Law Journal was published in 1978.
Since then it has been published
annually as one issue of the Journal of
International Law. "It was a step
child," says Picker, "and it began
weak. At first it published only the
papers from the institute's symposia.
It has come a long way." Picker
recalls that it was at King's insistence
that the institute got the journal
going. It had been called for in the
initial proposals but not immediately
implemented. "Henry thought that it
was important for the institute to
have a scholarly written expression
of its activities." Despite a shaky
beginning, the Journal now is some
thing that the institute and the Law
School can be proud of. "It's the prin
cipal journal of its kind," notes King,
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"devoted to legal aspects of CanadaU.S. relationships. And it's widely
respected; it's frequently quoted in
both the U.S. and Canada." The 1984
issue, just published, includes articles
by Gordon Henderson, former presi
dent of the Canadian Bar Association,
and L. M. Bloomfield, former presi
dent of the Canadian Society of Inter
national Law.
Similarly, it was a while before the
institute generated the hoped-for
research, but the results were worth
waiting for. "The classic instance,"
says Picker, "was in criminal proce
dure. Lew Katz had never thought
about Canada at all; he hardly knew
Canada existed. Then in the semester
when the first two Canadian students
came down, he had them in his
class—Rosemary McCarney and
Dianne Haskett. And whenever he'd
ask a question, they would raise their
hands and say, 'But we don't do it
that way in Canada.' It started a dia
logue between Katz and the Canadi
ans. The other students got exposed
to the differences between Canadian
and U.S. practices, and Katz got inter
ested. One of the things he got inter
ested in was the exclusionary rule.
Canada doesn't have it, and he
started wondering how that affected
police behavior. He wound up doing
research in Canada, comparing police
practices. To me, that was exactly
what this program was supposed to
do. We gave Lew a grant for that
piece. And then Sidney Jacoby did a
piece. The ideal was to get a joint
project going involving a faculty
member from each school, and even
tually that did happen. Neil Hamil
ton, from here, and Bruce Feldthusen
from Western Ontario published a
piece together in the Journal com
paring the governance of publiclyowned mass transit."
Rosemary McCarney, one of the
two Canadian students who contrib
uted to the education of Professor
Katz, returned to the Law School a
year later (after an articling period
with McCarthy & McCarthy in
Toronto) as coordinator of the Canada-U.S. Law Institute, relieving
Picker of some administrative duties.
She also initiated a course comparing
constitutional law in the U.S. and
Canada; it was a part of the promise
of the institute that such a course
would be added to the curriculum.
McCarney left the Law School in
1982 to practice in Cleveland with
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey; she
resigned from that firm only recently
and is now practicing in Toronto with
the firm of Stapells & Sewell.
Another course that deserves men
tion is the seminar in international
negotiation offered jointly by the law
schools of CWRU and Cleveland
State University and taught by the
two Professors Picker; Jane Picker,
wife of Sidney, is a professor of law
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at Cleveland-Marshall. Twelve stu
dents are enrolled at a time, six from
one school and six from the other.
The course is a negotiation simula
tion with one school representing the
U.S. and the other representing Can
ada, and the two sides are given a
hypothetical Canada-U.S. problem
capable of a negotiated solution. In
the course of the semester they nego
tiate and draft a treaty. The course
works really well, says Sidney Picker,
because it's a realistic situation. The
students from the two schools meet
at the negotiating table as strangers,
not as classmates who have to keep
reminding themselves of the game
they are playing here. Picker thinks
that "you couldn't teach this course
all within one law school."
The school's strength in interna
tional subjects, and especially in Can
ada-U.S. relations, has doubtless con
tributed to the student interest each
year in the Niagara Moot Court Com
petition, and to the strong showing
that CWRU has made year after year.
Last year the Law School hosted the
event and the CWRU team won first
place. This year CWRU's team placed
fourth (see story, page 44).

Having traced the growth and
development of the Canada-U.S. Law
Institute to this point, we may ask—
So what's new? Two things recently
have made a difference. One is the
addition of Henry King to the faculty,
with his practical knowledge of inter
national business and his wide range
of acquaintance in the whole interna
tional field. After many years of
almost singlehandedly making the
institute go, Picker is delighted to
have a partner on the staff. The other
new development is the new dean.
"Ernie is very much interested in
research," Picker points out, "and
there's an increased emphasis now on
the research part of the institute.
We're also developing more of an
economic orientation, a focus on
Canadian-American issues as they
affect international business."
New members have been added to
the institute's Advisory Board. Louis
M. Sohn, formerly at the Harvard
law school and now at the University
of Georgia, is described by King as
"one of the leading authorities in the
public international field. He helped
write the U.N. Charter, he was one
of the key authors of the Law of the
Sea Convention, and last March he
was head of a U.S. delegation to
Athens to deal with a new treaty to
settle international disputes." Paul
Fraser, head of a leading law firm in
Vancouver, is a past president of the
Canadian Bar Association. W. C. Gra
ham was formerly a senior partner in

the Toronto firm of Fasken & Calvin;
he is now a professor of law at the
University of Toronto. The fourth
new member is Rosemary McCarney.
Continuing members of the Advi
sory Board are John Sloan Dickey,
former president of Dartmouth Col
lege and a former assistant secretary
of state; W. Z. Estey now on the
Supreme Court of Canada, formerly
on the Supreme Court of Ontario; R.
M. Ivey, founder of the Ivey Founda
tion, among the first Canadian foun
dations to support the institute; C.
Calvert Knudsen, former head of
McMillan Bloedell Ltd.; Monroe
Leigh, formerly legal adviser to the
U.S. State Department, now a partner
in the D.C. firm of Steptoe & John
son; Myres S. McDougal, retired
from Yale University, where he was
Sterling Professor of Law; J.H.
Moore, retired president of Brascan
Ltd.; and D. Carlton Williams, presi
dent emeritus of the University of
Western Ontario.

Conferences on the institute's 1984
and 1985 calendars are as ambitious
and as substantial as any planned in
earlier years—and maybe more so.
The institute co-sponsored, with the
Law Society of Upper Canada, a very
well attended conference at Toronto
on May 4 on "Canada-United States
Transnational Business Activities:
Current Tax and Related Investment
Issues." Henry King was one of the
primary planners, and speakers
included Alan Short, director-general
of the Tax Policy Division of the
Canadian Department of Finance,
and Alan Granwell, former interna
tional tax counsel to the U.S. Depart
ment of the Treasury. Among other
participants were Barry M. Fisher,
now with Fasken & Calvin, Toronto,
formerly with Thompson, Hine &
Flory, Cleveland; and Edward J.
Hawkins, Squire, Sanders & Demp
sey, Cleveland.
Last December the institute was
awarded a second major grant from
the Donner Foundation—$90,000,
over a three-year period, which will
enable the institute to undertake sev
eral research projects focusing on law
and economic policy in U.S.-Canada
relations. The first project under
taken under the terms of the grant
will be a conference on "Legal
Aspects of Sectoral Integration
Between Canada and the U.S.," tenta
tively set for April, 1985.
"Sectoral integration," explains
King, refers to the removal of all gov
ernment-imposed barriers to the free
movement of goods, funds, and ser
vices across a border (e.g., the elimi
nation of tariffs) and to government
policies which promote the economic

integration of a particular industrial
sector. Under an agreement between
the United States and Canada the
automotive industry was integrated
in 1965. Next year's conference will
explore the possibilities of extending
the concept of integration to other
sectors, such as agriculture, textiles,
petrochemicals, farm equipment,
computer services.
King characterizes the recent tax
conference in Toronto as an "out
reach" conference; it was basically a
I continuing education project, orga
nized for the benefit of tax practition
ers. The sectoral integratioji confer
ence will have more of a scholarly
focus. A small number of experts in
the field will come together to
explore the topic. "The idea is that
the conference should bear fruit,"
says King. "It should lead to further
research. We have a good vehicle in
the Canada-U.S. Law Journal; we
hope to publish the proceedings
there."
In between the tax and sectoral
integration conferences, another
major scholarly event is scheduled
for this fall. Professor Ronald J. Cof
fey, along with law professors Philip
Anisman of York University and Jef
frey Macintosh of the University of
Toronto, is organizing a three-day
meeting on comparative corporation
law—more specifically, on the per
formance obligation of firm manag
ers. Coffey first proposed such a con
ference in 1978, but the idea never
came to fruition. Then, says Coffey,
when Rosemary McCarney was the
institute's coordinator, "she learned
of the interest of the Business Fund
of Canada in funding conferences
that would help people on either side
of the Canada-U.S. border understand
each other's business law better. She
asked me to resurrect the 'talking
paper' of a few years earlier." The
BFA agreed to support the plan, and
Coffey received additional funding
from the McRae Foundation of Rich
mond, Virginia.
Coffey's original plan was for five
half-day sessions in each of which a
Canadian and an American would
present their views on a particular
topic. "But in the interim between
the original idea and its later resur
rection," Coffey says, "my interest in
financial economics matured and I
became convinced of the value of the
insights offered by that literature for
various aspects of the law of manag
ers' performance obligations." To the
original plan for the conference he
added commentary by a financial
economist on each of the five topics.
As In Brief goes to press. Professors
Coffey, Anisman, and Macintosh are
refining the five topics and selecting
the Canadian and American present
ers and the financial-economist com
mentators. In addition to these 15
persons, there will be a small group

of other invited participants from
Canadian and American law schools,
law firms, and corporate law depart
ments. Coffey has prepared a detailed
document which he calls the "Analyt
ical Framework," and which, in
effect, is the first draft of a significant
article. It outlines the major issues,
suggests fundamental lines of analy
sis, and lists relevant materials—
Canadian and American cases and
financial economics literature. The
proceedings of the conference will be
a substantial publication which
should, in turn, generate further
scholarly investigations.

In all its activities, from the very
beginning, the Canada-U.S. Law
Institute has had the enthusiastic sup
port of the Canadian consul general
in Cleveland. Sidney Picker says,
with frank gratitude, "The consuls
have been terrific. I've been
impressed. Whenever they've
replaced a consul, I've worried about
what the new one would be like, but
I needn't have. All the consuls have
supported us in approaches to the
embassy and to the government.
They've supplied people, they've sup
plied source materials. They've been
very helpful—and so has the consu
late staff."
The present consul general (since
last September), Sydney Harris, in
turn praises the institute and its con
tribution to Canada-U.S. relations.
"One of the first things I did," says
Harris, "when I knew I was coming
here, was to talk with Professor
Picker and Professor King. I had
heard of the institute; I knew that
Ottawa was enthusiastic about it, and
that it was one of the more exciting
developments." In the last six or
eight years, according to Harris, the
Canadian government has made a
special effort to foster cultural under
standing between the two countries.
"We realized that it wasn't enough to
explain the Canadian position to the
administration in Washington, and
that if we wanted to influence Con
gress we had to understand the local
issues to which senators and con
gressmen are reacting. We've begun
to use our consulates more—there are
14 in the U.S.—and to be more active
with decision-makers in their home
territory."
A large part of the Canadian effort
has been the encouragement of aca
demic exchanges. "We're trying to
foster Canadian studies in American
universities," says Harris. "We give
books to libraries, for instance, and
make grants to faculty who want to
spend some weeks in Canada devel
oping a new course with a Canadian
focus. And we offer support for

major research projects. So far all this
has been mainly in the arts, the
humanities—some in politics and eco
nomics. But there has been very little
in the professional faculties. The
institute here is a kind of landmark.
We hope it is a beginning. We'd like
to develop the same sort of joint pro
gram in business, or in engineering."
In Harris's view, the conferences
that the institute sponsors are
immensely useful; the institute pro
vides "a distus^ion forum on a lot of
issues. For example, although Canada
and the U.S. have so much to do
with one another, there is no treaty
between the two countries for the
settlement of commercial disputes.
Henry King says that there are 90
issues between us right now. I'm not
sure where he gets the number! But
it's true that over the years the best
of neighbors have small problems—
the trees grow over the fence and the
apples fall on the other side. I think
the institute can contribute to the
regularization of our relations."
Harris believes that the upcoming
conference on sectoral integration
will be particularly important. "It's
easy enough to say let's drop all the
trade barriers, but that backs you
into all kinds of problems that need
to be thought about ahead of time.
There are a lot of ramifications that
the institute could well take a look
at, lend their expertise, and come up
with some recommendations from a
relatively objective point of view. I
don't see the institute as an arbiter
between the two governments, but it
is helpful to have that sort of outside
point of view."
Though the conference and the
research serve an important purpose,
Harris believes that "in the long run
the student exchanges are the most
important thing, the most beneficial.
These law students are the future
leaders of both countries—the future
senators, corporate executives,
influencers of opinion. Years from
now, on both sides of the border,
we'll benefit from the cultural under
standing that they've gained."

Dianne Haskett, one of the very
first Canadian students to participate
in the exchange, is now practicing
law—"a very general practice"—in
London, Ontario. She remembers the
semester in Cleveland as "an exciting
time academically. The four months
there really made law school for
me." She liked the "freshness in
approach" in the U.S. classrooms,
"the willingness to challenge prece
dent and tradition. That affects my
practice today, particularly in cases in
the human rights area. When some
one tells me, 'The case law says you
9

Dianne Haskett

Wayne P. McArdle

must do this or you can't do that,'
I'm more inclined to say, 'Maybe it's
time that was challenged.'" The expe
rience at CWRU encouraged her to
go on for an LL.M. degree at the Lon
don School of Economics. "That was
a continuation of the same process.
Instead of looking with a myopic eye
at what the law is in your own little
local jurisdiction, you look at the
principles of law all across the com
mon law world. The principles are
the same really. It helps to look at the
reasons behind the rules. It changes
your attitude. It makes the law more
exciting."

exchange semester makes a young
lawyer "more marketable, because
it's something out of the ordinary,
and it certainly increases your con
tacts a hundredfold. And I picked up
some different skills. But what's most
important is the change of pace. It
really did a lot for me. It opened my
eyes. When you're in Toronto—or in
New York—you think the sun rises
and sets right here. It's not so."

Wayne McArdle, following the trail
blazed by Haskett and McCarney,
came to CWRU for his final semester
in law school in 1981. "By then Rose
mary was the coordinator of the pro
gram," McArdle recalls. "She went
out of her way to make sure that I
met a lot of lawyers in the city. I
went to the courts, I went to Colum
bus for a couple of arbitrations. I
couldn't have asked for more." He
remembers with pleasure the Pickers'
course in international negotiation—
"I thought of it as a lark, but it was
an excellent course. Criminal proce
dure from Katz was terrific, with our
new constitution coming in the next
year; we're using a lot of American
case law. Sales with Shanker was a
real experience; it was good to see
how the UCC is working—I think
Canada is moving towards that."
McArdle practices in Toronto with
the firm of Smith, Lyons, Torrance,
Stevenson & Mayer. His work is
mainly in the corporate/commercial
area, dealing with public companies,
financings, and securities law. "I still
want to go back to school," McArdle
says. "I have a real penchant for
international law—I picked that up at
Case. I did an exchange in Quebec to
learn something about civil law, and
recently I just missed getting a
Rotary Scholarship. I'd like to go to
Australia." McArdle believes that an
10

The Americans who went to West
ern Ontario have similar things to say
about the effect of the exchange
semester. Craig Chapman, '80, spent
the fall of his third year in Canada—
"and I don't recommend that,
because it made it hard to interview
for the next year." Chapman had
spent the previous summer in Austra
lia, in a Harvard program, working
for the firm of Dawson Waldron in
Sydney. He returned there for three
years after graduation before he
moved to New York and his present
job at Brown, Wood, Ivey, Mitchell &
Petty. While he was in Sydney he
joined the coordinator of the Harvard
program in establishing a law insti
tute that has sponsored conferences
on international business, and he

Craig E. Chapman, '80

helped to establish a student
exchange program that has sent
American students to work with Aus
tralian lawyers. Chapman, who
describes himself now as "basically a
securities lawyer," says that he has
found it interesting to compare sys
tems in the three common-law coun
tries where he has studied or
worked. As a law student he took the
Canadian course in trade practices
and the parallel antitrust course at
CWRU. He is glad that he had the
chance to take a course in interna
tional trade at the Western Ontario
business school—"one of the best in
the world, with really high-caliber
students." He has maintained friends
and contacts from his Canadian stay.
"That helps my practice," he says.
"So often you need a little thing
done—something that's not really billable—and you need a friend. It's nice
to have someone to call in Toronto."
Sandra Sedacca, '78, spent her final
law school semester in Canada: "I'm
glad I wasn't around for the lastsemester job panic." She chose the
exchange program because she was
much interested in international law,
especially antitrust, but also because
"I didn't see myself going the tradi
tional route." At Western Ontario she
liked the smaller classes and what
she describes as "a more progressive
environment, with more political dis
cussion in class. The American law
school environment is pretty conser
vative, and I needed to find ways to
break out of it, to keep in touch with
my own personal political beliefs."
Sedacca's first job after graduation
was with Americans for SALT II, a
Washington-based group. After
almost two years there, she held an
interim job with the American Asso
ciation of University Women and
then moved on to Common Cause,
where she worked until recently on
nuclear arms policy and authored Up
in Arms: A Common Cause Guide to
Understanding Nuclear Arms Policy.
She is now executive director of the
Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Pol
icy in New York. Her experience in
international dialogue has some bear
ing, she says, on the way she
approaches policy issues. "I'm glad I
did it," she says of the semester in
Canada, "and I'm very glad the pro
gram has continued and has been so
successful. It's something special and
rare."

David A. Wardell, '82.
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David Warden, '82, cheerfully
admits that one very big reason for
his going up to London was that he's
a hockey player—"and they have a
beautiful facility." Wardell played a
lot of hockey and gained a lot of
friends: "I keep in touch with as
many people from Canada as from
Case." He also took some courses.
"The course in corporations was
interesting. The law in Canada is
slightly different, and the textbook
was good about commenting on the
differences." Wardell remembers the
course in evidence, taught by a Cana
dian prosecutor, as a fine experience.
Now an assistant district attorney in
New York, Wardell says, "That
course influenced me a lot. It made
me think about the differences. After
I came back, I audited Professor
McElhaney's class. I think that now
I'm more thorough than I would
have been if I had only taken the
American class."
Robert Hathaway, '81, recalls that
he selected the CWRU Law School in
the first place because he was
attracted by the student exchanges—
"I didn't realize the program was in
its infancy." He had always targeted
himself toward the corporate side of
law, and he thought a semester in
Canada would have practical benefits
because "there's an awful lot of busi
ness across the border." He also
thought it would be fun; he had
much enjoyed an undergraduate term
in Europe. "It was a great way to
break the monotony of the third
year," he says. "It rekindled my
enthusiasm." He particularly remem
bers the seminar he took in civil
rights. "It was fascinating because so
much of what we take for granted in
our Constitution doesn't exist up
there. They have a lot of the same
protections, but they find different
sources for them." In the end he has
decided that the time in Canada
"didn't really have practical applica
tions. I've never directly used what I

Robert E. Hathaway II, '81

learned there, either in my first job at
Baker & Hostetler or here at General
Motors. But I'm glad I gained the dif
ferent perspective. I'm not sorry
about it in the least."

In the academic year just ended,
seven students participated in the
exchange. Four Western Ontario law
students—Beverly Behan, Michael
Cooper, Richard Gateman, and
Daniel Gunning—came to Cleveland
for the fall semester. In the spring
three from CWRU—Saul Aronson,
John Krajewski, and William Lockard—went north to London, Ontario.
In Brief talked at length with Behan
and Aronson.

Beverly Behan took her undergrad
uate degree in business administra
tion at the University of Western
Ontario, and after six years at the
same university she badly wanted a
change of scene. She thought of
spending her final year of law school
at the University of Alberta, and she
also investigated Western Ontario's
clinical program, but neither proved
workable. "Then I ran into Professor
Jack Roberts and told him my story,
and he said: 'Well, why don't you go
to Cleveland?' He told me a little
about the program, and I said I'd
think about it. He said, 'Think fast,
because the deadline is tomorrow at
noon.' So I thought fast and got in
my application."
She was struck by the differences—
"though most are subtle differ
ences"—between the two law
schools. "The teaching in the States is
more Socratic. In Canada the firstyear courses are taught that way, but
after the first year you don't get
called on in class. When that hap
pened to me, it came as a surprise."
She discovered that courses at CWRU
were "more practically oriented. I

Beverly Behan

don't know whether that's true of all
American law schools, or just Case,
but I certainly liked it." And she
found that many more students here
than in Canada were involved in cocurricular activities.
Behan herself got involved in the
mock-trial competition—"and I won!"
She adds with a certain glee: "I beat
all the Americans!" She thought it
such a good experience that when
she went back home she organized a
mock-trial competition at Western
Ontario. "I threw it together," she
says. "I was the only one here who
had ever seen a mock-trial competi
tion, and I knew I couldn't just write
a report and expect someone to do it
next year. So I saw it through, and it
was very successful. Now we're try
ing to find out whether other Cana
dian schools have it, because we'd
like to compete with other schools.
Maybe next year we can get together
with Case one weekend."
Behan says that three of the
courses she took at CWRU were
especially valuable. "One was lawmedicine. It's just not offered here.
And the firm I'll be articling with
represents the Alberta Medical Asso
ciation; it will be good to have had
that exposure." Another was Interna
tional Business Transactions with
Professor King—"a remarkable per
son, with a wealth of experience.
Besides being a fine teacher, he was
especially helpful to the Canadian
students: he took us to lunch, he
wanted to get to know us, he wanted
to be sure that we were getting the
most out of our time here. (Behan's
admiration of King is reciprocated.
King describes her as "a star—I think
she'll be in Parliament before long!")
And finally there was Trial Tactics
with Professor James McElhaney—
"worth the trip in itself." That
course, plus the mock-trial experi
ence, decided Behan, who had been
"marginally interested in litigation,"
that she really wanted to be a
litigator.
Behan liked not only the Law
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School. "I loved the city—the muse
ums, the symphony, the Browns
games. I liked the people I met—I
think I met more people in four
months than I met in the other two
and a half years of law school. Every
one was hospitable, and made such
an effort for me."
Originally from Manitoba, Behan
has worked in Calgary, Alberta, for
Petro-Canada every summer since
her graduation from college. After
law school she'll return to Alberta to
clerk for Justice Milton Harradence
of the Alberta Court of Appeals.
Then she'll write the Alberta bar
exam and finish her articling period
with Bennett-Jones, the largest firm
in Alberta and one of the largest in
Canada.
Behan expects that in her practice
she will make direct use of her
American experience. "The oil and
gas business, for example, is so domi
nated by foreign firms, mainly Amer
ican, that you're bound to have deal
ings across the border. Often you're
dealing with a Canadian subsidiary of
an American company. And the
financing is often by American
banks, so you are bound to get
involved with American law firms."
She is sure that she'll use her many
friends from CWRU as professional
contacts—"even if they're not doing
that kind of work, they'll be able to
point me in the right direction. It's
good to know people on the other
side."
Would she recommend the
exchange to other students? Would
she do it over again? Behan's answer
is unhesitating: "Definitely."
For Saul Aronson the decision to
spend his last semester of law school
in Canada has been the latest in a
series of deliberate efforts to collect
different experiences and broaden his
horizons. For example, he spent the
summer before he entered law school
backpacking through Europe and the
Middle East. "I had money in the
bank," he explains, "because in col
lege I had had my own business—a
campus floral service. Some people
may think it was crazy not to save it
for a rainy day, but I wanted to throw
it into experience. Health, time, and
money are big resources, and I had
all three. I thought of the summer of
travel as a personal investment."
Barely arrived at the CWRU Law
School in the fall of 1981, he immedi
ately began planning to spend his
second year in England at the Lon
don Law Centre of Notre Dame Uni
versity. He applied and was accepted.
"Half of the courses I took that year,"
says Aronson, "were standard Ameri
can courses that you would expect to
take in the second year—evidence,
wills and trusts, federal income tax.
The difference was in the way they
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were taught. We had tax from an
American practitioner who was doing
international work in London and
wills and trusts with a British profes
sor who was familiar with American
case law but made constant refer
ences to British law and certainly had
a different teaching style. The real
meat of the program was the interna
tional law courses—human rights,
international tax, international busi
ness transactions. I especially enjoyed
a course I took at Kings College at
the University of London in compara
tive European law; it was taught by
three professors—English, French,
and German."
In addition to the academic experi
ence, Aronson had "a hands-on expe
rience" working in the London office
of Wald, Harkrader & Ross, a Wash
ington firm. "The job involved
research in investment protection in
international law and led to a paper
examining the efficacy of compensa
tion terms in the new bilateral invest
ment treaty between Egypt and the
United States." The paper has been
accepted for publication by the Jour
nal of International Law.
While he was abroad, Aronson nat
urally seized the opportunity to
travel. Besides excursions in England
and Scotland, he made four trips to
the continent. The most interesting,
he says, was his trip to the Soviet
Union, where in eight days he visited
Moscow, Kiev, and Leningrad. In
Moscow he made his way to the uni
versity and got by the soldiers at the
entrance by means of "persistent
smiling, waving of the arms, and
shouting 'Intourist!' Once in, I
headed directly to the law depart
ment to find some students to talk
with. They were friendly and cooper
ative, but very opinionated. At times
our talk became heated, but we
ended by shaking hands and assuring
each other that this was a friendly
exchange." On the train to Kiev
Aronson talked into the night with a
physicist he met, who subsequently
introduced him to more law students

at the University of Kiev. His experi
ences in Kiev included a party in the
law students' dormitory and a gener
ous sampling of "a specialty drink
from the Soviet state of Georgia, a
homemade whiskey that tastes like
high octane petrol. My head hurts
just thinking about it."
Even before leaving for England,
Aronson had talked with Sidney
Picker about spending a part of his
third year in Canada. Picker was in
England in the summer of 1983, and
they talked about it again. "There
was some doubt about whether I
ought to spend three out of six
semesters off campus," says Aronson,
"and I certainly didn't want to jeop
ardize my American legal training.
But we decided that I should go
ahead with it, that it would be a good
thing for me to have been educated
in three common-law countries."
Aronson took courses at Western
Ontario in corporations, labor law,
and conflicts of law, but spent most
of his time in independent study,
researching a paper on the need for a
trade and investment agreement
between Canada and the United
States—"a hot topic," says Aronson,
and a particular concern of Professor
Henry King, with whom he has been
in close touch. Aronson spent his
spring vacation in Ottawa inter
viewing Canadian government offi
cials and people in the American
embassy.
Like Behan, Aronson has found
that there are differences between
the law schools. Canadian law stu
dents, he says, "are more aware of
national and international events. On
the whole American students are
fairly narrowly focused, and maybe a
bit naive. I think the Canadians have
a greater sensitivity. They're more
worldly—or maybe broader is a better
word."
The semester at Western Ontario
was "an excellent comparative law
experience," Aronson says. "There's
no better way to understand another
system than by being there. You
really can't learn it just by reading
about it or having it taught in a class
room. You get the full flavor only
when you're immersed in it." He has
certainly become more conscious of
Canada as a nation: "Americans tend
to forget that Canada is an indepen
dent, sovereign country. I was guilty
of that. We have much in common,
but there are cultural differences, and
when you're here, you discover
them. I didn't realize how fierce
Canadian nationalism can be." He is
also more aware now of the differ
ences within Canada. "There was an
exchange group at Western Ontario
from Quebec, so we had both
Anglophiles and Francophiles. Quite
a mix!"
Aronson's next step will be to take
the New York bar exam, and then he
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will be off to Sweden for a year at
the University of Stockholm in a
graduate program for foreign law
yers. "The first term is a survey of
Swedish law, and in the second term
I'll do independent research. I'm
planning to examine the impact of
GATT on the friendship-commercenavigation treaty between Sweden
and the U.S. The treaty is about 200
years old, and it can't hurt to re
examine it." Aronson hopes to find
work with a Stockholm law firm, "or
I may put my Jaest entrepreneurial
skills to work and set myself up as a
consultant."

Justice in Billy Budd
by Robert P. Lawry
Professor of Law

The focus of this essay is upon a
single question: was justice done in
the case of The Crown v. William
Budd? The case is a fictional one,
known to us solely through Herman
Melville's novella, Billy Budd.' The
question is“a-philosophical one, with
implications in ethics, politics, rheto
ric, law, theology, and art. I have
been seeking a satisfactory answer to
the question for several years.’My
tentative conclusion is that no injus
tice was done; yet the absence of
injustice is insufficient to warrant the
further conclusion that justice was
done. This paradox demands further
explanation. But first, a summary of
the facts is in order.

K

The student exchange program is
still too new for anyone tq know
whether these future leaders, as the
Canadian consul general calls them,
will have a measurable effect on Canada-U.S. relations. But it is clear that
the program has had an effect on
them. For all of them the exchange
semester was "something a little bit
different," something that attracted
them because it was not the conven
tional way to go to law school. The
Canadian graduates of the program
have found that it is a helpful addi
tion to a resume. But few of the
Americans have seen the exchange
semester as a help in getting a job—if
anything, the contrary, because it dis
rupted the normal course of job-seek
ing and interviewing. As Saul Aron
son puts it, "You're taking more risks
by being unconventional. But then
most things that are interesting are a
little risky." None of these former
exchange students has any regrets
about having taken the risk.
-K.E.T.

The Plot

Robert P. Lawry majored in literature
and philosophy as an undergraduate at
Fordham University and received his
J.D. degree from the University of Penn
sylvania. He holds a diploma in law
from Oxford University and was a Har
vard Fellow in Law and the Humanities
in 1974-75. For seven years he practiced
law in Pittsburgh with the firm of Eck
ert, Seamans, Cherin & Mellott.
Since Joining the CWRU faculty in
1975, Lawry has become well known in
Cleveland as a lecturer on legal and
ethical issues, as a published poet, and
as co-founder and chairman of the Uni
versity's Center for Professional Ethics.
He regularly teaches the Law School's
course in Professional Responsibility,
and in the semester just ended he joined
with faculty from the School of Medi
cine and the School of Applied Social
Sciences in offering a new course. Ethics
in the Professions.
This article appeared originally in The
Gamut, copyright © by Cleveland State
University. Reprinted by permission.

Billy Budd, a young sailor, is
impressed into the British Navy and
set to work on a man-of-war, the
Bellipotent. The time is 1797, less
than one year after mutinies have
occurred at Nore and Spithead. The
tension caused by these mutinies is
exacerbated by the fact that Britain is
at war with France. The young
impressed man is a fine physical
specimen, cheerful, naive, and gener
ally well-liked by the mangy crew
aboard the ship. In fact, this Billy
Budd, or Baby Budd as he is called,
brings the same kind of simple joy to
the men as does the presence of a
newborn in a roomful of adults. But
the ship's police chief, the Master-atArms, John Claggart, is "down on
Billy Budd." His hatred is instantane
ous and deep, and he causes Billy
troubles of various sorts. Despite
warnings from an old "Dansker,"
Billy does not believe Claggart is
"down on him," because he seems
incapable of understanding the mys
tery of iniquity that is the source of
Claggart's evil disposition. When
Claggart falsely accuses him of
mutiny, to his face and in front of the
ship's captain, Edward Fairfaxe Vere,
Budd delivers a single blow to Clag
gart's forehead, which kills him. Billy
has a recurring speech problem that
renders him dumb or causes him to
stutter in moments of emotional cri
sis. As Billy puts it: "Could I have
used my tongue I would not have
struck him." Captain Vere, a bookish,
introspective man, judicious but a
strict disciplinarian, is terribly agi
tated by the event. Nevertheless, he
proceeds forthwith to call a drum
head court-martial, unusual under
the circumstances. At the trial Vere
acts as witness, prosecutor, defense
counsel and co-adjudicator, finally
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persuading a reluctant three-judge
court to render a guilty verdict
against Budd. The death penalty is
carried out the next morning, after
Vere and Billy have been reconciled.
Before the execution, the boy shouts,
"God bless Captain Vere.” Remark
ably, the men echo Billy's words,
murmur after his death, but do not
mutiny. Vere never recovers from the
anguish of his role in the death of
Billy Budd. He is wounded shortly
afterward and dies with the lad's
name on his lips. A newspaper
account distorts the facts badly. A
sailor's poem lifts Billy into legend.

Obligation and Aspiration
Whoever is unwilling to say that
justice was done in a case, while
simultaneously arguing that no injus
tice was done, is obliged to clarify his
terms. I will begin by explicating a
rather commonplace distinction
between the morality of obligation
and the morality of aspiration.^ This
distinction typically envisions a conti
nuum, clear enough at the poles. A
parent is obligated to provide mini
mum food, shelter, and clothing for
his or her child; but heroic sacrifice,
i.e., doing without basic necessities
or working at two full-time jobs to
put a son or daughter through medi
cal school, is clearly aspirational. Not
all can give so generously. More
important, no one is condemned for a
decision not to try to scale such
heroic heights. Whereas obligation is
presumably within everyone's reach,
aspiration requires special effort and
special virtue. Heroic sacrifice for
another is praised but neither
required nor expected of the ordinary
good or decent person.
If the obligation/aspiration distinc
tion is valid and encompasses all
moral situations, then it is not unrea
sonable to conclude that a case was
decided without injustice being done
(moral duties fulfilled) but that justice
itself was not necessarily realized (the
practice fell short of the aspiration). I
suggest that is what happened in Billy
Budd.
The distinction between a morality
of obligation and a morality of aspira
tion should not be confused with
another oft-made distinction between
public and private morality. It has
been argued at least since Machiavelli that acts of "princes" in the
public realm are governed by the
principles of expediency and good
order only. Often the case of Billy
Budd is viewed as an exemplar of
this public/private distinction, law
being the will of the public authority
and justice being the private virtue
sacrificed to the common weal. But
Billy Budd should not be read as one
more dramatic example of the clash
between law and justice, power and
right, the state and the individual,
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public and private moralities. Those
clashes do occur, and the history of
civil disobedience from Thoreau
through Gandhi to Martin Luther
King, Jr., provides innumerable exam
ples of that kind of problem. I do not
minimize the dilemmas often created
by unjust laws; 1 only say the prob
lem facing Captain Vere was differ
ent. I suggest further that the prob
lem facing Vere is more common
than we have so far realized) More
over, it is not a question of choosing
between two good things or choosing
the lesser of two evils. Rather the
issue is: how often in our concern
not to do wrong do we refuse to risk
our settled self in pursuit of the
Good? What I want to advocate is a
shift in our moral focus from rule
breaking toward the pursuit of virtue,
or from decision-point ethics to char
acter ethics. This shift can take place
only if we conduct our moral analysis
on the basis of the distinction
between obligation and aspiration,
and care more for the latter than we
currently seem to do.

Justice: the Formal Rule
Aristotle observed that the ordinary
sense of the word justice refers both
to the lawful and to the fair.^ For the
Greeks both words meant the equal.
He who obeys the law is just; he who
takes only what is his due is just; he
who treats others equally, in accord
with accepted standards, treats them
justly. But what does it mean to treat
others fairly or equally? Is not each
of us a unique personality with a his
tory and characteristics that make
each one precious and inimitable?
But the test of justice is treatment of
all persons as equal because they are
similar or identical in the relevant
particulars. Though this formal rule
of justice is universally accepted,
when we begin to specify under what
conditions two or more persons may
be said to be alike and how to treat
them, all the agony erupts. Law is
clearly allied to justice because it is
under law that these specifications
are made; and the more they reflect
society's values and its common
good, the more reason there is in the
routine case to claim the coincidence
of law and justice. Accordingly, a
powerful presumption attaches to the
justice of the laws at least in societies
where the Rule of Law is a funda
mental social postulate. This is not to
say there is no criticism of the law in
those societies, or, indeed, that there
are no cases where the citizenry com
plains that a particular law is unjust.
Such criticism is a normal part of the
political life of every society, for jus
tice has never been fully achieved.
Certainly, no citizenry has ever been
in accord in thinking so. Neverthe
less, much social conflict is resolved

justly in the eyes of its citizens sim
ply by an appeal to an even-handed,
impartial application of the law. At
this point, let us examine the law
operative in the case of Billy Budd.

The Law of the Case:
Procedure and Substance
We must be careful at the outset to
distinguish the law that would have
governed an incident such as the one
described in Melville's story, if it had
really occurred, from the operative
law of the story itself as set forth by
the author. They are not necessarily
the same. Whatever the reality might
have been, we know only so much
law as Melville enacts for his fic
tional world.
Captain Vere's initial formal act
after the death of Claggart was to call
a drumhead court. The ship's surgeon
and the three officers called to be
judges were surprised and concerned
about Vere's decision to call this
court because it was "at variance
with usage." All four men thought
that Billy ought to be confined until
the Bellipotent rejoined the fleet, and
the matter then referred to the Admi
ral. Beyond this significant proce
dural point, the case itself was tried
under the Articles of War, which, as
Captain Vere says, provide that the
striking of an officer by one lower in
grade is a capital offense, apart from
the effect the blow has. In other
words the substantive law in
Melville's narrative was probably
meant to read as Article 22 of the
British Articles of War actually did
read in 1797:
If any officer, mariner, soldier, or other
person in the fleet, shall strike any of his
superior officers, or draw, or offer to
draw, or lift up any weapon against him,
being in the execution of his office, on
any pretence whatsoever, every such per
son being convicted of any such offence,
by the sentence of a court-martial, shall
suffer death.^

From Melville's text that is all the
law we know, and Melville does not
quote the particular language of the
law. Although legal historians tell us
that an actual case like the one
described in Billy Budd may have
called for the application of addi
tional provisions of law in ways at
variance with what was done on the
Bellipotent,^ it is clear from Melville's
text that he chose only those features
of the law that would set up the
moral dilemma that the artist wanted
to dramatize.
On the procedural and jurisdic
tional point rests the first, perhaps
even the most important, moral prob
lem. Vere called a drumhead court,
which the others who knew about it
thought inadvisable and at variance
with usage. It was not, however, ille
gal. Clearly the Captain had authority

to call such a court, particularly for
the purposes for which he intended
it. Vere wished to share the moral
responsibility for the decision—a
wish that can be viewed either as
cowardice or becoming modesty:

,

Very far was he from embracing opportu
nities for monopolizing to himself the per
ils of moral responsibility, none at least
that could properly be referred to an offi
cial superior or shared with him by his
official equals or even subordinates. So
thinking, he was glad it would not be at
variance with usage to turn the matter
over to a summary court of his own offi
cers, reserving to himself, as the one on
whom the ultimate accountability would
rest, the right of maintaining a supervision
of it, or formally or informally interposing
at need."
*

To call such a court under such cir
cumstances was a matter of discre
tion. Conduct of this kind is usually
reviewed by an appellate court only
for clear abuse, clear unreasonable
ness. Discretion is often given
because a "situation sense" is needed
that cannot be caught in straightfor
ward rules. Fact, value, and circum
stance often combine in obscure
ways, requiring judgment in the face
of exigencies. Judgment of this kind
is not confined to legal matters. It is
at the heart of the moral tragedy of
Billy Budd. After the trial scene and
the condemnation, which cannot be
divorced from the Captain's initial
choice to proceed, Melville cites "a
writer whom few know" (presumably
himself):
Forty years after a battle it is easy for a
non-combatant to reason about how it
ought to have been fought. It is another
thing personally and under fire to direct
the fighting while involved in the obscur
ing smoke of it. Much so with respect to
other emergencies involving consider
ations both practical and moral, and when
it is imperative promptly to act. The
greater the fog the more it imperils the
steamer, and speed is put on tho' at the
hazard of running somebody down. Little
ween the snug card players in the cabin of
the responsibilities of the sleepless man on
the bridge.'

Why did Vere exercise his discre
tionary power to call a drumhead
court? Because he feared mutiny if
he did not dispose of this case with
firmness and speed. Forget for a
moment what we, as readers of the
"insider's narrative," know of Claggart, Budd, the ship, Vere himself.
Consider first what Vere may have
considered. I suggest he focused on
two things: the aftereffects of two
recent naval mutinies and the make
up of the crew aboard the Bellipotent.
The smoke of mutiny could be
smelled on board every ship in the
British Navy. Early in the narrative,
Melville says this about the Nore (or
Great) Mutiny of 1796:

It was indeed a demonstration more
menacing to England than the contempo
rary manifestoes and conquering and pro
selyting armies of the French Directory.
To the British Empire the Nore Mutiny
was what a strike in the fire-brigade
would be to London threatened by general
arson."

Melville's narrator goes on to recount
the lingering effects of the Great
Mutiny:
At sea precautionary vigilance was
strained against relapse. At short notice an
engagement might come on. When it did,
the lieutenants assigned to batteries felt it
incumbent on them, in some instances, to
stand with drawn swords behind the men
working the guns."
k

Moreover, Captain Vere's reason for
quick action after the death of Claggart was to extinguish "any slum
bering embers of the Nore among the
crew." This sense of "urgency" and
the Captain's harried frame of mind
were directly connected to the threat
of mutiny "well-warranted or
otherwise."
The causes for the mutinous atmos
phere that hung over the British
Navy—bad food and little of it,
scanty cloth for clothes, the impress
ment of unwilling men—were still
largely uncorrected. The men
impressed into the Navy were not
usually innocents like Baby Budd,
but society's marginal types: vaga
bonds, "promiscuous lame ducks of
morality," perhaps even criminals
"culled direct from the jails." Claggart himself it was rumored "had
volunteered into the King's navy by
way of compounding for some myste
rious swindle whereof he had been
arraigned at the King's Bench."'"
Melville subtly and ambiguously
suggests that a spirit of mutiny was
abroad on the Bellipotent herself. In
Chapter 14 another impressed man,
described only as an afterguardsman,
awakens Billy from a deep sleep to
propose if not mutiny, at least "help—
at a pinch" to a "gang" of other
impressed men. Two coins are
offered to Billy for such "help." Billy
chases the tempter away, but dis
closes the episode only to the old
Dansker, a wise, veteran seaman,
who ties the incident to Claggart. But
unlike previous disturbing incidents
created by one of Claggart's "more
cunning corporals," one Squeak by
name, there is little textual evidence
to support the Dansker's assumption.
If the afterguardsman was not Clag
gart's man, then mutiny may not
have been far from occurring on the
Bellipotent. Melville's characteristic
ambiguity is at work here. In describ
ing the reality of making choices in
the "fog" of action, he was not likely
to allow the reader the comfort of
solving the moral problem simply by
solving a literary puzzle. What is sig

nificant is that it would not be unrea
sonable for the Captain to think that
mutiny aboard the Bellipotent was a
real possibility. Later, in arguing
against clemency for Billy Budd, Vere
explains:
To the people the foretopman's deed how
ever it be worded in the announcement,
will be plain homicide committed in a fla
grant act of mutiny. What penalty for that
should follow, they know. But it does not
follow. Why?^they will ruminate. You
know what sailoss are. Will they not
revert to the recent outbreak at the Nore?
Ay ... . They would think that we flinch,
that we are afraid of them—afraid of prac
tising a lawful rigour singularly demanded
at this juncture lest it should provoke new
troubles."

Believing as he did. Captain Vere
knew from his first reflections what
had to be done. He sums it up in
these early words of judgment over
Claggart's lifeless body: "Struck dead
by an angel of God! Yet the angel
must hang."'" Discretion was exer
cised for the most fundamental rea
son: to preserve the society.
Whether the determination to call a
drumhead court was itself unjust
(because illegal) depends upon what
criterion is used to determine abuse
of discretion. Personal hatred of the
accused would not be a justifiable
motive; but clearly Vere acted from a
desire to maintain discipline on the
ship. It is doubtful that an appellate
court would reverse for abuse of dis
cretion in this matter. One of the
actual cases that Melville considered
when writing Billy Budd was that
involving the decision of the com
mander of the U.S. brig-of-war
Somers to execute three crew mem
bers as mutineers, even though the
incident occurred in peacetime, 1842,
and within a few days' sail of home.
As reported in Billy Budd, this execu
tion, carried out under laws similar
to those governing Billy's case, was
"vindicated by a naval court of
inquiry subsequently convened
ashore." The Somers affair requires
its own analysis, but the case should
demonstrate how a reviewing court
would be likely to sympathize with a
commander beset with fears of
mutiny. In any event, a ship's captain
can hardly be faulted for exercising
his discretion to preserve the safety
of the ship and its crew.
There is some difficulty for the
average reader in the fact that Cap
tain Vere represents more than one
branch of government on board the
Bellipotent. It is axiomatic in our sys
tem that the executive, legislative,
and judicial branches are to operate
separately, so that a concentration of
corrupting power cannot occur. Prac
tically, this idea leads to inefficiencies
and complexities, but these seem a
small price to pay to preserve our lib
erties. Nevertheless, let a state of
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emergency arise—war, for example—
and the necessity for quick, bold
action demands a concentration of
power. Captain Vere is the com
mander of a ship in a time of war. He
has great executive powers, but the
extent of his judicial powers depends
upon circumstance. Ideally, he should
not judge Billy Budd—he should turn
the matter over to the Admiral. But
this is wartime: not merely war
between England and France, but
civil, internal war—mutiny—existed
in potentia for the non-democratic
society of the ship. Under such cir
cumstances ideals give way to the
pressures of reality; to consider only
the ideals is to risk losing everything.
Another reason that Vere called a
drumhead court was to seek the help
and counsel of others. He was "no
lover of authority for mere authori
ty's sake," but wanted to share the
moral responsibility. Nevertheless he
accepted the ultimate responsibility
that he knew was his as Captain.
We have already noted the straight
forward language of Article 22: "If
any . . . person in the fleet, shall
strike any of his superior officers
. . . every such person being con
victed of any such offence . . . shall
suffer death." Captain Vere refers to
the plain meaning of the statute: the
mere striking of a superior officer by
his inferior is a capital offense. At
one time in judicial history it was
common to read the language of stat
utes in the belief that it contained a
"plain meaning."'^ Vere himself, it
can be argued, was therefore acting
as a good judge should have acted
in reading the command of the
legislature.
Increased sophistication in the phi
losophy of language in the 20th cen
tury has caused the demise of the
"plain meaning" approach to legal
interpretation, replacing it with a
variety of techniques. Still, these new
techniques have the same goal as the
old: to determine the true intention
of the legislative branch in passing
the statute in question. Even under
the new techniques, the place to
begin is with the language. But more
must be done than to give the words
their dictionary definitions and to
examine the syntax of the provision
in question. The court must examine
the whole statute so that the provi
sion may be read in context; and it
must study extant debates contempo
rary with the law to find what ques
tions of social policy were at issue.
Although these techniques are not
available to us in the case at hand,
we must still ask the same questions
that the English court in Heydon's
Case'^ asked in reading a statute in
1584: what mischief was the legisla
ture trying to remedy? what precise
remedy did they choose? why did
they choose that particular remedy?
The mischief was clearly related to
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problems of discipline, which is
needed for effective functioning in
the military, and to the danger of
mutiny. The remedy was also clear:
death to anyone who even strikes an
officer no matter the provocation. But
why so harsh and sweeping a penalty,
which damns acts that are not muti
nous along with those that are? Cap
tain Vere gives us a partial answer.
He says, "No child resembles his
father more than the Mutiny Act
resembles in spirit the thing from
which it derives—War looks but to
the frontage, the appearance. Intent
or non-intent is nothing to the pur
pose."” We do not ask the combat
ant's position on the war. The com
batant obeys. If he does not, he
must answer for it. Discipline is
everything.
From the text of the story it is
unassailable that Melville wanted to
make the law both clear and harsh.
He wanted it to be based on the pos
sibility of mutiny and the Navy's con
cern that sailors in wartime not be
allowed to think that they could
strike an officer with impunity even
under conditions which might other
wise excuse the act.
It is true that Vere reached his deci
sion in a flash, both as commander
and as judge. Immediately upon con
firmation from the surgeon that Claggart was dead, Vere thought hard but
quickly, and he uttered the judgment:
"The angel must hang." Neverthe
less, this does not mean it was an
impulsive or unjustified decision. It
was made by him as Captain, but
it was shared, not only by the
drumhead court (however reluc
tantly), but clearly and overwhelm
ingly by the British Navy whose
servant he was.

Human Justice
I have taken so much time with the
defense of Captain Vere because I
want to make the best argument I
can for him. 1 want to try to explain
why such a decision so at odds with
instinctive human sympathies can yet
be justified. My guess is, however,
that I have not done enough. Even if
I have convinced readers that legal
justice was done, this notion of jus
tice seems inadequate: to many,
including Vere himself, Billy Budd is
innocent before God. Before we
examine such a notion of higher jus
tice, however, there remain some
additional issues of human justice to
confront.
First of all, a fact many people like
to ignore is that Billy Budd killed
another man. That he was provoked
is not in dispute, but how provoked?
Was he struck, so as to call out
claims of self-defense? No. Claggart
merely charged him with a crime he
did not commit. Is that—better yet—
should that be a justification under

any law, man's law or God's, for
striking another or for killing
another? Tort law would not excuse.
Criminal law would not excuse. Only,
perhaps, the law of a different soci
ety, one that could be imagined and
perhaps existed in the dawning days
of Homeric heroes and gods. Could a
reasonably civilized society exist
without rules against conduct like
Billy Budd's? Billy was prone to use
his fists when even slightly provoked.
On his former ship, the Rights-ofMan, when a sailor called Red Whis
kers "under the pretense of showing
Billy just whence a sirloin steak was
cut . . . insultingly gave him a dig
under the ribs," Billy "quick as light
ning ... let fly his arm," and "gave
the burly fool a terrible drubbing.""’
Of course. Red Whiskers did not die,
and in fact came to love Billy, at least
in the perception of the Captain of
the Rights.
Billy clearly was a "peacemaker"
on the Rights; but his innocence, his
beauty, his naivete called out some
thing of the worst in certain men.
The latter point is examined carefully
in Rollo May's book. Power and Inno
cence. Psychologically, the victim,
who is innocent and childlike, has
much to do with making himself the
victim. For May, the "tragic flaw in
Billy Budd" was that "he blocked off
his own awareness of the effect he
was having on Claggart, despite the
endeavors of the old Danish sailor to
point out Claggart's growing hostility
toward him."'' He was protecting his
innocence, but he was also refusing
to grow up. He not only invited evil
to murder him, he also was quick to
violence himself; although a child, he
had the strength of a man, and one of
his blows could kill, and did kill
Societies cannot function with men
acting as children. Perhaps in some
sweet moment of repose, we sigh and
wish it were otherwise. But it is not
otherwise, and justice in this world
cannot be conceived as if the world
were otherwise.
But this punishment: death? For
this offense? Under these circum
stances? One's sense of justice is out
raged. What meaning do we give to
"justice" in this context?
There is within the concept of jus
tice a strong element of proportional
ity-in Aristotle's terms, not only the
lawful but also the equal and the fair.
Strict equality is often identified with
prescriptions like the Biblical "eye
for an eye." Yet fairness usually
means that we look to motivation,
the peculiar circumstances. Aristotle
himself introduced the idea of equity
as a corrective for law and as a kind
of justice tempered with mercy. In
modern criminal law we refer to
degrees of homicide. Premeditated
murder requires the harshest penalty.
Unintentional manslaughter falls
lower on the list. Both result in

death. Strict justice, understood as
"an eye for an eye," would not dis
tinguish. But not to distinguish is to
be somehow unfair. Motivation
counts. Only primitive man thinks
otherwise. It is therefore our sense
that justice involves proportionality
which is offended by the Captain's
sentence of death. Nevertheless, jus
tice as proportionality cannot be
examined in a vacuum, as if only the
offender and the one offended were
involved. Justice is preeminently a
social virtue, and it cannot be ana
lyzed outside the context of the rules
and institutions of the body politic.
In the world of Odysseus murder
was still a problem for the clan or
family to handle."* In mor^ advanced
societies the state assumes the
responsibility for determining guilt
and punishment. Unless one accepts
a view of natural law that decrees
how every social problem should be
handled (a view no great thinker ever
held), society's rules, values, social
conditions, and exigencies have to be
central to any judgment about justice
or injustice.
This is not pure relativism, because
I do not advocate the proposition that
every decision within a community is
just so long as it reflects that particu
lar society's values and its own
understanding of the common good.
What I do advocate is that any dis
cussion concerning justice is unreal,
inhuman, and hopelessly abstract
unless it is understood within a
meaningful historical and cultural
framework. For example, if we were
to decide that capital punishment is
unworthy of our society—as France
has recently decided—does it follow
that previous executions by the guil
lotine or otherwise were unjust? Even
those who accepted so iniquitous an
institution as slavery cannot be con
sidered unjust at all times and all
places, although I cannot imagine an
argument that could persuade me
now that holding slaves is just. Why?
Because history has proven that slav
ery entails a kind of murder of the
individual's personhood. But for Aris
totle, economic and social conditions
made slavery seem natural and nec
essary for the well-being of society as
a whole.
This way of putting the question
reflects the central debate about
value that is at the heart of momen
tous decisions like the one Captain
Vere faced. If we accept the nature of
the dilemma as Melville presents it to
us, we cannot say Vere's decision was
unjust. The law and policy of fhe
state damned Billy Budd for the rea
son it thought fundamental: the sur
vival of the society in question (the
ship) and the continued strength of
the navy in its fight for self-preserva
tion. But let us be more concrete.

Other people were aboard that ship.
If chaos had erupted, many other
innocent lives might have been lost.

The Argument Against
Captain Vere
We have seen that Captain Vere
could have decided not to try Billy
Budd but instead to turn the matter
over to the Admiral. He did not do so
because he was afraid, and he was
afraid because his strict sense of duty,
his pedantry, his introspective mental
habits, and the recent mutinies all
combined to "unhinge " him. He did
not become clinically insane, but he
went mad as the world goes mad
every day, as Harry Truman went
mad in ordering Hiroshima and
Nagasaki blasted with atom bombs."*"
Truman's "madness " was based on a
rationally justifiable fear of the loss
of many additional American lives
through a prolongation of the war.
Winston Churchill made a similar
decision during World War II when
he allowed "surprise" bombings on
English cities rather than risk disclo
sure to the Germans that England
had cracked their secret intelligence
code."*' In both cases innocents were
sacrificed to save future lives. I cite
these examples not to justify or con
demn these particular acts, but to
remind us that decisions involving
the life or death of many people have
about them an air of unreality resem
bling madness. Even thinking about
matters so terrible may be a form of
insanity.
Such pressures seem to have pre
cipitated Captain Vere's decision.
Justifying a choice to confine Billy for
the Admiral's review of the case
would be easy. It was the accepted
practice. Ordinary practice does not
have to be justified until someone
challenges it, and then the burden is
on the challenger."*"* No one on the
Bellipotent would have challenged
Vere's decision had he merely con
fined Billy. Everyone believed Budd
to be honest and Claggart a liar, and
no one believed Budd capable of
actual mutiny. If the judges feared
mutiny at the beginning of the case,
they did not evidence it, and they
feared it at the end only because of
Captain Vere's relentless rhetoric.
Thus, Vere could have easily satisfied
the demands of strict justice, and at
the same time served a higher justice
or fairness that takes circumstances
into account, if he had held Billy for
the Admiral.
The language of the act that I first
quoted—"being in the execution of
his office" (referring to the officer
struck) and "on any pretence whatso
ever" (referring to the offender)—con
tains further grounds for criticism of
Captain Vere. Those who would chal
lenge Vere's actions might focus upon
these words and argue that Claggart

was not in the execution of his office
when he lied foully to Billy Budd's
face in the presence of the Captain.
The act of lying put Claggart outside
his role as Master-at-Arms just as in
the famous constitutional law case.
Ex Parte Young,a government
agent's acts were considered not the
acts of the government because they
were illegal—and the government as
government cannot act illegally. A
neat argument if one ignores the dif
ficulty of ctetei^ijiining when an offi
cer does something "outside his
office," and further ignores the policy
consideration underlying the rule that
wants no breach of discipline for fear
of mutiny. Nevertheless on land,
without the actual threat, it is an
argument I would surely accept in
order to avoid the harshness of the
penalty. And I would accept it with
the firm hope, belief, conviction that
surely the legislature did not mean
this case. Moreover the words "on
any pretence whatsoever" are differ
ent from what the strict logic of the
underlying policy seemed to demand.
If one did not want a possible "out"
for people at least like Billy Budd,
instead of "any pretence," would it
not have been better to use the
words "for any reason whatsoever,"
meaning good or bad, otherwise
appropriate or not? That is a reason
able argument I might also accept
under less pressured circumstances.
Only, of course, with the caveat:
surely that statutory language was
adopted not to encompass those acts
which are allegedly done in selfdefense or for any other good reason,
but are really subterfuges for mutiny.
Billy Budd was not indulging in pre
tence when he lashed out against
Claggart. Of course Billy was capable
of lying. He denied knowing anything
about any possible mutiny. His con
versation with the afterguardsman
was about mutiny and Billy knew it.
Other noble motives rose to stop his
speaking the truth on the occasion of
the question, but Billy was surely
also one caught in a moral dilemma
with no clear answer. Lying is wrong.
Exposing a shipmate to possible peril
on ambiguous words is ignoble. In
any event, the difficulty of getting at
"pretence" is akin to getting at "exe
cution of his office." In light of the
underlying policy against mutiny,
efforts to discriminate act from act
would have caused delay, uncertainty,
a gap in the fabric of discipline that a
mutinous band of cutthroats could
have easily crawled through. More
over—and this is crucial—Melville
does not actually quote Article 22
and never hints that his statute con
tained language so subject to differ
ent interpretation. He seems to have
wanted to set up a situation in which
"condemn or let go" was the only
legal choice.
But even without these arguments
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about the language of the act, Vere
could, in the circumstances set up by
Melville, still have avoided injustice
had he followed ordinary practice
and held Billy for the Admiral.

Higher Justice:
Heroes and God
Melville suggests that Admiral
Nelson would have behaved differ
ently from Captain Vere. In raising
this point, I touch on a deeper level
of analysis than we have so far
undertaken. The theme of the great
hero, embodied in the person of
Nelson, is central to the novella. It
was Nelson who was transferred to
the command of another ship
because his mere presence was
thought to be a deterrence to mutiny.
Nelson exposed himself to the peril
of gunfire, foolishly perhaps, but in
keeping with his noble, heroic
nature. So Vere could have, had he
been a Nelson, protected the inno
cent sailor, believing mutiny would
not occur because of who he was.
But Vere was not a Nelson. And
though we rank Nelson's character
stronger, more heroic, braver than
Vere's, are these attributes relevant to
the decision that Vere made and had
to make? It would be different if Vere
had acted out of an evil motive; but
he did not. He acted conscientiously
under the circumstances as he saw
them. A more heroic figure might
have chosen another path. The virtue
of courage more deeply implanted in
Vere might have made him another
Nelson. Nevertheless, Nelson's hero
ics perhaps foolishly cost him his life;
and ideas aside, human experience
tells us that heroic acts do not often
succeed. Heroes are few enough, and
Socrates, Jesus, Martin Luther King,
Jr., and Gandhi are but examples of
heroes whose lives were taken by
men who hated to stand in the shad
ows while a magnificent light bright
ened the world.
Now it may be argued that the risk
of loss of life, his own and many
members of the crew, and the loss of
the ship for use by Great Britain in
her war against France was what
Vere should have risked. But in the
name of human justice? No. The
argument has to be raised to a higher
level, namely the most exalted spirit
ual or moral level imaginable to man.
That is often where the argument
goes. Does not Vere himself invite it?
He says that God "at the Last
Assizes" shall acquit. That a just God
would "forgive" Billy Budd his act of
spontaneous violence under the cir
cumstances is not an argument I
should try to refute. Let us assume
such a God would; but that does not
answer the question whether justice
was done in this human case by Cap
tain Vere. For God's criteria for dis
pensing justice are not known to us
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and are generally conceived to be
intertwined with His overwhelming
love. For example, was it just to
order Abraham to slay his son, Isaac?
No human idea of justice could con
ceive that it was. Yet Abraham was
prepared to carry out Yahweh's com
mand, until stopped by an angel of
the Lord. Perhaps God's ways are not
our ways, as the Scriptures tirelessly
tell us.^“
From the Christian perspective,
Anselm of Canterbury argued that
God Himself had to find a way to
escape the consequences of His jus
tice which damned all men via the
sin of Adam's first disobedience. This
justice conflicted with His merciful
love. But love itself is subject to jus
tice. The solution? the undeserved
substitutional death of His Son, the
God-Man. Whatever its theological
weaknesses, Anselm's theory of
atonement has had a rich life in
Western Christianity, partly because it
satisfies psychologically anyone who
believes in a God of love who is also
a God of justice.”
The above examples were not cho
sen randomly. Melville invites the
Abraham-Isaac analogy himself: "The
austere devotee of military duty, let
ting himself melt back into what
remains primeval in our formalized
humanity, may in the end have
caught Billy to his heart, even as
Abraham may have caught young
Isaac on the brink of resolutely offer
ing him up in obedience to the exact
ing behest."” And literary critics
have traditionally read Billy as a
Christ-figure. Christ's plea, "Father,
forgive them," reverberates in Billy's
last testament: "God bless Captain
Vere."
Paul Tillich has urged that the con
cepts of love, power, and justice be
looked at as interconnected at the
ontological level. His argument is
basically that love is the drive toward
the reunion of the separated; that
power is the possibility of self-affir
mation in spite of internal and exter
nal negation; and that justice is the
form in which the power of being
actualizes itself in the encounter of
power with power. For Tillich, the
absolutely formal principle of justice
in every personal encounter is to
treat each person as a person; the
contents of justice are to be found in
laws, traditions, authorities, and indi
vidual conscience. Finally, the rela
tion of justice to love occurs through
the three functions of creative justice:
listening, giving, forgiving.”
Whatever we may say about the
Abraham-Isaac story or Anselm's the
ory of atonement or Tillich's ontologi
cal speculations about love, power,
and justice, one must be struck by
the constancy of repeated themes:
innocence, sacrifice, forgiveness, rec
onciliation. Clearly, religious ideas
about justice do not correspond to

mathematical proportions, nor even
to more nuanced versions of philo
sophical proportionality. Something
larger and more tragic animates the
heart of this dimension of reality.
That "something" is the pervasive
ness of evil. All human endeavors are
marked with its sign, infected with
its poison. Indeed, the "mystery of
iniquity" that pervaded Claggart's
heart was the root of the tragic story
of Billy Budd. Claggart's evil heart
was silenced by "an avenging angel."
However, evil lurks in more hearts
than one. Thus, divine justice must
be satisfied by the willing sacrifice of
an innocent, by the victim's forgive
ness of the one(s) responsible for the
decision, and by the reconciliation of
those previously separated. Captain
Vere, according to this view, played a
providential role in the workings of
divine justice, which culminated in
Billy's death and in the strange,
involuntary reconciliation of the crew
with its Captain and of that society
with lawful authority. From all of this
perhaps the answer is yes, from the
religious perspective, justice was
done in the case of Billy Budd.

Justice and Virtue
Although Billy Budd has been called
Melville's "testament of acceptance,"
it is not clear that the author believed
that justice was done. Cosmic inevita
bility is not necessarily justice. There
is reason to think Melville's story is
radically anti-Christian, negating any
theory of justice based on atonement.
Nevertheless, Captain Vere acted con
scientiously within the framework of
obligation and circumstance. He
might have waited for a trial before
the Admiral. He might have exonera
ted Billy altogether. He might have
followed the option suggested by one
of the adjudicators: conviction and
mitigation. Whatever legal and politi
cal arguments would have to be mar
shaled to support any of these
choices, the fact remains that Captain
Vere was incapable of seriously con
sidering them because of his sense of
duty and because of his fear of
mutiny. Any other outcome would
have required more courage, more
perception, more virtue than Captain
Vere possessed.
It is here that life and works of art
like Billy Budd become subtler than
philosophy. One can talk reasonably
well about rules and duties. I have
argued that Vere cannot be criticized
for failing in his obligation as Cap
tain; but we withhold our praise. We
suffer with Vere; we sympathize; but
we do not applaud. We aspire to
something better: we want justice.
For a utilitarian, Vere was no doubt
right because he insured the greatest
happiness of the greatest number. For
a Kantian, strict duty might also have
demanded Budd's death. But even if
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a utilitarian or a Kantian would ana
lyze the case to an opposite conclu
sion, the point I want to make is that
any such decision-point model of
morality is deficient because it does
not take into account the "fog of cir
cumstance" that actually pervades
the moral life.
Such a model is reductive, and
focuses on duty but not on character.
It is in character that Vere was ulti
mately deficient: he lacked courage
and moral imagination. A bold stroke
was needed and he did not have the
capacity for it. Moral imagination
transcending duty is what Jesus had
in abundance; that is why He is so
towering a figure on the moral
landscape.
True criticism of Vere would sound
like a parent's baffling and utterly
lame chiding of a child in difficulty:
"You should not have gotten yourself
in this mess in the first place." But
Vere did; and who can really blame
him? Like Vere, we are taught to do
our duty as we see it, to abide by
rules and roles we have chosen or
which have been assigned to us by
the Fates. As a lawyer, 1 am taught
that confidentiality is the linchpin of
my professional role. But if a client
told me in confidence that he killed
the man another person has been
convicted of killing, and the person
convicted is now sentenced to life
imprisonment or to the gas chamber,
am I to allow this innocent to suffer
so grievously because duty demands
it?“ I do not know what I would do
in the circumstance described above;
but I hope I would have the courage
to do something to save the innocent
person.
I do not disparage moral analysis. I
only say it is not enough. It can usu
ally provide us with the tools we
need to perform our obligations. But
to achieve our aspirations, we need
help from a higher source—if not
directly from God, because He is so
inaccessible even with the help of
theologians, then perhaps from a
luminous work of art. In his sonnet
Torso of an Archaic Apollo Rainer
Maria Rilke describes the mysterious
inner radiance of a statue, coming
from an unseen "candelabrum set /
before his gaze which is pushed back
and hid, restrained and shining.So
we might wish that Captain Vere had
put his pedantry aside and heeded
Rilke's powerful and unexpected last
few words: "You must change your
life."
Justice, it will be said, does not
come from the contemplation of art. I
will not argue. Instead, I ask that you
read or reread Billy Budd. There will
then be no place left for you to hide.
You will have to change your life,
aspire to something other and better.
Justice may then simply occur.

'Herman Melville, Billy Budd, ed. Harri
son Hayford and Merton M. Sealts, Jr.
jChicago: University of Chicago Press,
1962|.
Although Melville did not produce a final,
authoritative text of the novella, the Hayford and Sealts edition has become a stan
dard one. A handy paperback version is
published by Bantam Books as a Bantam
Classic, Billy Budd, Sailor, and Other Sto
ries.

"The nomenclature is Lon Fuller's, The
Morality of Law (New Haven: Yale Univer
sity Press, 1964|, p. 5.
"Aristotle, Ethics (Harmondsworth, Eng
land: Penguin Books Ltd., 1953|, p. 140.
■•Chapter XXXIII, Acts of George II
(1749|, 19 Statutes at Large, p. 330.
"Jack W. Ledbetter, "The Trial of Billy
gudd," American Bar Association Journal,
58 (1972|, 614.
‘Billy Budd, p. 104.
’Billy Budd, p. 114.
‘Billy Budd, p. 54.
‘Billy Budd, p. 59.
'‘Billy Budd, p. 65.
"Billy Budd, pp. 112-3.
'’Billy Budd, p. 101.
'"The Supreme Court of the United
States did not definitively overrule this
plain-meaning approach to the interpreta
tion of statutes until 1940, in the case of
United States v. American Trucking Associa
tion, 310 U.S. 534.
"Heydon's Case, 30 Co. 7a, 76 Eng. Rep.
637 (Exch. 1584).
'‘Billy Budd, pp. 111-2.
'‘Billy Budd, p. 47.
"Rollo May, Power and Innocence (New
York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc.,
1972), p. 253,
'“M.I. Finley, The World of Odysseus,
revised edition (New York: The Viking
Press, 1965), pp. 74-107.
‘"Aristotle, Politics (Harmondsworth,
England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1962), pp.
32-4.
“For a powerful indictment of Truman's
actions on moral grounds, read G.E.M!
Anscombe, "Mr. Truman's Degree" in Eth
ics, Religion, and Politics (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1981), pp.
62-71.
"'F.W. Winterbotham, The Ultra Secret
(New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc.,
1974).
""For details of this argument see Ch.
Perelman,/irsfice (New York: Random
House, 1967), pp. 53-70.
""209 U.S. 123 (1908).
"■•Genesis, XXII. For a profound and
complex meditation on the possibility of
the teleological suspension of the ethical,
see Soren Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling
(Garden City: Doubleday & Co., Inc.,
1954).
""Anselm, "Cur Deus Homo" in Basic
Writings, 2d ed. (La Salle, 111.: Open Court
Publishing Co., 1974), pp. 171-288.
“Billy Budd, p. 115.

""Paul Tillich, Love, Power, and Justice
(London: Oxford University Press, 1954).
""Duty was paramount in a case like this
for lawyer, later Judge, Arthur Powell.
Powell felt easier in his conscience about
the dilemma because the unjustly con
victed man was "only" sentenced to life
imprisonment. Later, however, the man
was hanged by a mob. Arthur
Powell, "Privilege of Counsel and Confi
dential Communications," Georgia Bar
Journal, 6 (1944), 333.
""Rainer Maria Rilke, Selected Poems,
with English'Tfanslations by C.F. MacIn
tyre (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1962), p. 93.
'
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Focus on Chicago
Well over 100 graduates of the Law
School live and work in greater Chi
cago. In Brief presents here a fairly
random sample.
Columbus, Ohio, and Washington,
D.C., will be the featured cities in Sep
tember and December.
-K.E.T.

Theodore C. Robinson, '40
Harold L. Witsaman, '59

Ray, Robinson,
Hanninen & Carle
Ted Robinson and Harold Witsa
man are partners in a small, longestablished, Cleveland-based firm of
which 95 percent of the practice is in
maritime law. "Basically we're a
defense firm," Witsaman says. "We
represent ore carriers on the lakes,
tow boat operators on the rivers, for
eign ships that come in through the
seaway. We do a lot of litigation—per
sonal injury cases, and cases involv
ing collisions, either ships colliding
with bridges or ships colliding with
each other, though with radar ships
don't hit each other so often any
more."
"All of us in the firm have practical
experience as sailors," says Robinson.
Robinson's own experience—and his
desire to become an admiralty law
yer—began when he was six years
old; "My father was an admiralty
lawyer, and he took me aboard an
ore carrier. A deckhand tied what's
called a heaving line around me and
watched me while my father did his
work. I never had any doubt from
that time forward about what I was
going to be."
20

In high school and through his
years at Western Reserve in college
and law school, Robinson spent his
summers on ore carriers on the lakes.
His first law job was as clerk to the
U.S. District Court, Northern District
of Ohio, and then came the war. "I
went to the Coast Guard Academy,
and I had a command of my own.
Then in 1945 I came back to Cleve
land and I joined the law firm in
which my father had once been a
partner, before he started his own
practice. In 1957 I came out here to
open the Chicago office."
Witsaman's seafaring experience is
even more extensive. Though he
grew up in land-locked Summit
County, Ohio, he went to the U.S.
Merchant Marine Academy, where he
graduated in 1954. After service as a
merchant marine officer and a tour in
the Navy "on a minesweeper and a
sub-chaser" he decided on a not-sodangerous career as a maritime law
yer, and he came back to school in
Cleveland—"the Seaway was open
ing, and I knew there would be good
opportunities here." He remembers
the school with affection: "I was fond
of Dean Andrews and fond of Miss
Goff. And Bob Bensing, a first-rate
man, taught the course in admiralty
law."

Witsaman's first job as a lawyer
was with the Great Lakes Towing
Company in Cleveland. "Then I
departed from the sea for a bit and
started my own practice out in
Amish country. In 1961 I went to
work for the federal government,
first in Washington with the Maritime
Commission, and then in San Fran
cisco with the Justice Department's
admiralty and shipping section."
After six years with the government
Witsaman returned to the Great
Lakes Towing Company as manager
of claims and insurance. Two years
later he joined Ray, Robinson, and in
1970 he moved to Chicago.
The two partners and an associate,
John Maniatis, make up the firm's
Chicago contingent. "Because of his
background with the Department of
Justice and his experience as a ship's
officer, Harold does the bulk of the
cargo work," Robinson explains. "I
used to do most of the personal
injury and the jury trials, but he's
taking over more and more of that.
And of course we stick John with
everything we can. I'm supposed to
be slowing down and lightening my
work load, but we've been busy
lately and it's not working out that
way."
Though he still works long days at
the office, Robinson manages to find
time for gardening. He keeps the
office supplied with flowers—"and I
supply all the flowers for the offices
adjacent to us."
Both Witsaman and Robinson have
tales to tell, but their favorite case is
one that Robinson won recently in a
Milwaukee court, defending a ship
owning company. As they tell the
story, "this ship was unloading
20,000 tons of salt on a dock in
Kenosha, Wisconsin, when the dock
suddenly collapsed. In 10 seconds
Kenosha was converted to a salt
water port!"

Harvey M. Adelstein, '61

Adams, Fox,
Adelstein & Rosen
Harvey Adelstein remembers that,
for him, the best thing about law
school was being editor-in-chief of
the Law Review: "That was a fantastic
experience. It made all the pain and
suffering of law school worth while.
The school was anything but firstrate in those days, and the Law
Review really stood out. It was a
unique experience."
Adelstein had become interested in
labor law as an economics major at
Kenyon College, and as a law student
he took the labor courses available.
Though he was a Clevelander and
had chosen the Western Reserve law
school with the intention of practic
ing law in Ohio, by the time of his
graduation he had decided that he

really wanted to leave Cleveland.
"It wasn't easy in 1961," says Adelstein. "The school had no national
reputation then—I've really been
pleased in recent years to see that
developing—and it was difficult for
its graduates even to get an interview
at the better firms, let alone get a job.
Larry Herman, the Law Review's fac
ulty adviser, helped me secure a
teaching fellowship at the Northwest
ern law school, and with that as my
base I interviewed all over." In the
spring of 1962 he was hired by Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather & Geraldson, a sizable Chicago firm specializ
ing in labor law, where in due course
he became a partner. "Then in 1974
four of the partners decided to try
our own thing."
Adams, Fox, Adelstein & Rosen
now numbers about 15 attorneys.
"The firm has a fairly general prac
tice," says Adelstein, "but I do noth
ing but management labor law. I rep
resent corporations of all sizes—one
large client is the Pabst Brewing
Company—in labor relations matters,
including union campaigns, union
representation elections, negotiation
of collective bargaining agreements,
grievance procedures, matters before
the NLRB. And I branch out into dis
crimination law, including equal
employment, age discrimination, sex
ual harassment. Then there's ERISA—
and also public sector collective bar
gaining. Right now I'm representing
the State of Connecticut in a study of
their collective bargaining process
with state employees."
"I love my work," Adelstein says
simply, "and I love Chicago. It's a
wonderful place to practice law." For
many years the Adelstein family
lived in the suburbs, but recently
Adelstein and his wife bought "an
old condominium" and, with their
three children, moved into the city
itself. According to Adelstein, even
their youngest son, a high school
freshman, thinks it was a great move.

Bruce L. Newman, '61

Executive Director
Chicago Community Trust
Bruce Newman and Harvey Adel
stein, who have offices in the same
building, were classmates at Shaker
Heights High School. Separated dur
ing their college years (Newman at
Ohio State, Adelstein at Kenyon),
they entered law school together.
"Law school was a last-mimite deci
sion for me," says Newman. "I
majored in business administration
and intended to go to work right after
college. But Harvey convinced me
that I should go to law school
instead."
Newman's first job was as law
clerk to Judge Julius Hoffman, who
later gained considerable fame in the
trial of the Chicago Seven. "District
Court was a great place to be," says
Newman, "and the judge was terrific
to work for. He gave his clerks a lot
of responsibility. He wore the robes
with great dignity and was very pos
sessive about his court."
Following his clerkship Newman
returned to his hometown. "I thought
I wanted to do tax work, and I took a
job with Ulmer, Berne, Laronge,
Glickman & Curtis. But I found that
this work was not for me." He tried a
much smaller firm—Kitchen, Mays &
Matia. "I did some real estate work,
and some estate planning. I was try
ing to find out what—if anything—in
the law I'd be interested in doing."
Finally he concluded that he simply
didn't enjoy practicing law. "But I'm
glad I tried it," he says now. "If I
hadn't. I'd still be thinking about it."
In 1965 Newman left the practice
of law. "A classmate, Tom Miller,
introduced me to James A. (Dolph)
Norton, director of the Greater Cleve
land Associated Foundation, which
later merged with the Cleveland
Foundation. Dolph asked me to
spend a year as his first intern. It was
a lucky break. I fell right into some
thing I loved. That year lasted five
years—it just kept going." At the end
of it Newman was an assistant direc

tor of the Cleveland Foundation.
When John Gilligan was elected
governor of Ohio, Newman went to
Columbus as head of the state's
Department of Urban Affairs, which
turned out to be an "irrelevant"
department in Newman's view,
"created simply to show that the
state was paying attention to cities."
He helped to arrange its merger with
another department, then stayed on
as the director of a newly created
Office of Policy Research. In 1973 "a
headhunter sought me out and
invited me to interview for this job—
and I was selected."
Of some 250 community'founda
tions in the country, the Chicago
Community Trust is the second oldest
(after the Cleveland Foundation) and
the fourth largest. "We have a staff of
25," Newman says. "Our assets have
a market value of around $165 mil
lion, and we use the income from
total assets worth over $200 million.
This year the trust will make grants
of between $16 and $17 million to a
wide range of not-for-profit charitable
institutions and agencies serving the
greater Chicago area. Like many
community foundations, the trust is
looked upon as the leader in the local
philanthropic community. It's an
exciting place to be. Most everything
in the field of civic enterprise comes
this way sooner or later."
Newman sees his work in Cleve
land and in Chicago as a continuum.
"I've been particularly proud of some
of the things the Cleveland Founda
tion did while I was there. For exam
ple, the foundation had quite a lot to
do with getting the Justice Center
started and was responsible for get
ting the Free Medical Clinic off the
ground."
Asked about current projects, New
man almost groans: "Oh lord, there
are so many, it's hard to single out
just a few. Recently the Trust put a
project together to respond to the
need for legal services among the
poor. The project involves the use of
a separate foundation funded by the
Trust through a unique matching pro
gram; the foundation will have nearly
a million dollars in assets within a
couple of years. The Trust has done
quite a lot in the health field, looking
particularly at access to health in the
inner city. We've begun to work with
churches and their giving in the city,
trying to develop some interesting
matching programs which will pro
vide for both immediate and long
term needs. We've also worked with
neighborhood arts organizations and
developed a joint project with the
National Endowment for the Arts and
the city's Council on Fine Arts. More
and more the Trust is becoming
involved in regional issues, particu
larly issues affecting the infrastruc
ture and cooperation between public
and private agencies. With this siz21

able resource, there is so much the
Trust can do. A lot of good things are
possible."
Newman's wife is also involved in
philanthropy and community service.
She lived in Cleveland for many
years, where she is remembered as
Gwill York, vice chairman of the
Cleveland Foundation and a member
of many philanthropic boards. "She's
as involved in Chicago as she was in
Cleveland," says Newman. "She's
very active in the community, and
she's recognized as a leader. In fact,
we feel like we make a pretty good
team."
Newman says that he still makes
use of his legal background. 'Tve
had to worry about mineral leases
and oil leases, review various legal
documents, and advise prospective
donors on how to utilize the Trust.
I'm glad that I went to law school."
Most of all, he is happy in his
work: "I love it. There's very little
that could attract me away from this
kind of work. I probably will never
leave it."

H. Philip Heil, '62

Special Agent
Federal Bureau of
Investigation
When Phil Heil graduated from
Notre Dame in 1957, he put his
accounting degree to work at Ernst &
Ernst. He left E&E in February, 1959,
applied to the Law School for entry
in the fall, and went off for six
months in the Army Reserve. Twelve
days later, classified 4-F and suddenly
released from the military obligation,
he telephoned Frances Goff, the reg
istrar, from Fort Knox and asked,
"Can I come for the spring semes
ter?"
He finished in January of 1962,
took the bar exam in March, and
joined the FBI. "I had offers else
where, mainly from accounting
firms, and they thought I was crazy.
But I was single, and I thought I'd
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like to see the rest of the country, and
the FBI seemed pretty glamorous. I
thought I'd serve my three-year stint
and then go into something else."
After a year in training and a year
learning German in the Defense
Department's Language Institute,
Heil was sent to New York for four
years. During that time he met and
married a Minnesotan. He requested
a transfer to Chicago so that they
could be mid-way between her fam
ily and his (on Cleveland's near west
side, in Lakewood). "I came to Chi
cago thinking I'd spend just about
another year with the FBI—but here I
am!"
In his earlier years at the FBI Heil
was an investigator, both in what he
calls "the general crimes area" and in
the "more intricate" matters involv
ing racketeers and criminal organiza
tions. Though he still holds the title
of special agent, since 1975 he has
been the principal legal adviser to the
Chicago office. "It's comparable to
being an internal house counsel," he
explains. "I give legal advice to the
special agents in their investigative
problems, and I provide legal counsel
for the administration of the office. I
review applications for Title III wire
taps and affidavits for search war
rants, to determine whether there's
adequate probable cause." The ordi
nary routine is not the stuff of which
thrillers are made, but "you're
always available in an emergency—if
there's a crime aboard an aircraft, or
a hostage situation, or a terrorist situ
ation."
Heil and his family live just west of
the city of Chicago in the suburb of
Oak Park—"it's like being in Lakewood!" They're close enough to the
city to take frequent advantage of its
amenities, particularly the smaller
theaters with "the off-Broadway-type
shows."
Since all federal law enforcement
personnel have compulsory retire
ment at age 55, Heil is beginning to
think about a mid-life change of
career. "I'm not really sure I want to
practice law," he says. "I can see
myself as an assistant prosecutor, but
I'm not admitted to the Illinois bar.
I'd have to come back to Cleveland
er take a bar exam, and after 20
years away from school I'd hate to
have to sit down and do that!"

Elliott H. Goldstein, '67

Associate Professor of Law
Depaul University
Elliott Goldstein came to Western
Reserve University's Adelbert College
from the west side of Cleveland. He
went on to Princeton in 1961 for
graduate study in history as a Woo
drow Wilson Fellow, but he left after
a year. "At the time," says Goldstein,
"I thought I didn't want to teach. I
thought I wanted something more
active." He worked for a time for the
National Labor Relations Board, and
he spent a year in his wife's family's
exterminating business—"I was a
young executive with the fastest feet
in town." In February, 1965, he
entered law school, plunging into the
middle of the first-year program.
When the time came to re-enter the
job market, Goldstein found that he
was "fairly well tracked as a labor
lawyer. I had had an interest in labor
law, and I had worked for the NLRB.
I didn't deliberately choose labor
law, but it was my strongest suit."
He returned to the NLRB as a field
attorney.
Before a year was out, he was
"picked up by Myron Krotinger, who
had taught my antitrust course as an
adjunct professor. I spent two years
in his firm—Lane, Krotinger et al.—
doing labor law, administrative law,
some federal litigation, some general
corporate practice." And then he left
to form a three-person firm, Belkin,
Belkin & Goldstein, and practice
labor law exclusively.
But meanwhile he taught part of a
course at the Cleveland-Marshall Col
lege of Law—"and I really enjoyed
it." Ten years after his earlier deci
sion against an academic career,
Goldstein put himself on the block at
"the slave market"—the annual
hiring convention of the Association
of American Law Schools. It was a
good time to go into teaching. "The
law degree was romantic and desir
able in those years. Everybody—six
ties people, suburban housewives,
everybody wanted to be a lawyer. Fac-
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ulties were doubling, salaries were
tripling." Depaul University's offer
and its Chicago location were the
most attractive, and Goldstein joined
its faculty in the fall of 1972.
Since he has been at Depaul, Gold
stein has seen the College of Law
change from a thoroughly local
school to one that draws students
from a wider region. "Traditionally,
this was the politicians' training
ground. All the cogs in the Demo
cratic machine were graduates of
Depaul. This was the school of first
entry; many of the students were the
first in their families to go to college,
the first to get a leg up on the eco
nomic ladder. Now we're seeing a
mixed student body—som§ of them
children of earlier graduates—who
have gone away to college but come
back here to law school because it's
here they want to practice. In some
ways it's a typical big city law school.
We have a strong clinical program,
and a high percentage of minority
students—a lot of Hispanics in recent
years."
Though he has taught evidence and
administrative law, Goldstein nowa
days concentrates on labor law. He
teaches the yearlong basic labor
course, a course in arbitration ("and
I'm an active arbitrator in the area"),
an occasional seminar in the individ
ual and the union, and a course in
the public sector. The last is a special
interest of Goldstein's. Illinois and
Ohio were the last two big states
without legislation on collective bar
gaining for public employees, and
they both passed acts this year. Gold
stein has had a hand in several of the
commission reports that led to the
passage of the Illinois act. And he is
now acting as a hearing officer for
the City of Chicago during the
interim period before the act takes
effect on July 1. "That's as close to
Chicago's politics as I've gotten,"
remarks Goldstein, "and in many
ways it's closer than I want to be."

A. Marcy Newman, '73

Arvey, Modes, Costello &
Burman
Marcy Newman, daughter of
Joseph L. Newman, '40, decided (at
age 10) to be a lawyer because her
father told wonderful stories: "It
sounded like so much fun to be a
lawyer, and I wanted to be able to
tell stories like that someday." She
especially remembers his "great
immigration stories" and regrets, a
little, that "immigration is the one
thing I don't do."
Marcy prepared for the law by
majoring in finance and accounting at
the University of Wisconsin. As a law
student she continued her interest in
tax and business, and she discovered
that she liked trial work; she chose

her elective courses from those areas.
As graduation neared, Newman
remembers, she really wanted to look
for a job in California—"but I
couldn't afford to fly to California to
interview, and I could drive to Chi
cago." Her first job was with a com
munity development corporation.
Though she liked "the idea of doing
nice things for business and nice
things for people at the same time,"
by the third year she found herself a
little bored. "There were so many
federal regulations to deal with,
things didn't move fast enough for
me. And I wanted more contact with
people."
She joined a small firm ("At the
time I never thought I'd want to be
in a large firm"), and when the firm
dissolved she practiced on her own
for a time. "But it was hard to have
no other lawyer to cover for me." In
1982 she joined the firm of Newman
& Stahl (the name partner was
another Newman), which merged this
year with Arvey, Hodes, Costello &
Burman. Thus Newman finds herself,
after all, a partner in an 80-attorney
firm.
Newman and her husband, a pho
tographer, live in the center of Chi
cago. "I have NO desire to live in a
suburb," she says. She loves the city
and loves her work—"more real
estate litigation than anything else,
but I started out as a general practi
tioner and I still do whatever I
want." Her goal for the future is to
be "one of the seniormost partners in
the firm—or a federal judge." But
mainly, she says, "I want to stay
interested in what I'm doing. I don't
ever want to get bored." And fortu
nately her non-lawyer husband is
also interested in the law. Newman
says, laughing, "I tell him a lot of
stories."

Glenn T. Piercy, '74

Schulman, Silverman &
Kreiter Ltd.
Glenn Piercy came to the Law
School in 196'7 from Duke University.
After a year his legal studies were
interrupted—"the draft was upon us
in those days"—but he found himself
in an Army language school learning
Turkish. Then he actually went to
Turkey. "I spent less time in Turkey
than I had spent learning Turkish,"
Piercy notes wryly, "but at least I
was one of the rare people who got
sent to the right country after learn
ing a language." After his brief stint
in Turkey, Piercy was brought back
to Washington to be registrar at the
Language Institute of the Department
of Defense.
In 1972 Piercy escaped from the
Army and returned to law school. To
an undergraduate degree in account
ing he added tax and securities
courses—"Ron Coffey and Kenny
Cohen were both wonderful teach
ers"—and upon graduation he went
to work for Arthur Andersen & Com
pany in Cleveland. In 1979, having
picked up CPA certification along the
way, he requested a transfer to the
Chicago office.
Piercy's plan all along had been to
go from an accounting firm into law
practice, and in February of 1980 he
joined the small firm (he was their
fifth attorney) of Schulman, Silverman & Kreiter, Ltd. He became a
partner three years later. Now dou
bled in size, with 10 attorneys, "the
firm is split about 50-50," Piercy
explains. "Half of our work is the
representation of closely held corpo
rations—general corporate work of all
sizes and shapes. The other half is
corporate work having to do with the
audio industry—clients like Pana
sonic—and that half has a fairly
heavy antitrust flavor." Piercy's own
work is mainly on the general corpo
rate side. He no longer makes much
direct use of his accounting skills,
"but I do an awful lot of tax. And
when I'm evaluating a deal, it helps
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to be able to read a balance sheet!"
Piercy lives "right in the city" and
enjoys "all kinds of city things, from
the park in summer to the symphony
in winter." Does he enjoy his work?
Does he like Chicago? "I love both,"
he says.

James A. Clark, '77

Schiff Hardin & Waite
When he graduated from the New
Trier High School in 1966, Jim Clark
went off to Miami University to
major in political science, intending
to return to Illinois for law school
and eventual law practice. But in his
senior year, thinking that he was
almost sure to be drafted and not
wishing to enter law school with the
threat of a military interruption, he
added a second major, in education;
when he graduated, he took a job
teaching in the Cleveland public
schools.
He so much enjoyed his three years
as a junior-high social studies teacher
that, even after the draft ceased to be
a threat, he was hesitant about a
plunge into law school. He took a
leave of absence from his job and
chose the CWRU Law School in part
so that he could stay in Cleveland
and, if he didn't like the law, return
to the classroom. He waited until the
third year to resign outright from the
school system—and then, he explains,
because "I needed my retirement
money to pay tuition."
Reminiscing about his days as a
law student, Clark remembers with
particular pleasure Professors
Mearns, Durchslag, Giannelli, and
Abrams. "I took a lot of labor law
courses—and now I'm doing no labor
law." It was during a two-year clerk
ship with United States District Judge
John M. Manos, that Clark decided to
go into litigation. "And of course," he
says a bit ruefully, "I hadn't taken
any litigation courses except evi
dence. I wish I had."
Clark looked at litigation openings
in Cleveland and in Chicago; with job
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offers in both cities, and with mixed
feelings, he chose Schiff Hardin. "I'm
a great Cleveland booster," he con
fesses. "That was the hardest thing
about coming to this firm. I'd rather
it had been in Cleveland."
Despite his abysmal lack of litiga
tion courses, Clark has not done
badly: he became a partner on Febru
ary 1, 1984. Though Schiff Hardin
has a varied clientele and its 125 law
yers practice in "just about every
area," Clark's own work has been
almost exclusively in litigation—to be
sure, in a variety of fields. 'Tve done
a lot of construction litigation, a lot of
municipal litigation, a little securities
and tender-offer litigation, as well' as
general commercial litigation. The
firm regularly does antitrust litiga
tion, but I don't do any of it. I've no
intention of getting into that."
By now Clark seems reconciled to
living away from Cleveland. "I do
like Chicago," he says. Residing in
Northbrook, an hour's commute from
the Loop, he is ideally situated for
bird-watching—a favorite pursuit— in
the forest preserve. And he manages
to get away for occasional camping,
scuba-diving, and cross-country ski
ing expeditions. He likes Chicago
enough to recommend it to other
CWRU graduates: "I'd like to see
more Case people coming here. I do
a lot of hiring for the firm, and I
don't see nearly as many Case appli
cants as I'd like to."

Marilee Roberg, '77

Pedersen & Houpt
As an undergraduate at
Swarthmore College Marilee Roberg
majored in English, chaired the col
lege film society, was an editor of the
newspaper, and tried her hand as a
disc jockey. From Swarthmore she
went across the country to the Uni
versity of Southern California and
began law school—"but I took a leave
of absence after a year because law
school was driving me crazy." She
studied cinema for a year in the USC

graduate school and then came to
CWRU to complete the law degree.
Roberg, who had grown up in Chi
cago, firmly intended to return
there—"it's my favorite city." In the
summer after the second year of law
school, she applied to several Chicago
firms, and before she returned to
Cleveland that fall she had accepted
an offer for the next year from Peder
sen & Houpt.
The firm, which has 30 attorneys,
is organized in three departments—
litigation, tax, and commercial/real
estate. "But it wasn't divided into for
mal compartments when I began
there," says Roberg, "and in the
beginning I was a utility infielder.
Pretty early, though, I got into litiga
tion. I like to write and I like to talk,
so it was an obvious choice for me.
And I like getting out of the office
and going to court! My cases are
principally in commercial law, anti
trust (that course, with Professor
Austin, was my favorite in law
school) and securities fraud."
Perhaps her most interesting case,
though, had to do with an extradi
tion. "We had a client who was
wanted in Sweden on allegations of
arson and insurance fraud. We man
aged to keep him here for six years,
but in the end we lost. It was a really
fascinating case to work on. You just
don't realize how little case law there
is on extradition issues—1 suppose
because most of the people being
extradited don't have the resources to
fight it."
With what seems a tinge of regret,
Roberg remarks that most of her
cases never make it to trial. "We set
tle almost everything. Sometimes the
settlement is a victory, but it's not the
same as a courtroom triumph."
Roberg is a director of the Young
Lawyers Section of the Chicago Bar
Association and on the Institutional
Review Board of the Swedish Cove
nant Hospital. She's a docent for the
Chicago Architecture Foundation. "I
go to the cinema, of course. I proba
bly see 4 to 6 films a month, and I
suppose I go to 20 classical music
concerts in a year—I subscribe to the
symphony. I ski, and I read a lot,
most recently the Victorians— Dick
ens, Thackeray, Wilkie Collins."
Does she keep in touch with the
Law School? "Well," she replies, "this
summer I'm going to be a bridesmaid
in the wedding of the daughter of
Catherine Cover, the dean's secre
tary!"

Janet A. MacKenzie, '78

James R. Daly III, '80

Department of Defense
Legal Services Agency

Reuben & Proctor

Janet MacKenzie "had an interest
in law," she says, when she entered
Allegheny College, but she was soon
"immersed in an English major, and I
didn't resurface till my junior year.
Then I finally took some courses in
political science and economics."
MacKenzie remembers that "Pro
fessor Leatherberry helped me ease
the transition into law school from a
small college with small classes" and
that "Professor Giannelli was espe
cially helpful when 1 worked with
him as a RAW instructor. I got a lot
from that experience."
All through law school MacKenzie
had government service in mind—
"My father was with the govern
ment, in contract compliance"—and
she went job-hunting to several agen
cies, mainly in Washington. She
found a position there with the
Department of Defense and trans
ferred a few years later to her
present location, at Chicago's O'Hare
Airport.
In Washington she had worked
exclusively in contracts, but the
move to Chicago meant that she
branched out into personnel work. "I
like the variety," she says. "Now in
addition to contracts I get involved in
administrative hearings before the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and the Merit Systems
Protection Board—the appeal route
for federal employees. And outside of
the regular hours I do volunteer arbi
tration for the Better Business
Bureau. I'm hoping as time permits
to do more work on the outside."
When she first mov^d to the Chi
cago area, MacKenzie settled in an
outer suburb. She has since moved to
Oak Park. "I like the community
very much, and I like being more
able to take advantage of the city."
As for outside interests, "mainly
I'm sports-oriented," says MacKenzie.
"I'm a ski enthusiast, and I do as
much as I can out here in the
flatlands."

Jim Daly went to high school and
college in Columbus, Ohio. He pre
pared himself for the law by major
ing in philosophy—"it was good train
ing in reading and writing and
analytical thinking." When the time
came to select a law school, his
choice narrowed to CWRU, Ohio
State, or Boston College, and the fact
that his fiancee lived in Ashtabula
helped to tip the scale.
Interested from the beginning in lit
igation, Daly made sure to take Evi
dence and Trial Tactics. "But I also
enjoyed Antitrust and Contracts with
Professor Austin—although Austin,
an ACC fanatic, still owes me five
bucks."
After graduation Daly held a sum
mer clerkship in Cleveland with Calfee, Halter & Griswold and then
clerked for a year for Judge Paul
Weick on the Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals, living in Akron (as did the
judge) and traveling to Cincinnati
when the court was in session. Daly
had "enjoyed Calfee, Halter
immensely" and might easily have
decided to return there, "but the
clerkship opened a lot of doors for
me" and there were attractive possi
bilities in Boston, Washington, Los
Angeles, and Chicago.
Basically he was looking for a large
firm with a litigation practice, and he
found it in Reuben & Proctor.
Founded in 1978, when about 15
attorneys split off from Kirkland &
Ellis, Reuben & Proctor has more
than quadrupled since then. "About
40 or even 50 percent of our work is
litigation," says Daly. "That's our
forte. And we have a lot of media cli
ents, so we do a good bit of libel and
slander, copyright, and trademark liti
gation. We have our base of clients
with whom there's a continuing rela
tionship, but in addition we get emer
gency work—someone with a prob
lem walks in the door."
Daly enjoys the variety of his
work—"you don't have to be a real
expert in any particular underlying

field"—and the varying pace of it.
"Often we're going for a preliminary
injunction or a temporary restraining
order, and that means an immediate
gearing up for a case. But in
Isetween, if things slow down a bit, at
least at this firm you can simply duck
out. Nobody asks where you're
going, because it's understood that
next week you'll again be working
really hard." He has had some trial
experience, "always as co-counsel but
with a shdte ip, the responsibility.
We've split the witnesses. So I'm sec
ond chair, but I'm not just shuffling
papers."
Daly enjoys sports, both as a partic
ipant and as a spectator, and finds
that "Chicago is a good sports town.
The biggest problem in Chicago is
deciding what to do—there is so
much to choose from." Of course a
favorite Chicago sport is politics, and
Daly jokes about that: "This is a good
place for me to be if I ever decide to
run for office. I'd get 300,000 votes
by mistake!" A more serious possibil
ity for a change of career is a return
to the academic world. "I'd like to
try my hand at teaching," says Daly.
"1 enjoy what I'm doing, but I don't
know that I want to practice law for
ever. Teaching would mean a differ
ent pace."

Joel C. Solomon, '80
Joel Solomon is pictured here with
Captain, whom he describes as "a
good friend."
When Solomon graduated from
Mayfield High School in suburban
Cleveland, he intended to become a
writer and teacher; he entered Ohio
State's interdisciplinary honors pro
gram and put together a major in
comparative literature. But in his jun
ior year he abruptly quit writing. "I
was fascinated with Kafka, and I was
writing like Kafka. I happened to
meet Isaac Bashevis Singer, and he
remarked that one Kafka in a century
was enough."
Solomon decided, instead, to
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become a lawyer—"though I had no
conception of what it was to be a
lawyer. It was something I did on
blind faith." While he was in law
school, he took virtually all the
courses available in labor law. "I was
going to be a labor lawyer. I turned
down an offer from a Cleveland firm
where I had clerked because it would
have been a general practice. I think
that I was afraid, then, to be a gen
eral practitioner. I thought it would
be easier to be a specialist."
A management labor firm in Chi
cago offered him a position that
seemed ideal, but Solomon left after
little more than a year. "I hated it,"
he says frankly. "It's not the most
humanistic type of practice. I was
constantly having to justify what I
was doing to my family and friends."
He happened to read an article in
the Wall Street Journal about the
boom in Social Security disability rep
resentation, and he was suddenly
convinced that it would be possible
to open his own practice. He chose a
spot two doors from a Social Security
office and hung out a shingle. In the
first month he grossed $70.
Solomon happily reports that things
have improved since that lean begin
ning. "I seem to have found my
niche," he says. "I have no trouble
getting business. As it's turned out,
only 20 percent of the practice is
Social Security, but that is very
rewarding work. At least 95 percent
of the people I represent for Social
Security absolutely deserve it. They
need their benefits to survive, and
fortunately my record is pretty
good—I've won 23 of 25 cases."
Though most of his clients are indi
viduals, Solomon represents three
banks. "I Joined the local Chamber of
Commerce," he explains, "and met a
few vice presidents." He adds that
his friends in the big firms refer a lot
of work to him. "I'm the only one
they know who is a general practi
tioner."
Despite his earlier fears of general
practice, Solomon now does a little of
almost everything. "But I refer out a
lot of work; you can't do everything
well." He attributes his success in his
practice to "a lot of common sense.
This is the kind of practice where
common sense is what works 75 per
cent of the time."
Solomon plans to hire an associate
later in the year and branch out into
real estate development. "Eventu
ally," he says, "I'd like to practice
law just 60 percent of the time." In
the meantime he's happy with his
life. "I really love my work," he says.
"I have a personal relationship with
many of my clients. I don't like all of
them, but I like most of them. We
take care of each other. If my car
needs to be fixed, I take it to a client,
and I know the work will be done
right."
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to San Francisco or Florida, depend
ing on what I'm chasing at the time."
Beckmann lives in the Lincoln Park
area and in his spare time enjoys
"the usual artsy-craftsy stuff—mov
ies, shows, and so forth." He does
some investing "on my own account
and for a few other people. I hope
that sideline will grow and expand
and eventually take most of my
time." He expects to remain in Chi
cago: "there's plenty of opportunity
here to do a lot of different things."

Steven J. Beckmann, '81

Continental Illinois
Leasing Corporation
Steve Beckmann began undergradu
ate study at Bucknell University but
decided after two years that a small
college was "not my cup of tea." He
transferred to the University of Illi
nois at Champaign and completed a
bachelor's degree in business admin
istration with a major in economics.
Then he went to law school with no
intention of ever practicing law but
because he thought "the training
would be useful—and there was a lit
tle intellectual curiosity too." He
chose CWRU, he says, because of the
school's reputation in commercial
law, and as a student he concentrated
on business-related courses.
Beckmann had grown up in Glen
view and wanted to come back to
Chicago—"though I would have gone
to another city if something had
come up that I just couldn't refuse."
He also wanted "to get back into the
financial world of investment transac
tions." He looked at various banks
and brokerage houses and wound up
with a subsidiary of the Continental
Bank.
The Continental Illinois Leasing
Corporation, says Beckmann, "acts as
an investment banker or intermedi
ary in finding, arranging, and placing
equipment lease transactions. These
are tax-oriented transactions because
an investment in a lease can have the
attendant benefits of ownership from
a tax standpoint—investment tax
credit, depreciation, interest expense.
In concept equipment leasing is a lot
like real estate."
Beckmann finds the work interest
ing—"these are very large, very com
plex transactions"—and he enjoys "a
certain level of autonomy. If a deal
comes in, I may have charge of plac
ing it. I have a lot of flexibility in
finding these transactions, and some
times I have the primary responsibil
ity in closing a deal." The job
involves travel at least once a
month—"anywhere from New York

Lawrence E. Apolzon, '82

Neuman, Williams,
Anderson & Olson
A native of Lorain, Ohio, Larry
Apolzon chose a chemical engineer
ing major at Tufts University in Bos
ton as a route to medical school, but
discovered three quarters of the way
through that he had "a great dislike
for biology." He completed the major,
nevertheless, and—"not knowing
what else to do"—accepted a full
scholarship at Cornell University for
graduate study in chemical engineer
ing.
"That was quite disastrous," says
Apolzon. "Almost as soon as I got
there, I knew I had made a mistake."
Advised by his older brother that he
would be better off "loading potatoes
on a truck" than pursuing an uncon
genial academic program, he left Cor
nell after one semester and spent the
balance of the school year not exactly
loading potatoes, but substitute-teach
ing in the Lorain schools.
The one thing he had enjoyed in
the term at Cornell was a course in
environmental law. That decided him
on law school, and this time he felt
that he had made a right decision: "I
loved law school." Since his technical
background made patent law an obvi
ous possibility, he took all the courses
available in patents, trademarks, and
copyright, and he experimented with
summer jobs in patent law firms—
one in Houston, one in Cleveland.

Reassured that patent law was not as
drearily technical as he had feared it
might be, he applied to patent firms
in Cleveland, Boston, Chicago, and
Minneapolis. He liked Chicago, and
he "felt most comfortable" at
Neuman, Williams. The firm evi
dently reciprocated the feeling and
made him an early offer.
"We do patents, trademarks, copy
right, unfair competition," Apolzon
explains, "and most of the work is lit
igation. Some clients have a legal
staff that handles things like patent
applications, but we represent them
in infringement matters. Otherwise,
we advise clients on everything from
conducting a patentability search to
obtaining and licensing their patents
throughout the world."
Not surprisingly, Apolzon has done
a lot of work "in the chemical area";
one major client has had him
immersed in polypropylene and
polyethylene litigation. But he has
also had work involving computer
software—"that's a fascinating new
area in patent law"—and, much to
his own surprise, he has become
"something of an expert on grain
bins and artificial diamond drill bits."
Through the Young Lawyers Sec
tion of the Chicago Bar Association
Apolzon has turned a long interest in
the arts and architecture into an
active involvement. He has partici
pated in its Creative Arts Committee
and its Law and Architecture Com
mittee, which deals with such issues
as preservation and landmark status.
With the Lawyers for the Creative
Arts he has represented several artistclients on a pro bono basis. Apolzon
lives in one of the Mies van der Rohe
glass houses on Lakeshore Drive and
enjoys walking to work. "Chicago is
a great city for architecture,” he says
with feeling.

Laura J. Green, '82

Allstate Insurance
Company
Living in Chicago, Laura Green
commutes in reverse to her job in
South Barrington. "I work in the cor
porate legal department,” she says,
"and I love it. I'm on the commercial
side. The product that I work most
closely with is excess and surplus
insurance and reinsurance—both
rather esoteric fields. I do general
corporate law, which involves the
formation of subsidiaries, dissolution
of subsidiaries, bankruptcy work, and
international and domestic licensing
under the business corporation act
and the insurance code."
As an undergraduate at Denison
University, Green majored in interna
tional politics and spent her senior
year at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong in Yale University's China

tecture nut. Green lives in the
Franklin Mansion, a 19th-century
Romanesque building now undergo
ing complete renovation. "It's on
Astor Street, and the whole street has
been designated a historic landmark.
It's beautiful."

Program. During the summer after
graduation she taught English to
Taiwanese business executives. "I
always intended to be a lawyer," she
says, and her choice of law schools
narrowed to CWRU or Vanderbilt.
The grounding of the DC-10 in the
fall of 1979 determined her choice:
by the time she got back to the U.S.,
classes had already begun at Vander
bilt.
In law school she pursued her
interest in international studies—
"Sidney Picker is my hero"—and was
a member of the Jessup moot court
team. As she began to think about
life after law school, she "wanted to
be in international law but not in
New York—and that's difficult,
because New York is certainly the
center of international law. I thought
that corporate law might hold the
right opportunities for me. I clerked
at Allstate, and I had an interview at
Case with the assistant general coun
sel, who was out on the road recruit
ing because he wanted to see what it
was like. I had taken Insurance from
Professor Leatherberry and he
encouraged me to take the job with
Allstate."
Green hopes that her job will take
her back to the Far East; Allstate has
a wholly-owned subsidiary in Japan.
She makes a point of keeping up her
fluency in the Chinese language: "I
do a good bit of reading in Chinese,
and I get together with friends who
were in the Yale and China Program
with me. And some of the people I
taught in Taiwan are here in graduate
school now at the University of Chi
cago. I speak with them as often as I
can."
Though it's purely by accident that
Green finds herself in Chicago, she
loves the city. "I take advantage of
the plays, and the symphony, and the
Art Institute, and I ride with a hunt
ing club in South Barrington. I'm a
real architecture nut, and I run
around on architecture tours. Larry
Apolzon got me involved in Friends
of Downtown Chicago, and I enjoy
that.” Suitably enough for an archi

Michael W. Vary, '82

Kirkland & Ellis
Mike Vary is a little bit older than
most of his law school classmates. He
came to the school with a wife and
two children and a Ph.D. in chemis
try from Yale University. "I suppose
it was in my second year of graduate
school that I decided to become a
lawyer," Vary says. "The country was
in a recession then—a depression,
really—and things didn't look particu
larly bright for chemists, unless you
were one of the few who moved into
management. I always loved science
and technology, and I saw law as a
way of using that." Vary had his
father as an example (an engineer
turned patent attorney), and he went
through law school with a clear
goal—"to get into technically oriented
litigation."
When the time came to look for a
job. Vary set himself to the study of
Martindale-Hubbell. "I found that
there were only half a dozen firms in
the country with proprietary rights
litigation practice, and probably
Kirkland & Ellis is the most notable.
There were 9 attorneys in that sec
tion when I started at the firm, and
now we are 14 and still growing. I
think the group is on the verge of
great expansion; there is an increas
ing demand for litigators with a tech
nical background."
In his first year Vary spent perhaps
half his time on a case involving a
client's acquisition of a bromine and
brominated flame retardant manufac
turing company. "The FTC wanted to
define a relevant product market as a
brominated flame-retardant market.
Our position was that the consumer
didn't recognize any distinction

between brominated, chlorinated,
and fluorinated flame retardants, and
that the relevant market should sim
ply be all flame retardants."
Vary is in the middle of another
case involving the collapse, during
the 1981 Christmas holiday (fortu
nately), of a portion of Chicago's
deep tunnel project. "Our client has
filed a claim against the insurance
company on an all-risk policy, and
the company has declined to pay. I've
done nearly all the work on this par
ticular case. The firm is really good
about giving its associates significant
responsibility early on."
Not all of the work is glamorous,
Vary is careful to say. "We also do
routine patent application prosecu
tions. The group's position is that a
certain amount of knowledge is
gained there, which becomes indis
pensable when a matter goes to litiga
tion." He adds: "This is an ideal firm
to be with. The interesting work
never stops coming."
Asked what he does in his spare
time. Vary laughs—there isn't much.
He skis cross-country in the winter,
and he has carved out time in the
summers to bicycle to work fairly
regularly from Evanston—"about 12
and a half miles each way, and I can
do it in about 45 minutes. But the
coming summer is another matter.
We're moving to Glenview, and that's
20 miles from downtown."
Asked whether particular courses
in law school have proved to be espe
cially helpful. Vary remembers patent
law with Regan Fay, civil procedure
with Karen Moore, and antitrust with
Arthur Austin. "I was startled to find
myself in my first year working
every day with concepts I had
learned in antitrust class. If I could
send a message to current law stu
dents, I'd say: 'Don't forget General
DynamicsV"

Jeffrey L. Dorman, '74
Mara S. Solovy, '79
Stephen H. Greifer, '82
Sharyn A. Tepper, '83

Sonnenschein, Carlin,
Nath & Rosenthal
Four CWRU law graduates are
among the approximately 150 attor
neys in the Sonnenschein firm.
Rarely, they say, do they find them
selves in the same room at the same
time, but they managed to come
together for the benefit of In Brief's
roving photographer.
Jeff Dorman is the patriarch of the
group. A native of Akron, he came to
the Law School by way of the Uni
versity of Michigan, where he stud
ied economics and mathematics.
"Ever since I was in grade school,"
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Left to right: Greifer, Solovy, Tepper, Dorman.

says Dorman, "I knew I wanted to be
a lawyer. In my first year of law
school I was most interested in crimi
nal law, and I thought that would be
my area. But in the third year, when
I took Professor Austin's course, I
decided to go into antitrust."
Having made that decision, Dor
man went to the University of Wis
consin for graduate work in econom
ics, particularly industrial
organization and econometrics. In
two years of residence he completed
the course work and examinations for
the Ph.D. His dissertation, "Determinance of the Relevant Market in
Clayton 7 Merger Cases," is still
unfinished: "I was making good
progress on it until the middle of last
year, when a client needed represen
tation in a bankruptcy matter, of all
things—not my area at all. That took
most of my time for the next eight
months. It's hard to find time for the
dissertation, but—with luck—I hope
to complete it by the end of the
year."
Around his second Thanksgiving at
Wisconsin, Dorman's adviser. Profes
sor Leonard Weiss, asked him about
his plans for the next year. Dorman
replied that he would like a govern
ment job in Washington—unaware
that he should have made application
much earlier. Weiss kindly made a
few phone calls, and Dorman has
tened to Washington for four job
interviews, two as a lawyer and two
as an economist. The result was three
job offers.
The offer he accepted was with the
antitrust division of the Department
of Justice. He spent a year and a half
in the evaluation section, then almost
another year and a half in the energy
section. "And then I began to think
about private practice. I started look
ing for a firm with a good antitrust
department with people I could learn
from. I asked around in the antitrust
division, and the name that kept
coming up was Earl Pollock, an abso
lutely stellar antitrust lawyer at Son

nenschein. As it happened, they were
looking for somebody, and I applied
for a job. It's been a good marriage."
Dorman was pleased to return to
the Midwest. "My sister lives in Chi
cago, and we've always been close.
My parents are still in Akron, and
the four of us get together fairly fre
quently. I like to be near my family.
"That is not an insubstantial consider
ation for me."
Dorman came to Sonnenschein in
1979 and became a partner three
years later. Most of his work has
been in antitrust counseling and anti
trust litigation. "One of the first cases
had to do with an alleged Sherman
Act Section 1 violation. We repre
sented a railroad which had built a
line jointly with another railroad
company, and then was accused of
dividing the traffic. We got a favor
able settlement in that case. Then,
when I had been here about a year, I
began working with the Frito-Lay
Company. A local potato chip manu
facturer accused Frito-Lay of monop
olistic practices, and that took most
of my time for the next year or more.
Lately I've branched out of antitrust.
I've just finished a trial of a bank
ruptcy matter, in which we're waiting
for a verdict. Incidentally, a really
fine attorney on the opposing side
was David Kurtz, another Case grad
uate, who's with Nachman, Munitz &
Sweig."
Mention of a fellow alumnus leads
Dorman to the observation that "the
Chicago market is becoming increas
ingly aware of the Case law school.
Since I've been in Chicago I've
noticed that the school has more and
more influence. Its presence is being
felt."
Asked about his life outside of
work, Dorman laughs: "There isn't
much." He lives in Naperville, 35
miles west of the city—"a fairly rural
community. The commute is tire
some, but I like having the best of
both worlds."
As for future plans, Dorman fore

sees no immediate change of direc
tion, though he has thoughts from
time to time of going into teaching.
"And of course everybody involved
in litigation thinks and dreams about
the possibility of becoming a judge.
That's something I think about wist
fully."
Mara Solovy came to Sonnenschein, fresh out of law school, just a
few weeks after Jeff Dorman joined
the firm.
She grew up in Highland Park,
"about 10 suburbs up" from the city
of Chicago, and went to Ifeloit Col
lege for a B.A. degree in philosophy
and sociology. It was the training in
logic, she says, that got her interested
in law. That interest was confirmed
by a stint with the New Hampshire
Legal Aid Society as part of Beloit's
work-study program. "I loved it,"
says Solovy, "and my first supervisor,
Bob Gross, was a graduate of Case
Western Reserve. He suggested that I
go to law school there."
Solovy entered school with the idea
of going into legal services, and in
her first summer she worked on a
project for Cleveland's Legal Services
Corporation, producing a bilingual
directory of legal services available in
the city. "But as I got farther along,"
she says, "I found the business-ori
ented courses more interesting, and
more challenging intellectually. I
clerked the second summer at Hahn,
Looser, and I enjoyed that. I always
knew I didn't want to be a litigator.
So I became a commercial lawyer."
Solovy looked for jobs in Cleveland
and Chicago and finally decided that,
to her, Chicago was the more attrac
tive city. Now she's in her fifth year
at Sonnenschein. "I did a little tax at
the beginning," she says, "but I
really like doing deals, and that's
practically all I've done since I've
been here. I think maybe I've written
two research memos in my entire
career. I started on bond deals—that
got me into it—and now I think I'd
be straddling three departments if the
firm were departmentalized. I do cor
porate deals, and a lot of real estate,
and banking—a fair amount of lend
ing work."
Though she clearly enjoys what
she's doing, she's not, she says, "the
sort of person who gets her identity
from her work. I think of my work
as apart from me. I can imagine
myself doing something different,
even something not at all related to
law."
What does she do outside of work
ing hours? "I play," she says with a
laugh. "I enjoy the symphony, and
I'm a big outdoor person. I do a lot of
camping and hiking. And I sign up
for classes, but they always get can
celled. I had hoped to take a class in
comparative philosophy, and I had

hoped to take a class in Japanese
flower arranging. Both were can
celled. But finally I signed up for
something that didn't get cancelled:
I'm taking a class in sign language."
Since Dorman and Solovy have
been with Sonnenschein, they've
seen a number of CWRU law stu
dents come and go in the summers.
Two have returned to permanent
positions—Steve Greifer and Sharyn
Tepper.
Greifer, a New Yorker, went off to
Swarthm(jre College with no very
clear idea of his future career. "I took
your average liberal arts student's
^approach to life, which is Til decide
when it comes up.'" After graduating
with honors in political science and
English, still "not knowing what I
wanted to be when I grew up," he
took a year off from school and
among other things, worked as a
paralegal for the New York firm of
Herzfeld & Rubin. Then he entered
law school. "I came to Case because
I was interested in Chicago; I didn't
want to go to a school like Fordham
or St. John's and find myself limited
to New York."
Although Greifer took courses ori
ented toward litigation and went to
Sonnenschein with the intention of
becoming a litigator, he has since
changed directions and finds himself
in corporate law and securities—"I
hate to admit it, but if I had it to do
over again I'd probably take Profes
sor Coffey's securities course." He
changed directions, he says, partly
because he realized that in a big firm
it would be four or five years before
he would get any of the really meaty
assignments associated with trial
work, and partly because he began to
suspect that he didn't have the tem
perament; "I don't know if I'm a
nasty enough guy to be a great litiga
tor."
Now he's "half in litigation and
half in corporate securities. I've
worked on a couple of big mergers
and some smaller private placements.
In the securities work I get to deal
with the clients quite a bit, and I like
that. Even as a beginner in that
department I get to do the due-dili
gence work and the fact gathering."
In his hours away from the office
Greifer does a lot of reading, mainly
novels. "I enjoy current novels—I've
just read several by Robertson
Davies—but I also keep a mental list
of Great Books I Should Have Read,
and I'm always trying to shorten it."
Another interest is music. "I play the
violin in an orchestra at Northwest
ern for graduate students and people
who wander in, and I play baroque
duets with a guy at the firm who
plays the recorder. I had a string
quartet for a while— that's the most
fun there is."

Sharyn Tepper, a Clevelander, did
her undergraduate work at Miami
University. She chose the CWRU Law
School because, at the time, "I
wanted to be close to home." Three
years later she was ready to try
another city. "I wanted to stay in the
Midwest, but I didn't want to stay
home. Chicago was the obvious
choice." Though she interviewed
with several other firms, she chose to
return to Sonnenschein.
Her wofk-h^^ beep mainly in the
corporate and real estate areas. "I do
very little litigation," she says. "At
the beginning, you're up for grabs,
but you voice a preference arid they
try to honor it. What I've liked best
has been the smaller matters I've
worked on, perhaps because there
I've had more responsibility. I've
learned a lot here—you're always
learning. When you get out of school.
I've realized, you know absolutely
nothing." Among other things, she
has learned to plan her time so that
she has some free hours to enjoy the
city. She's looking forward to the
summer; "Last year I was studying
for the bar, and that cut into my
spare time a little."
Editor's Note: Late word comes
from Chicago of Steve Greifer's move
from Sonnenschein to Leo Burnett,
Inc. as of May 14. Greifer informs us
that Leo Burnett is "the biggest ad
agency west of the Hudson," the cre
ator of the Marlboro man and the
Jolly Green Giant, also numbering
McDonald's, Dewars, and Kellogg
among its clients.
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Faculty Auction
by Kimm Walton, ‘84

"Faculty Auction" is a polite name
for the degrading kind of event
which sporadically takes place at
undergraduate schools around the
country. They are not terribly com
mon and terrifically popular, and
these traits are inherent in the nature
of the function: professors are auc
tioned off to the highest bidding stu
dent and then are ostensibly at the
student's mercy to perform some
task—typically, washing the student's
car, tutoring, taking the student out
to dinner, and so on into the realm of
the Machiavellian. It is no wonder if
such events are considered beneath
the dignity of faculty members.
Nevertheless, when Buddy Spada,
president of the Student Bar Associa
tion, appointed me the chairman of
the Law School Commencement
Committee, the first fundraiser I con
ceived was just such an auction. The
obstacles were formidable. For one
thing, no event of this kind had ever
been held at the Law School, and
everyone knows how wedded to tra
dition are lawyers. Then there was
the extensive planning and coordina
tion such an auction would require,
though certainly the Commencement
Committee (Nan Thomas, Mark Neikrie, Lisa Nicholas, Nelson Toner,
Elaine Quinones, and Bob Horvath)
was dedicated and enthusiastic. But
the greatest problem I anticipated
was in working with the faculty.
Teachers of any kind have always
instilled in me a nameless, childish
kind of dread. Law School has been
no different. When Professor Zagrans
called on me the first day of Civil
Procedure for Sibbach v. Wilson, all
my fears were realized: no one ever
looked so much like the Bogey Man
as he did that day.
Nonetheless, we plunged ahead.
We started by contacting "headline"
professors—those who teach first-year
classes and are thus well-known to
students. Their reaction was under
standably lukewarm, but they did
agree to take part, much to our
delight. Our proposition was that we
would auction off four hours of each
professor's time to the highest stu
dent bidder. We envisioned the com
mitment as an afternoon or evening;
professor and student were to agree
on the date of performance. As a bar
gaining chip we offered the profes
sors a "bad-taste veto"—they could
say no to any student proposal which
insulted their professional (or per
sonal or moral) dignity.
Even this veto was not sufficient
for some professors, who, unwilling
(and justifiably so) to submit them
selves to the whims of law students.
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Professor Ronald J. Coffey with Kirk Katchen, Stephen Grassbaugh, and Timothy Coughlin, all
'84. Little does Professor Coffey know that what they have in mind for him is a punk rock
concert.

counter-offered with specific services
they were willing to supply. Though
we weren't terribly pleased at first by
these limited offers, the stunning gen
erosity of the professors quickly
changed our minds, and the mix of
unrestricted offers and specific ones
was ultimately quite popular.
These were some of the specific
offers: a seven-course international
meal for six at the home of Professor
Picker; a ten-hour estate planning
apprenticeship with Professor Jackson; an offer by Professor Abrams to
entertain at a student party; an all
day trip on Professor Ross's yacht,
followed by dinner at the club; a
homemade pasta dinner with Profes
sor Leatherberry; champagne at the
beach with Professor Moore; a free
round-trip to Chicago with Professor
Sobelsohn as chauffeur; and a cham
pagne brunch for four with Ms.
Granfield, the placement director.
Several other professors—Cowen,
Giannelli, and Shanker—offered to
take four students out to lunch or
dinner. The remaining participants—
Bulloch, Coffey, Austin, Durchslag,
Frankel, Cabinet, Jaros, Gellhorn,
Jensen, Katz, King, Lawry Neth,
Schroeder, McElhaney and Zagrans—
were willing to leave their lives in
the hands of Fate and law students,
and they offered anything within the
realm of reason.
It was much to the professors'
credit that once they agreed, they
never looked back—even though
there had never been such an auction
at the Law School, and even though

they might well have feared for their
professional reputations. The faculty
participation was overwhelming, and
the response from the student body
was enthusiastic: bidding pools
formed, and we on the committee
were constantly accosted by students
wanting to know how much to bid to
be assured of winning their favorite
prof. Although the committee specu
lated frequently about how much
we'd earn, and 1 had several bets rid
ing on who I thought would be the
highest bid, we had no idea what to
expect. We anticipated that most pro
fessors would go for $15 to $20,
"headliners" for $30, and the really
extravagant specific prizes for, per
haps, $50. So we expected to raise
about $500 for Commencement. I
knew I'd be very happy if we went
above that. Break $1,000, and I'd be
ecstatic.
Finally—the great day. We planned
a Happy Hour preceding the auction
itself, figuring that if the beer flowed
freely, so would the cash. Surpri
singly, several professors were
present. (I had invited all of them,
but if I had been on the auction
block, I would have gone across the
border at least for the day!) We had
made no specific plans for the auc
tioneer, but Bob Caffrey, who looks
more like a linebacker for the NFL
than the mild-mannered law student
he is, did such an effective job of cor
ralling students into the rotunda for
the auction that he was the obvious
choice for auctioneer. The professors'
names were in sealed envelopes, and

the selection was random. Well,
almost random. Students taking part
had large cards with numbers on
them for ease of identification during
the bidding.
As soon as the bidding actually
started, it was clear that the commit
tee had severely underestimated how
much people were willing to spend
for a few hours with the professor of
their choice. Professor Katz, the first
one up for bid, went for five times the
amount we had anticipated! This set
up the rest of.the auction. People
seemed to think nothing of paying
stunning amounts for the profs. Bob
proved to be a splendid auctioneer.
He talked constantly, coaxing bids
from those who hesitated. The atmo
sphere was ELECTRIC.
Even Professor Coffey, perhaps the
last person one would expect to be
involved in debauchery like this, was
swept up by the mood of the
moment. Surrounded by devotees,
nursing a beer, he bid frequently on
other professors (and on himself) and
took over the microphone several
times, making comments that went
over big. Example: During the bid
ding for Professor Bulloch, Professor
Coffey took the mike and said,
"Remember, he teaches Closely Held
Corporations"—a veiled reference to
Professor Bulloch's status, amongst
female law students, as the Ultimate
Faculty Sex Symbol. This kind of
enthusiasm was infectious. Halfway
through the auction I noticed my best
friend bidding astronomical
amounts—$70, $80, $90—for a profes
sor I knew she didn't have for class
and I doubted she was even
acquainted with. After the auction I
asked her why in the world she had
bid so much for a professor in whom
she had no interest. "You don't
understand," she explained. "If you
were standing there in the audience,
you just had to have a professor. I
had to buy one, no matter who it
was."
Some of the winning bids reflected
just such an apparent lack of reason.
Apart from the company of the pro
fessors, which is, of course, priceless,
there was no relation between the
bid and the prize involved. For
instance, the same amount the win
ners paid for Ms. Granfield's cham
pagne brunch could have bought
them Sunday brunch at Stouffer's Inn
On the Square three times. The stu
dents who bought Professor Giannelli
and his offer of lunch for three at the
Boarding House could have eaten
lunch at That Place on Bellflower for
a week for the amount they paid. Pro
fessor Moore's champagne at the
beach went for the price of a bottle
of Dom Perignon. And Professor
Picker's international dinner cost
each student involved the same
amount he would have paid at Sam

my's in the Flats. A real testimonial
to mob psychology—or, as we prefer
to think of it, acknowledgment of an
excellent cause.
Of course, the real excitement once
the auction was over was in what the
unrestricted professors would be
asked to do. Many of them, in fact,
had very pleasant lunches and din
ners with the students involved. Oth
ers were more imaginative. Monica
Olszewski, whose husband is a
CWRU art history professor, took
new Professor Jensen and his wife to
an all-campus faculty function. Pro
fessor Jensen was delighted to take
part and was touched by Monica's
thoughtfulness. "I'll do this again
next year," he volunteered. (I
responded: "If they have this again
next year.") Professor Coffey was
originally slated to go to see the punk
rock band "X" at the Agora with his
bidders—most of the members of his
Securities class, headed by Richard
Pryor and Steve Grassbaugh—but he
was ill that day and instead held a
costume party at his house for the
winners a few days later. Perhaps
most outrageous was Professor
Zagrans' service, requested by highbidder Andrea Brock and a first-year
bidding pool: he was an entrant in

the Mr. CWRU Beauty Contest.
Stunned and delighted that he would
take part, because I felt such a
request fell clearly within the "badtaste veto," I asked why he had
agreed. "They paid so much for me,"
was his answer. Professor Austin
road-tripped it to the legendary Reg
gie's Chicken House with winner Bill
Gunner and friends.
By the way. Professor Austin was
the highest-priced prof, and the
chicken he bought for Bill Gunner
and friends cost thern an average of
$26 per piece. The final take? With
price-tags like Austin's ($315) and
Zagrans' ($255), we more than quad
rupled our original estimates by tak
ing in over $2000. The average price
per prof, $67, was inconceivable
when we were planning the auction.
Beyond the contribution to Com
mencement, which will be wellimbibed, the event put the lie to the
image of law students as dull and
conservative, and law faculty as
stuffy and unapproachable. Our very
greatest thanks go to the professors
who set aside traditional notions of
propriety to take part. It is this kind
of spirit which sets Case apart from
any other law school in the country.

Eric Schall, '86, was the mastermind of the syndicate that acquired Professor Lewis R. Katz.
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Phlegm Snopes Basketball Tournament
One of the Law School's most suc
cessful intramural athletic events—
ever—took place in March. Over 150
students participated in the Phlegm
Snopes Basketball Tournament. Eight
teams played double elimination
rounds on March 2 and 3 to deter
mine which two would advance to
the finals. The championship game
on March 27 was played, believe it or
not, at the Richfield Coliseum.
Dean Dusinberre, '84, Andrew
Brown, '85, and Sean Dorsey, '85,
conceived and organized the tourna
ment. They arranged schedules,
obtained financial support from the
Law Alumni Association among oth
ers, secured the use of Richfield Coli
seum and the cooperation of the
Cleveland Cavaliers, and managed
ticket sales. They also arranged for
the use of a loge (furnished free of
charge by the Tavern of Richfield) for
a post-game party. Purchasers of tick
ets for the Phlegm Snopes Champion
ship Game also got to witness the
game that followed, between the

Cavaliers and the New Jersey Nets.
Professor Arthur Austin is the com
missioner of the we-trust-annual
Phlegm Snopes Tournament, and his
secretary, Janet Ohles, is director of
publications—a major position,
because throughout March Gund Hall
was inundated with memoranda, fly
ers, and broadsides emanating from
the Office of the Commissioner. Also
involved, as director of referees, was
Steven Bulloch, described in the pro
motional literature as "assistant pro
fessor of law and well known
sportsman."
In Brief asked Commissioner Aus
tin, whom we suspected of being a
closet sportswriter, to report on the
final outcome. He filed the following:
In a game as wild and unpredictable
as Phlegm Snopes' lifestyle, the Cougars
defeated the Purple Cows 39-38 in
overtime at the Richfield Coliseum.
With the Cows behind 33-34, Jack
Meola became a sports legend by sink
ing a clothesline three-point shot that
burned the nets to give his team a 36-

34 lead with four seconds remaining.
With amazing poise, the Cougars
quickly pushed the ball downcourt
where Billy Weir drew a one-and-one
foul. He calmly sank both shots to tie
the score at 36-36. In a wild overtime
that had the spectators in a frenzy, the
Cougars prevailed by one point, 39-38.
It was an outstanding game that
reflects well on everyone involved—play
ers, officials, and spectators. The dra
matic spirit of the first Phlegm Snopes
Championship Game is forever etched
in the halls of Gund Hall.
The emotionally and physically
drained players joined spectators and
guests to get recharged at the post-game
party. The highlight was the presenta
tion of the Most Valuable Player Award
to Peter Volgenau of the Purple Cows. It
was a close decision, and only a snake
hair separated the aggressive board play
of Volgenau from the all around game
of Billy Weir of the Cougars. In the
final analysis, these two players symbol
ize the excellent play of all the partici
pants in the Tournament.

William W. Falsgraf, '58
ABA President, 1985-86
by Becky Freligh
It's a long way from what Bill Falsgraf remembers as the "cockroaches
and creaking stairs" of the old law
school building on Adelbert Road to
the rarefied air one breathes as presi
dent of the 280,000-member Ameri
can Bar Association. But Falsgraf,
'58, the first CWRU alumnus to be
elected to that lofty post, has made
the ascent with determination and
style.
Falsgraf earned the A.B. in econom
ics at Amherst College in 1955. His
return to his native Cleveland for his
legal education honored established
family ties: Falsgraf's father, Wendell,
was graduated from the Law School
in 1928 and from Adelbert College
prior to that, while his mother,
Catherine, was graduated from Flora
Stone Mather College. Both parents
continued an active involvement with
CWRU alumni groups and governing
boards.
As a third-year law student, Fals
graf achieved what is irreverently
known in some eyries of legal fled
glings as the Triple Crown: editor-inchief of the Law Review, Order of
the Coif, and the Student of the Year.
After graduation he joined his
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father's Cleveland law firm, which
later merged with the firm now know
as Baker & Hostetler. By that time,
Falsgraf had developed an expertise
in what was then a new area of legal
practice—environmental law.
"I got into it quite by accident,"
says Falsgraf. One of his clients was
a real estate developer caught in the
crunch of ever-tightening Federal reg
ulations governing environmental
standards. Somehow, Falsgraf had to
obtain a development permit for the
client while complying with the new
laws. In the process of doing so, he
found a new and exciting line of
work. When the merger with Baker
& Hostetler took place, Falsgraf
found there was no one iij that firm
practicing environmental law. "I
became the instant expert," he says,
"and I really enjoyed the work.
There was law being developed with
every case. I argued several cases in
the circuit court which are still prece
dent today."
But long before that—indeed, as
soon as Falsgraf began practicing
law—he had begun to participate in
bar association activities. "My father
was always active in the local bar
association, and he encouraged young
lawyers to do likewise," though until
the late fifties there was no section of
the Greater Cleveland Bar Associa
tion specifically for young lawyers.
Walter Stewart, then president of the
Ohio State Bar Association, provided
the framework for such a group
when he asked Bill Falsgraf to chair a
host committee for junior bar activi
ties at the OSBA's annual meeting in
Cleveland. From this modest begin
ning the Cleveland junior bar com
mittee, since renamed the Young
Lawyers' Section, increased to 650
members in its first year, enabling
the group to capture the ABA's Award
of Progress for 1961.
Since that first involvement Falsgraf's role in bar activities has been
marked by ever-increasing visibility
and responsibility. He has served as
secretary, vice chairman, and chair
man of the Junior Bar Section of the
Ohio State Bar Association; he was a
member of the OSBA's Council of
Delegates from 1968 to 1970; and he
chaired the OSBA Committee on
Environmental Law in 1982-83. He
was a member of the Board of Trust
ees of the Bar Association of Greater
Cleveland from 1979 to 1982.
But Falsgraf has been most active
at the national level of bar activity.
He has been a member of the ABA's
House of Delegates, with the excep
tion of one year, continuously since
1968; he has chaired both the
House's Rules and Calendar Commit
tee and its Scope and Correlation of
Work Committee. As a member of
the ABA's Board of Governors from
1971 to 1974, Falsgraf chaired the
Finance Committee and the Manag

ing Committee of the Fund for Legal
Education.
It's this level of involvement, Fals
graf explains, that provides the visi
bility one must have in order to
become president of the ABA. Once
that groundwork is laid, a candidate's
next step is to place his name before
the ABA's nominating committee,
composed of delegates from all over
the United States. Their nomination
is virtually tantamount to election.
Falsgraf received the committee's
nomination last February. He must
still be confirmed by the entire
House of Delegates at the annual
ABA meeting, to be held in Chicago
in August. Once that occurs, he will
officially be president-elect of the
ABA; he will assume the presidency
in August, 1985.
Falsgraf's plans for his year in
office do not include a particular
showcase project; this, he says, is no
longer standard presidential practice.
The ABA has recently reassessed its
long-range goals, and any projects ini
tiated by its president or by other
members must fit within those guide
lines. But, says Falsgraf, he does have
priorities among the ongoing con
cerns of the ABA.
One of these is the adoption by
state courts of uniform ethical stan
dards. "There is much to be said for
these standards' being uniform
throughout the country, with so much
interstate legal practice taking place."
Another is the continued delivery
of legal services at an affordable
price—not only to the poor, but to the
broad range of middle-income per
sons. "I'm quite concerned that the
law profession has priced itself right
out of the market," says Falsgraf,
"forcing these groups to seek alterna
tive sources of legal service, not all of
which are beneficial."
But the ABA president's top prior
ity, Falsgraf believes, should be over
sight and maintenance of a strong
national group to act as both trade
association and continuing educator
of its membership. "What distin
guishes the ABA from other trade
associations is its enormous dedica
tion to public service. Tens of thou
sands of hours are expended upon
myriad activities which do not
advance the practice as such—truly,
this is a service to the public." And
continuing education remains a mat
ter of importance. "The public has an
interest in receiving the best possible
legal advice, and for lawyers that
means staying current in a day when
the laws are changing rapidly."
Incredibly, Falsgraf has also found
time to work for improved legal edu
cation at its source: he has served on
CWRU's Board of Trustees since
1978, and he chaired the Board of
Overseers for two years before that.
A member of the Visiting Committee
for the Law School since 1968, he

was its chairman from 1973 to 1976.
Through his involvement with the
University's growing boards, he has
enjoyed the unique privilege of
remaining close to the Law School
while growing in his profession, and
he says he has seen some remarkable
changes.
"The most dramatic difference is in
the physical plant, since I went to
school in the old building on
Adelbert Road." Falsgraf's graduating
class had about, 80 n\embers; both
student population and faculty have
tripled since then. Falsgraf is
impressed by the quality of both stu
dents and faculty today and by the
much broader range of classes now
available to students. "One marked
change is the addition of clinical, or
hands-on kinds of classes. In my day,
there was no opportunity for the stu
dent to develop and practice advo
cacy skills while still in law school.
These students are much better pre
pared to walk into a courtroom than
we ever were."
And if that's so, who knows? There
may be a future ABA president
within the walls of the Law School
now, today sweating over a contracts
case, tomorrow beginning the climb
to the ABA's highest office, continu
ing the tradition begun in 1984 by
Bill Falsgraf.

ABA Alumni Reception
The CWRU Law School will host a
reception in Mr. Falsgraf's honor on
Monday, August 6, in conjunction
with the ABA's annual meeting in
Chicago.
Please watch your mail for an
invitation.
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William W. Falsgraf was the speaker March 2 at the second in the Cleveland series of faculty/
alumni luncheons in downtown Cleveland. His talk is reprinted here.

The Practice of Law1984 and Beyond
By William W. Falsgraf, '58

Before tiptoeing out on the thin ice
of speculation as to major trends in
the practice of law for the rest of this
century, I think it would be well for
us to consider where we are right
now. The United States is the most
lawyered—some say over-lawyered—
country in the world. Two-thirds of
all the lawyers in the world are here,
some 650,000 of us, which works out
to one lawyer for every 388 citizens.
In business terms, we are a huge
industry. More than 40 billion dollars
were paid to lawyers last year alone,
and this does not include the hordes
of government lawyers. In short, we
have created an incredibly complex
and expensive legal system which is
lubricated and kept running by ever
increasing numbers of lawyers.
So that's where we are, but where
are we going? Does the system work?
If not, why not? What changes in the
34

system are necessary or appropriate
in order to satisfy the legitimate
expectations and demands of our citi
zens for justice and freedom from
oppression? And how will these
changes affect the way in which we
practice our profession?
This afternoon I am going to ana
lyze some of the trends that I see
impacting the profession in the com
ing years and the changes which
those impacts will fashion in the
structure of the law practice as we
know it today.
The first trend is Growth. This is
nothing new, for we have all been
aware of the explosion of law gradu
ates over the past fifteen years. But—
can it continue? Are the giant firms,
corporate legal departments, and cad
res of government lawyers going to
continue to increase in size as they
have in the past? The answer is yes.

Perhaps not at the rate experienced
in the past, but clearly the profession
will continue to grow. In fact, the
American Bar Association has esti
mated that by the year 2000 there
will be 1,000,000 lawyers in the U.S.,
or roughly 50 percent more lawyers
than we have right now. Obviously
the rate of growth will be lower than
in the past decade, but nevertheless
there will be growth. Why am I so
sure that this will be the case?
Because of a demonstrable shift in
the fundamental focus of our econ
omy. John Naisbitt, in his best seller.
Megatrends, describes this shift as one
from an industrial society to an infor
mational society: "An industrial soci
ety pits man against fabricated
nature. In an information society—for
the first time in civilization—the
game is people interacting with other
people." What we have already expe
rienced and will continue to experi
ence is that a certain percentage of
these personal transactions will go
sour and, when they do, our legal
system will be called upon to resolve
the dispute. As we know, that system
can't operate without lawyers.
So the good news is that there will
be plenty for all of us and our succes
sors in interest to do as we head
toward the year 2000. The bad news
is that the public reaction to this pro
liferation of lawyers is most often
one of horror. Their perception was
captured most cleverly by Naisbitt,
who observed that lawyers are like
beavers: they get into the main
stream and dam it up Of course, vol
umes have been written about the
low esteem which the general public
has for lawyers, and it seems that
that is not going to change overnight.
On the other hand, we must not give
up. If we are constantly aware of our
image and engage in a continuing and
concerted effort to educate the public
about the legal system and the posi
tive nature of our role in it, these
unfounded perceptions can be
changed. I regard this as one of my
top priorities as ABA president, and I
hope to have your support in that
endeavor.
This brings me to Trend 2, which I
have labeled Economic Opportunity. It
is often said, and with considerable
justification, that a majority of our
citizens have been priced out of the
legal system. This is particularly true
in non-contingent fee litigation. In
fact, the situation has become so crit
ical that the president of Harvard
University, Derek Bok, a lawyer him
self, has been moved to write: "The
blunt, inexcusable fact is that this
nation, which prides itself on effi
ciency and justice, has developed a
legal system that is the most expen
sive in the world yet cannot manage
to protect the rights of most of its cit
izens." Granting, arguendo, that Bok
is correct and that therefore it is nec-

essary and appropriate to change the
system to at least stem increases in
legal costs and perhaps even reduce
costs, then what should we as practi
tioners anticipate as far as changes in
the practice are concerned?
Forbes Magazine recently suggested
that the laws of supply and demand
are at work in the law market and
that the rapid rise in the lawyer pop
ulation is exerting and will continue
to exert downward pressure on legal
fees. There is something to this, but I
don't think the effects will be enough
' to solve the problems I have
addressed here. Besides, for personal
selfish reasons, we would'just as
soon not see the problem solved by
plunging the profession into a reces
sion. Be that as it may, we‘have very
little control over the supply of and
demand for lawyers. We do have con
trol over our productivity and to the
extent we improve it, we can have
our cake and eat it too. By that I
mean that costs, and therefore fees,
can be kept from escalating at rates
higher than the overall inflation rate
without seriously diminishing the
standard of living which we have
come to enjoy. So, let's see what can
be done to increase lawyer productiv
ity and to insure the availability of
needed legal services at a reasonable
price.
One of the most effective cost
cutting or productivity-enhancing
devices is the utilization of non-law
yer personnel to perform the more
routine legal tasks. Just as it doesn't
require a brain surgeon to suture a
cut finger, so it does not require a
senior partner in a large law firm to
draft simple reciprocal wills. For a
number of years, the larger law firms
and corporate law departments have
effectively utilized the so-called para
legal In this way. I now see the para
legal being made available to the gen
eral public. There will have to be
certification procedures and mecha
nisms for attorney supervision of
their activity, but these are details
that will not deter the public from
demanding and receiving the services
which they want and need at a price
they can afford. As horrendous as
this may sound to some of you, it is,
after all, preferable to the do-it-your
self law kits or the unauthorized and
unsupervised practice by totally
untrained persons of which we have
seen more and more in recent years.
Second, the retailing of discount
legal service through legal clinics and
traditional commercial product dis
tributors such as Sears and J. C. Pen
ney will become as commonplace as
the discount brokers which we now
find in every bank in town.
Third, automation of the practice
through word processors, computer
ized accounting for tiipe charges and
billing, teleconferencing and the like
have become and will continue to be

important cost-cutting and productiv
ity-enhancing tools of the trade.
Fourth, certification of specialties is
a development that will find accept
ance as people insist on more and
more information with respect to the
legal services they are seeking.
Finally, we can anticipate some
rather profound changes in the proce
dural aspects of the judicial system.
For example, the civil rules already
provide for sanctions to be imposed
in cases in which attorneys abuse the
discovery process. 'Two weeks ago in
Las Vegas, Chief Justice Burger sug
gested thatj the imposition on lawyers
of a few well-placed fines of $5,000
or $10,000 for dilatory or abusive dis
covery practices would go a long way
toward improving the efficiency of
the system. This is not particularly
revolutionary, but it is a straw in the
wind. It is obvious that the leaders of
the bench and bar realize that tradi
tional litigation is not well suited to
resolve most disputes and they are
determined to do something about it.
One way of accomplishing this is
through streamlining the process. As
you know, some federal judges are
already doing this on their own. But,
as the man said, "Baby, you ain't
seen nothin' yet."
Other efforts to bring the cost of
dispute resolution within reason
involve the utilization of alternatives
to litigation or at least variations of it
which are outside the traditional
adjudicative system. For example,
California has been experimenting
with the so-called "Rent a Judge" sys
tem whereby the parties hire a
retired judge to hear their case. Of
course, they bear the expense
involved, but they avoid the delay
and expense inherent in utilizing the
public system. There are numerous
other examples of ingenious alterna
tive methods of dispute resolution
which do not involve the judicial sys
tem and, in some cases, do not
involve lawyers. What is significant
about this is that the activity is aimed
at initiating alternatives to the judi
cial system which will permit people
to assert their rights and resolve their
disputes at an affordable price. We
should anticipate and participate in
the development of these schemes
lest we be left out altogether.
Trend 3 is one which I personally
abhor but see as inevitable, and that
is more and more Governmental Regu
lation of lawyers and the law prac
tice. It used to be that lawyers had a
tremendous amount of independence.
To an extent, they still do, but that
independence shows signs of serious
erosion as we become more and
more concentrated in larger and
larger economic units. Witness, for
example, the centralization and insti
tutionalization of attorney discipli
nary matters. The initiative in these
matters used to be handled at the

local and state bar association levels.
Now the Supreme Court of Ohio has
put the state bar out of the discipline
business entirely and with the open
ing of satellite offices in Cleveland
and Cincinnati will shortly preempt
the local bars too.
Not to be outdone by the state gov
ernment, Washington is bidding to
get its camel-like nose into the legal
tent. In my judgment, we won a
short-lived victory when the FTC
backed awa,y.from its ill-prepared
and ill-considered investigation of
state and local bar associations to
determine whether there were anti
competitive practices going oni The
next time, and there will be one, the
groundwork will have been laid and
the anguished howls of outraged law
yers will not so easily scare the wolf
from the door. Why should this be,
you ask? Consider what I said at the
outset: we are a 40-billion dollar a
year business which is highly visible
and which to the bureaucratic eye
appears to engage in some anti-com
petitive practices such as limiting
access to the profession by means of
bar examinations and such as prohi
biting the unauthorized practice of
law and thus insuring a less than
fully competitive market. These
activities are bound to come under
close bureaucratic scrutiny in the
future, and I only hope that the
cogent arguments in favor of the sta
tus quo based upon the ultimate best
interests of society will prevail.
There are so many other mega
trends in the legal practice that I
could easily extend these remarks to
fill the rest of the afternoon. Devel
opments such as the emergence of
national multi-office law firms, the
utilization of professional public rela
tions and marketing experts by law
yers, and on and on. But if I were to
do that, there would be a megatrend
by this audience toward the exits.
And so I will close with the thought
that for all the rapid and fundamental
changes which are and will be occur
ring in the practice over the next dec
ade, it will continue to be the most
stimulating, interesting, and enjoy
able way in the world for one to
make a living and at the same time a
significant contribution to mankind.
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Admissions A Spring Report
by Susan E. Frankel, ‘81
Director of Admissions and Financial
Aid

Editor's Note: The following report
was written just at the mid-point of the
admissions year, six months before the
Class of 1987 arrives at Gund Hall for
orientation.
-K.E.T.
I am pleased to report that in
March, 1984, the number of applica
tions received for admission in the
coming fall stands at the same level
as in March, 1983. "We're hanging in
there" may not seem to be a dra
matic, upbeat statement. But in the
context of this year's law school
admissions it is very good news
indeed.
No law school is seeing any
increase in applications, and our abil
ity to maintain last year's level distin
guishes Case Western Reserve from
most law schools in the country. As
of March, 83 percent of the nation's
law schools have received fewer
applications than had been received
last year at the same time. Many
schools are experiencing reductions
of more than 20 percent, and at some
schools applications are down as
much as 40 percent. The decline has
affected both public and private
schools and has touched all regions of
the country. It is being attributed to
several factors, including the end of
the baby boom, a tighter job market,
and well-publicized criticisms of the
abundance of lawyers.
Besides maintaining numbers, we
are maintaining quality and diversity.
Grade point averages and LSAT
scores remain strong, and minority
applications are up 8 percent over
last year. An exciting statistic to
report is that, for the second year, 70
percent of our applicants are from
outside Ohio. And of the students
currently enrolled, a majority are res
idents of other states. The increasing
geographic diversity of the student
Ijody demonstrates the increasingly
national reputation of the school.
Our ability to sustain the applica
tion numbers in the face of the
national downturn is, we think, due
to a number of admissions programs
that the school has instituted. Last
year we developed new recruiting lit
erature—chiefly a bulletin and a
poster, both handsomely printed and
containing stunning photographs.
These highlight Cleveland and espe
cially University Circle along with
the Law School. This year, we
increased the number of visits by
representatives of the Law School to
college campuses throughout the
country during the fall recruiting sea
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Susan Frankel (center} and Matthew Bergman, 'S6, talk with Patricia Cecil ('87?j, a visitor from
Hope College in Holland, Michigan.

son. In addition, several alumni sup
plemented our travels by attending
law days at colleges in their cities.
For example, William Drescher, '80,
visited the University of California at
Los Angeles, and David Strand, '68,
visited the campus at Berkeley. We
hope to increase alumni participation
in our on-campus recruiting efforts
next fall.
Dean Gellhorn and I have been
hosting dinners for pre-law advisers
in various cities throughout the coun
try, and we have invited pre-law
advisers to visit the campus individu
ally. We are currently planning a
regional conference at the school in
May, which will include pre-law
advisers from Ohio and surrounding
states and will involve the adminis
tration, faculty, and students in our
effort to inform them about the
advantages of studying law at Case
Western Reserve.
In the face of competition from
lower-cost public institutions, we
have increased our effort to inform
prospective students about our sub
stantial financial aid programs. Many
students never even consider apply
ing to a private school. We believe
that if we spread the word about
financial aid we can encourage appli
cations, and we are increasing the
written communication to likely can
didates. Of last year's entering class,
fully one-half received financial aid
from the Law School. Significant
increases in financial assistance have
greatly enhanced the school's ability
to compete effectively in the market.

Of course we encourage admitted
candidates to visit the Law School,
and on any one day as many as eight
may come through the building. They
attend classes, meet with members of
the faculty and administration, and
chat with students. Frequently, as I
am talking with a visiting student in
my office, a teacher will walk in and
sit down to talk with us, or one of
the deans will stop by. The students
are always impressed with the easy,
friendly atmosphere that pervades
the school.
Whenever I'm expecting visitors, I
arrange in advance to have one or
two student volunteers—I have a long
list of willing students—stop by my
office to welcome them. They take
the visitors to class, chat with them
afterward, either on the bridge or
over lunch at Lick's or Thwing Cen
ter, and show them around the build
ing. Invariably, visitors comment on
the students' enthusiasm and on the
camaraderie among them. Our stu
dents are terrific sales people, and I
am never reluctant to allow visitors
just to roam the bridge, talking to
whomever they happen to meet.
The faculty have always been
extremely cooperative. They allow
visitors to sit in on their classes with
out any advance notice, and they
willingly answer their questions
afterward. Nothing makes more of an
impression on a prospective student
than attending a law school class for
the first time. They always come
back to my office bursting with
enthusiasm.

they hope to settle. We will be con
tacting alumni throughout the sum
mer with the names of admitted can
didates. If you are willing to help and
have not yet volunteered, please let
me hear from you.
Competition among law schools for
the best students is intensifying. We
know that we cannot relax during the
next six months, and that we will
have to work even harder next year.
But we continue to feel confident of
our ability tcrajjract q student body
that is strong in number and—most
important—strong in quality.
'

)

The black and white reproduction doesn't do justice to the colorful poster that the Law School’s
Office of Admissions has been distributing to undergraduate campuses. It makes a handsome
addition to an office wall, and it may be had for $5. The Office of Admissions is happy to
receive orders.

Professor Roger Abrams plays an
especially important role in our
recruiting efforts. On some days,
there are almost more visitors attend
ing his torts class than there are stu
dents! He often stops by before class
and fills them in on what he will be
discussing that day. The visitors
always leave with quite a positive
feeling about how approachable and
human the faculty seem to be. Pro
fessor Abrams and I always enjoy
counting in the fall the large number
of first-year students who visited his
class the previous spring and whom
we chatted with together in my
office.
I must also mention how often I
call the dean on the phone to see if
he has a free moment to meet with
visitors. He is always willing to
receive us, and we all go filing in to

chat with him in his office.
The students comment at the end
of the day on the individual attention
they receive here. The special care
we give them distinguishes our law
school, they always say, from others
they have visited throughout the
spring.
We are grateful to the many gradu
ates of the Law School who have
responded to our request for help
and have agreed to talk with admit
ted candidates who live in their cit
ies. If we are to continue to increase
the geographic diversity of the stu
dent body, we must demonstrate to
candidates that a law degree from
CWRU is marketable all over the
country. The best way to convince
them is to provide them with an
opportunity to visit with a graduate
who is practicing in the city where
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Joseph M. Sellers with Barbara Bush, wife of the Vice President, and Geraldine Coleman,
principal of Turner Elementary School Isince retired!, at a grants distribution ceremony in the
spring of 1983. Photo by Gail A. Hansberry.

Whatever happened to . . .

Joseph M. Sellers
1979 Student of the Year
by Becky Freligh

Editor's Note: With this issue In Brief
begins a series of feature articles. What
ever happened to those students so
admired and respected by their class
mates that they were named Student of
the Year? What have they accomplished
since graduation? What further honors
have they garnered? Where are they
now? The suggestion for the series came
from Diane Phillips-Leatherberry, wife
of the faculty editor.
-K.E.T.
Joe Sellers was regarded by many
of his law school peers as an inspira
tional figure. They won't be surprised
to hear that his career path has been
directed by the same spirit of service
and individualism for which they
remember him. Two years ago Sellers
left a prestigious corporate firm for a
job as staff attorney with the Wash
ington Lawyers' Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law (WLC), a non
profit organization that works with
D.C. law firms to provide volunteer
legal aid to victims of discrimination
and poverty. Sellers describes his
work as "frustrating, exhilarating,
and exciting"—and satisfying because
38

"more of what I value in myself is
being used."
Sellers, a Philadelphia native and a
graduate of Brown University, surely
deserved his Student of the Year hon
ors from CWRU's law school. Not
only did he serve as executive editor
of the Law Review, he initiated two
programs to supplement and comple
ment classroom work. One was the
Law School Academy, a speakers'
bureau; the other, a joint program
with the School of Applied Social Sci
ences on the life and death of neigh
borhoods. Law school director of
admissions Susan Frankel, '81, who
worked with Sellers on the Law
School Academy, says of him, "He
had a vision, but unlike other stu
dents who never get beyond the talk
ing stages, he implemented it."
After graduation. Sellers became
associated with the 70-attorney firm
of Pierson, Ball & Dowd in Washing
ton, a city for which Sellers had felt
an affinity since his days on Morris
Udall's national field staff for the
1976 presidential campaign. "I knew
Washington would be a good place
for me,” Sellers says, "though now I

say it for different reasons."
Sellers soon found that his corpo
rate, antitrust, and communications
work, though intellectually stimulat
ing, was not entirely satisfying: "I
really wanted to get beyond the dayto-day work for the clients and get
involved in the community. I wanted
to feel needed." He had heard of a
new WLC program that sounded like
exactly what he was looking for: the
Public Education Legal Services Pro
ject (PELSP), which paired private
attorneys with parent groups at
schools in low-income sections of
Washington. The intent was that the
lawyers should engage in advocacy
other than litigation, that they would
work with parents to improve the
quality of urban public schools by
lobbying, letter-writing, and fund
raising. Sellers volunteered to act as
the attorney for the Turner Neighbor
hood School Council, advisory board
of one of the most impoverished
schools in the city.
"I was told that Turner needed the
most help," Sellers recalls, and he
found that was no exaggeration.
Whenever it rained, the school
flooded, and debris and dead rats
washed into the lunchroom. Together,
Sellers and the Turner parents pres
sured the city for a new sewer sys
tem. It took Capitol Hill influence
and a mayoral visit to confirm the
need, but now the Turner School is
dry. Sellers even registered with Con
gress as a lobbyist for Turner School
and assisted its representatives in tes
tifying before House and Senate
appropriations subcommittees on
behalf of full funding for the schools.
"He didn't just tell us to go," said
Willie Mae Mickel, the president of
Turner Neighborhood School Council.
"Joe Sellers was at our side." She
added: "He didn't have to do all
this."*
From 1980 to 1982 Sellers was a
volunteer for the PELSP and during
that time he decided to leave his job
at Pierson, Ball & Dowd. "I looked
around for a job like the one I have
now, but jobs like this are extraordi
narily hard to find, not just because
there are so few openings, but
because groups like this want sea
soned attorneys on their staffs." At
that time, however, the PELSP was
being expanded. Sellers was offered
its directorship and he accepted, with
the proviso that he would also work
as a staff attorney litigating civil
rights claims. "I left my firm with a
considerable amount of anxiety," he
says, "but I knew if I was ever going
to try something like this, now was
the time."

* The quotation is from a lengthy feature
story in the Washington Post, October 13,
1981, about the PELSP and, in particular.
Sellers' championship of Turner School.
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Though the education project was
the springboard to Sellers' association
with the WLC, litigation now con
sumes more than half his work time.
His cases are primarily claims of
employment discrimination on the
basis of race or sex, though he does
other kinds of civil rights work as
well. His civil rights work doesn't
receive as much publicity as the
politically-hot public education pro
ject, but Sellers believes it is just as
important: "It's an area I'm proud of,
and one I've become fairly wellknown in."
Sellers' work today is a pleasing,
fast-paced blend of inside-\he-courtroom activity and outside-the-courtroom concerns of educational advo
cacy. "The combination of the two is
perfectly fascinating," says Sellers. In
an average work day, he may encoun
ter anyone from a Turner School par
ent to a corporate executive to Bar
bara Bush, wife of the Vice President
and a champion of educational
causes. And the range of skills Sellers
is called upon to use is vast. "I enjoy
the notion that within my repertoire
there are a whole variety of tech
niques and tactics that can be used in
my work."
While Sellers has no current plans
to leave the Lawyers' Committee, he
doesn't think he will be there forever.
Someday, his next step could be into
any one of several situations, includ
ing another law firm or a government
job. "I would consider a small firm,"
he says. "I've found that I'm not so
much exclusively committed to a
non-profit setting as to a small-scale
operation," adding that he might
enjoy representing needy individuals
and small businesses.
Whatever Joe Sellers' next
endeavor, it will likely be accom
plished with his characteristic cour
age and self-awareness. He will con
tinue to leave his mark as surely as
he has left it at CWRU. Professor
Roger Abrams sums him up: "Joe is a
truly extraordinary young man. He
had a presence about him, and still
does. He is a consummate person."

Baxter in the Pantheon
of Antitrust
by Ernest Gellhorn
Dean and
Galen J. Roush Professor of Law

Two years ago William E Baxter,
then assistant attorney general for
antitrust, made history by simultane
ously dismissing the government's
13-year-olcJ monopoly case against
IBM and forcing the breakup of the
Bell telephone system. Antitrust cases
were often in the headlines during
Baxter's tenure as the administra
tion's antitrust chief. With Baxter's
return to law teaching, now seems a
propitious time to evaluate his
record.
If controversy were the measure,
clearly Baxter's performance would
be a striking success. Dispute and
contention often seemed his most
enduring mark, as an irate Congress
forbade his arguing to the Supreme
Court that resale price maintenance
shouldn't always be illegal and other
equally strident critics challenged his
reliance on economic criteria in
selecting antitrust targets. Baxter's
imperial manner and sharp rhetoric
often inflamed opponents and earned
him numerous enemies in the Anti
trust Division, as well as vocal
detractors in the antitrust bar.
But controversy isn't always harm
ful and may, in fact, merely reflect
strong leadership. In Baxter's case it
certainly heightened public aware
ness of antitrust issues and assured
closer scrutiny of his policy propos
als. Thus one might fairly conclude
that the public was well served by
his controversial approach, which
precluded covertly designed or illconsidered new directions. Nor
should his mannerisms distract from
a reasoned but rigorous review of the
Baxter record.
The Justice Department's antitrust
arm has had an extraordinary string
of leaders in the past half century.
Several chiefs were top antitrust
scholars who introduced new ideas
or systemic designs. Others brought
the insight of government or private
experience to bear.
But most observers probably would
agree that the greatest antitrust
leader in the more than 90 years of
the Sherman Act (and almost 70 of
the Clayton Act) was Thurman
Arnold, who served under Franklin
D. Roosevelt from 1939 to 1943.
Arnold retrieved antitrust from irrele
vance and made it a serious weapon
for fighting price cartels and monopo
lies. A very articulate and effective
exponent, Arnold made effective use
of antitrust's criminal enforcement

authority for the first time to punish
price fixers. He also breathed new
life into the Sherman Act's power to
proscribe monopolizing actions.
Ever since Arnold's time, antitrust
has been viewed as indispensable. It
is now the accepted norm of Ameri
can politics. It is, for example, still an
indisputable economic/political prin
ciple that free enterprise depends on
strong antitrust enforcement to con
trol the misuse of economic power.
Thus, all subsequent antitrust chiefs
and the courts have relied on
Arnold's conceptual record in inter
preting and enforcing the Sherman
and Clayton acts.
Measured against this standard, the
casual antitrust observer might con
clude that Baxter's antitrust record is
undistinguished and possibly abys
mal. He prosecuted far fewer cases
than his predecessors—almost none
against restraints imposed by suppli
ers on dealers. He approved numer
ous large mergers and loosened the
rules by which the Justice Depart
ment reviewed their lawfulness. In
contrast to the legislative founders of
the antitrust laws, he argued often
that bigness wasn't necessarily unde
sirable and that contrary decisions of
the Supreme Court could be ignored
as based on unsound reasoning.
However, a more sophisticated
examination of Baxter's performance
supports a very different conclusion.
If Arnold was a great antitrust leader
because he redirected antitrust to its
historical purpose of checking undue
economic power, then Baxter must be
judged for what he has done in
restoring its focus on preserving con
sumer welfare.
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Keenly attuned to microeconomics
and its teaching that economic power
is more effectively checked by com
petition and the threat of new rivals
than by government regulation—and
antitrust should be recognized as a
special form of economic regulation—
Baxter greatly restructured his
department. Under Baxter, all anti
trust enforcement—whether applied
to agreements among competitors to
fix prices or divide markets, or to
conglomerate mergers among com
panies that do not serve competing
markets—was measured by one
straightforward test: Is the activity
designed to intensify or interfere with
competition?
Thus, Baxter argued that antitrust's
purpose is to rely on rivalry to force
prices to cost (including a competitive
return on invested capital), to
demand improved quality and to
coerce innovation. In the highly con
troverted area of vertical restraints—
restrictions by suppliers on dealers—
he rightly noted that competition
among suppliers generally protects
consumers against any abuses.
Whether the economic analysis on
which Baxter relied was correct is, of

course, disputed by lawyers, legisla
tors, and interest-group lobbyists.
This seems of little moment. First,
the premises of Baxter's economic
approach are widely accepted today
among antitrust scholars (of both the
Harvard and the Chicago schools):
any disagreements arise primarily
over how far these principles can be
applied in practice—and Baxter
admittedly has pushed the evidence
pretty hard. Second, Baxter's reliance
on economics continues a long histor
ical trend in antitrust. His main effort
has been to update the economics
applied by the Antitrust Division—
and much of his approach was antici
pated by the Supreme Court in deci
sions in 1974 (General Dynamics)
and 1977 (Sylvania). The major dis
tinction is that Baxter was more open
about the use of economic analysis as
the sole determinant of antitrust
enforcement than most of his
predecessors.
Nor is the ultimate correctness of
Baxter's economics crucial. In time
we learned that much of Arnold's
antitrust economics was often
unsound. And I have no doubt that
later evidence may prove that some

Don't Give Me That
New-time Religion

by Lewis R. Katz
John C. Hutchins Professor of Law

Periodically we hear that the
world's greatest hope for peace is
that the United States and the Soviet
Union will become more alike and
thus less hostile to each other. That
prospect should be rejected by all
who value the American system,
absent a delusion that only the Soviet
Union will be subject to change.
In reality, it is the United States
that is changing faster and more dra
matically. No issue better illustrates
this transformation than the drive to
put God back in our schools and out
side on our courthouse lawns. After
the Senate's rejection of the school
prayer amendment. President
Reagan, the principal supporter of
the amendment, has promised to
make this issue central to his reelection campaign.
The result of the school prayer
endeavor will be the creation of a
new American religion, a religion
filled with meaningless ritual, with
out content and without support
mechanisms that accompany real reli
gious belief. Most importantly, it will
lack the faith and ethical systems that
characterize real religions. It will, no
doubt, find acceptance among some
present followers of existing reli
40

ef the economic analysis relied upon
by the Antitrust Division in recent
years is similarly erroneous. What
counts, rather, is that no one can
challenge the rigor or general accept
ance of the analysis Baxter applied. I
may not always agree with the
results, but I am confident that the
approach of applying the best theory
and information currently available
to decide antitrust policy is sound.
The significance of the Baxter era
in antitrust, in other words, lies in
the fact that, like Thurman Arnold,
Baxter reset the agenda. His succes
sor, Paul McGrath, has promised to
follow his lead. I have no doubt that
if McGrath is succeeded by a Demo
cratic appointee, that person will be
obliged to work within the mold
created by William Baxter. Mr. Bax
ter's approach to antitrust has
increasingly become the ack
nowledged norm. And that is the
mark of exceptional, indeed great,
leadership.
This article first appeared in the Wall
Street Journal, January 6, 1984.

gions, maybe even a majority, but not
the faithful of any existing religion.
This new religion, closely resem
bling the alternative existing in the
Soviet Union today, substitutes wor
ship of state and its icons for tradi
tional religious symbols. The Soviet
state's cheaper spread seems to sat
isfy most of its citizens, who dutifully
make periodic pilgrimages, lining up
and waiting hours in the snow to
pass in front of Lenin's bier. The dis
satisfied are the Christian, Jewish,
and Moslem faithful in the Soviet
Union, who cling to old faiths and
are persecuted as dissidents.
There is no real impediment to the
creation of an American brand of the
state religion. It is arguable whether
this religion would even violate the
establishment clause of the First
Amendment because none of the fra
mers would recognize it as a religion.
Eventually we could call it "Americism," and on forms calling for reli
gious preference we could all write
"Amerikish." This new-time religion
might even suffice while we wait for
an umpire to shout, "Play ball."
(Controversy could mount over
whether to spend those few moments
in silent or audible prayer, but no one
is likely to complain too much after
we all eventually realize that the rit
ual is innocuous.)
President Reagan is surfacing as the
founding prophet of Americism,
portraying opponents of his new-time
religion as vipers who would cut out
the heart of the American tradition.
Following the president's lead is
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Chief Justice Warren Burger, who in
the Pawtucket, Rhode Island, Christ
mas display equated a manger scene
with "a Santa Claus house, reindeer
pulling Santa's sleigh, candy-striped
poles, a Christmas tree, carolers, cut
out figures representing such charac
ters as a clown, an elephant, and a
teddy bear, hundreds of colored
lights, [and] a large banner that reads
'Seasons Greetings.'"
The Supreme Court majority con
cluded that the city's erection of the
manger scene was merely part of a
national celebration and not in sup
port of a religious purpose. All the
Burger opinion lacked was a refer
ence to the infant depicted in the
manger as a "nice Jewish J)oy.''
How do we read between the lines
of the opinions of the five justices
who endorsed the Pawtucket celebra
tion? Perhaps they are unclear on the
meaning of the word "secular."
Could they be dogmatic Amerikishes,
feverishly dedicated to taking Christ
out of Christmas? That view of
Christmas is totally consistent with
my children's: they view it as an
enchanting and joyous celebration,
better even than Thanksgiving and
the Fourth of July because they get
gifts, but totally devoid of any reli
gious significance. It is a view that I

can be comfortable with but, I sus
pect, one which America's real Chris
tians would find painful and sorely
lacking in substance and meaning.
Moreover, 1 suspect that the army
of followers behind President
Reagan's school prayer advocacy are
not all going to be satisfied with the
president's Amerikish prayer, which
amounts to a blanding of religion.
While the president may be the front
man, the most vocal within his army
have very sectarian purposes in
mind. The only prayers these ayatol
lahs will find acceptable are their
own, and the minorities within each
school district be damned—which the
sectarians believe they are anyway.
y/e can't be sure the president is
oblivious to this intent, but nonethe
less he appears content to let future
generations suffer the consequences.
The creche decision and the presi
dent's school prayer amendment
open the door for sectarian strife at a
level never before seen in this coun
try. Whose religious symbols may be
displayed and whose prayers may be
recited will tear many communities
apart. Children whose beliefs do not
conform to the community's majority
will suffer the pains of separatism
that accompany nonconformity. The
society will also lose the benefits it

has reaped from its acceptance of
pluralism and the riches drawn from
the diverse religious traditions prac
ticed and thriving within the country.
The militant sectarians presently do
not recognize these losses, but ulti
mately they will.
Some may even reside in towns
where militant antireligious majori
ties prevail and whose community
displays may reflect that bias. Others
may in fact be residents of towns like
Antelope, Oregon, where a majority
of the community are followers of
the Guru Bhagwan Shri Rajneesh.
One wonders how the sectarians will
react when the Antelope school
board adopts a prayer acceptable to
the town majority, but one that likely
will be incomprehensible to non
adherents of the faith?
Americism will not passively
become the accepted result of the
current controversy. Bland prayers
and holiday festivals acceptable to
Reagan and Burger will not prevail.
Sadly, the president's Americism will
result in a new issue to bitterly
divide this nation. If we need existing
models to envision the future, all we
need do is look to Lebanon and
Northern Ireland to see the results of
sectarian strife.

Law School Hosts National Competition
On Friday and Saturday, March 23
and 24, Gund Hall was the scene of
the national finals of the Client Coun
seling Competition. Anxious students
from 12 law schools across the
United States and Canada paced the
hallways, awaiting their turn to inter
view the professional actors, mainly
from the University's Department of
Theatre, who were posing as clients
with various kinds of landlord/tenant
problems—the theme of this year's
competition.
The four finalist teams were from
Baylor University, Western New Eng
land College of Law, the University
of Southern California at Davis, and
Ohio State University, which had nar
rowly defeated Case Western Reserve
in the regional competition three
weeks earlier. The team from West
ern New England—both first-year stu
dents, interestingly enough—was
declared the winner.
Professor Wilbur Leatherberry who
administers the intraschool Client
Counseling Competition, handled
many of the local arrangements,
along with Kerstin Trawick, director
of external affairs. Leatherberry
recruited the actor/clients; at one
point he was almost despairingly ask
ing everyone he met in Gund Hall,
"Do you know any 65-year-old

Professor Kenneth Albers, chairman of the CWRU Department of Theatre, played three
different clients. Here, as unregistered alien Claudio Rivera, alias Clyde Rivers, he is
interviewed by Anna Burns and Maureen Summers of the University of California at Davis.

actresses?" He also helped to select
the judges—psychologists and other
counseling professionals as well as
attorneys.
Among the judges were three Law
School alumni: William Martin
Greene, '71; Ruth Spencer, '83; Tho
mas D. Corrigan, '75; and Peter A.
Joy, '77, acting director of the school's
legal clinic. One of the counseling

professionals who judged was Belleruth Naparstek, wife of the dean of
the CWRU School of Applied Social
Sciences. Three members of the SASS
faculty also served: Ilga Zemzars,
Lenore Kola, and Patricia James, for
merly on the law faculty as coordina
tor of the joint degree program in law
and social work.
According to the rules of the com41

petition, participants are to apply the
law of the state in which they attend
school. But knowledge and applica
tion of law are a very small part of
the exercise. Participants are judged
on their ability to establish an effec
tive professional relationship and
working atmosphere, to learn by lis
tening and questioning what the cli
ent's problem is and what the client's
expectations or wishes are, to analyze
the problem, to present alternative
courses of action and assist the client
in making choices, to recognize and
deal with ethical or moral problems,
and to conclude the interview
skillfully.
Though CWRU was not repre
sented in the national competition,
Roland Jarvis and Robert Brooks,
who had represented the school in
the regionals, gave a demonstration
interview as part of the Thursday
evening program that inaugurated the
event. Another demonstration inter
view was presented at the Saturday
luncheon by an English team from
Polytechnic of the South Bank in
London. This was the first participa
tion in the Client Counseling Compe
tition by the British, who hope to
return as actual competitors in a
future year.
The head of the Polytechnic law
school, James M. Driscoll, and three
students—Leslie Earle, Stuart
Edwards, and John Carnochan—were
in and around the Law School all the
week of the competition. They
attended classes, visited the local
courts, and got well acquainted with
many students and faculty. There was
general agreement that having the
English visitors here in residence was
the greatest benefit of hosting the
competition. "It was interesting to get
a view of the other culture," says
Leatherberry. "And all of us learned a
lot about the English legal system
and about the way students prepare
themselves to be barristers or
solicitors."

Judges for the final round: Robert Redmount, a Connecticut lawyer and psychologist; Burt W.
Griffin, judge in the Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas; and David Cruickshank,
professor of law at the University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Affirmative Action Symposium
by Diane Phillips-Leatherberry

The author has been active in civil
rights activities since the early 60s; in
1967 she was on the staff of the
National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders. She is the wife of In Brief's
faculty editor, Professor Wilbur C.
Leatherberry.
On Friday, March 23, the Law
School's chapter of the Black Ameri
can Law Students Association spon
sored a symposium on affirmative
action entitled "The Future of Minor
ity Legal Education: An Unaffirmed
Commitment." It was a stimulating
program, well attended by students,
faculty, attorneys, and some of the
visitors who were at the school for
the National Client Counseling Com
petition, which was going on at the
same time.
The symposium is just one instance
of BALSA'S continuing efforts to focus
attention on minority enrollment and,
in particular, to increase minority
enrollment at the Law School, where,
despite valiant efforts by many peo
ple (including the dean, the director
of admissions, and BALSA members
who volunteer their time to assist the
Admissions Office), only 17 current
students are black.
As often happens when a promi
nent panel is invited, two of the
scheduled participants had to cancel
because of important unforeseen
work commitments. Arnette Hub
bard, the first female to serve as
president of the National Bar Associa
tion, was tied up in a murder trial in
Chicago. The Honorable Louis B.
Stokes was detained in Washington
on congressional business. Fortu
nately his brother, Carl Stokes, newly
elected presiding judge of Cleveland's
Municipal Court and former mayor
of the city, was able to substitute for
him.
Assistant Dean Maurice Schoby
welcomed everyone, speaking briefly
on the concept of "symposium" as an
opportunity to exchange ideas. Lester
Barclay, BALSA president, talked
about BALSA'S activities during the
year, and then Terry Stallings, vice
president of BALSA and coordinator
of the symposium, introduced the
panelists.
The first speaker was the Honor
able Lloyd O. Brown, judge of the
Cuyahoga County Court of Common
Pleas and a former justice of the
Ohio Supreme Court. Brown's per
sonal commitment to minority legal
education is attested to by the Lloyd
O. Brown Scholarship Funds which
he established several years ago at
the CWRU, Cleveland State Univer
sity, and Howard law schools with

Assistant dean Maurice Schoby with panel members Jose Feliciano, Edward Mearns, and Lloyd
Brown. Carl Stokes is not pictured.

leftover campaign funds. Citing statis
tics relating to the incredibly small
numbers of minority law students
and minority law school graduates.
Brown aired two of his "gripes," as
he put it: the Law School Admission
Test and the bar examination. Often,
said Brown, people whose desire and
commitment would probably make
them exceptional attorneys do not
have the test scores to get into law
school. Or, if they get in, little is
done to make them feel welcome or
to help them. He urged that these
institutional barriers to minority stu
dents be eliminated.
Jose Feliciano, chief police prosecu
tor for the City of Cleveland, talked
about the three rationales for affirma
tive action. One, which is unaccepta
ble to most people, is the compensa
tory justice rationale. Another is that
of social utility, which involves a
determination of what is the greatest
good. The third, to which Feliciano
adheres, is that of distributive justice.
He spoke of the need for those who
believe in affirmative action to speak
up for it, and he urged attorneys to
bring institutional litigation.
Edward A. Mearns, Jr., professor of
law and vice dean of the CWRU
School of Medicine, described inte
gration as an interest which has a
tendency to achieve the common
good and which is, therefore, an
acceptable goal. He urged that affirm
ative action be seen as both right and
necessary, and he commented that
race consciousness is relevant today
so that it will be irrelevant tomorrow.
After attempting to use the material
sent to him from Congressman

Stokes's office. Judge Stokes gave up
and spoke extemporaneously. He
recalled what the times were like
when he and Judge Brown began to
practice law, and he spoke about the
many dramatic changes he had been
able to bring about as mayor. He
advocated the taking of power
through political participation.
Each of the panelists talked of the
need for continued and increased
affirmative action in legal education.
Although their perspectives differed
somewhat, their conclusions were
quite clearly the same. One member
of the audience remarked, after it
was over, "That was a good discus
sion. Too bad that the people who
most needed to hear it didn't come."
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Winter Competitions
Jessup Moot Court
On February 3 the Jessup team
inaugurated the winter moot court
season at the Law School. A distin
guished panel of Judges presided at
the team night; Frank Hartman, gen
eral counsel of Pickands, Mather &
Company; Richard Lillich, Howard
W. Smith Professor at the University
of Virginia School of Law; and Walter
Sterling Surrey of Surrey & Morse,
Washington, D.C.
Team members this year were
Frances M. Gote, a graduate of
Franklin and Marshall College and a
resident of Lancaster, Pennsylvania;
Kevin D. McElaney from Quincy,
Massachusetts, and Clark University;
and John E. Schiller, a Long Islander
with a B.A. from the University of
Virginia. Schiller was the winner of
last year's Dunmore Tournament.
The Jessup competition involves an
international dispute between two
fictional nations. This year's problem
had to do with the nationalization of
a foreign-owned mining company.
The key issue was whether a devel
oping country has the same legal
responsibility to compensate for the
taking of property as does a devel
oped country.
The team went to the Detroit Col
lege of Law later in February for the
regional meet. Their student adviser
was Leila Yassine; their faculty
adviser, Sidney Picker. Their unoffi
cial mentor, to whom they are partic
ularly grateful, was Professor Henry
King. "He recruited some incredibly
distinguished people to come in to
judge our practice sessions," Schiller
says. "He was very supportive. We
must have talked to him every day
for two months. He thought about
the problem even on weekends."

Niagara
Moot Court
Last year CWRU hosted the Niag
ara Tournament and won. This year
the team traveled to Kingston,
Ontario, and captured 4th place in a
field of 14 law schools.
The Niagara competition each year
presents a dispute between the
United States and Canada. The 1984
problem had to do with California's
unique method of unitary taxation of
multinational corporations that do
business in California, by which a
corporation may be taxed even in
years when it shows a loss. Alcan
Aluminum, a Canadian corporation,
claimed nearly $50 million in dam
ages based on what it believed was
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Judges at the Jessup team night: Frank Hartman, Richard Lillich, Walter Sterling Surrey.

excessive and illegal tax imposed on
its U.S. subsidiary. The action was
brought in the International Court by
Canada (for Alcan) against the United
States (for California). The issues
were whether Canada had standing
to bring the action, whether Califor
nia's unitary tax is illegal in interna
tional law, and what, if any, damages
were appropriate.
Presiding as judges at the team
night on February 24 were Professor
Karen Nelson Moore, John C. Duffy,
Jr., of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue in
Cleveland, and H. David Rosenbloom
of Caplin & Drysdale in Washington,
D.C.
Team members were Lauren M.
Ross, from Middlebury College and
Wappingers Falls, New York; Rose
mary A. Macero, from Tufts Univer

sity and Somerville, Massachusetts;
and Rae E. Griffin, a Clevelander
who attended college at Edinboro
University of Pennsylvania and who
has survived a double dose of law
school—her husband is in the eve
ning program at Cleveland-Marshall.
Henry King and Donna Savella were
the team's faculty and student advis
ers. Like the Jessup team, the Niag
ara had special thanks for Professor
King: "His optimism and unstinting
praise and encouragement were con
stant sources of inspiration."

Judges at the Niagara team night: Professor
Karen Nelson Moore, H. David Rosenbloom,
and John C. Duffy, Jr.

The Niagara team: Rae Griffin and Rosemary Macero, standing, and Lauren Ross, seated at
right. Donna Savella was the student adviser.

Frederick
Douglass
Moot Court
Lester Barclay and Milton Marquis
represented the Law School in the
Frederick Douglass Moot Court Com
petition sponsored by the Black
American Law Students Association.
They won the regional competition in
Iowa City, besting 12 other teams,
and Marquis was named the best oral

advocate. At the national finals, held
in St. Louis at the end of March in
conjunction with the annual BALSA
convention, they were eliminated in
the quarterfinals.
The Frederick Douglass Competi
tion focuses each year on a current
civil rights issue. This year's case was
Stotts V. City of Memphis Fire
Department, which as In Brief goes
to press is actually before the United
States Supreme Court. The issue in
the case is whether a bona fide sen
iority system can be overruled in the
name of affirmative action.

Barclay, a Chicago resident, is a
graduate of Oberlin College, where
he studied government and econom
ics. Marquis, a Georgian and a gradu
ate of the University of Georgia,
hopes eventually to return to Georgia
to teach or practice law, "and maybe
go into politics." But his next move is
to Boston, where he has a teaching
fellowship at the Suffolk University
School of Law.

The Frederick Douglass competitors:
Lester Barclay and Milton Marquis.

Federal
Jurisdiction
Moot Court
The Fed Jur team, as it is familiarly
known, held its team night on Febru
ary 10 and went to William and
Mary College two weeks later for the
national competition, in which 26
teams were entered. CWRU lost in
the semifinals to Southwestern Uni
versity, winning the oral argument
but losing the day on brief. William
and Mary won the tournament;
Samuel J. Ervin III, chief judge of the
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals,
headed the panel for the final round.
Judging at the CWRU team night
were three real-life judges: Ann
Aldrich, U.S. District Court, North
ern District of Ohio; Robert M. Dun
can, U.S. District Court, Southern
District of Ohio; and Monroe McKay,
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals. Team
members were Louise M. Carwell, of
Washington, D.C., and the University
of Rochester; Alexander T. Moore, of
Cincinnati and Denison University;
and David Finley, of Dayton and
Washington & Lee University. Team
adviser was George E. Rippel, Jr.
This year's problem posed two
main issues: whether a state is a
"person" for the purposes of 42
U.S.C. §1983, and whether the right
of privacy encompasses the right to
enter into a surrogate gestation con
tract and to receive compensation
therefor.

The Federal Jurisdiction team: Louise Carwell and David Finley, seated, and Alex Moore,
standing at right. George Rippel was the team adviser.
Monroe McKay and Robert M. Duncan were
two of the Fed Jur judges. Ann Aldrich, the
third, is not pictured.

Dunmore
Moot Court

Mark Botti, Dunmore winner
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Lenore Pershing, Dunmore runner-up

The Law School's own intramural
Dean Dunmore Tournament provided
a climactic end to the moot courts of
1983-84. About 100 second-year stu
dents participated in the Dunmore
program. Of them, 16 were chosen
for the tournament: Mark Botti, Ann
Gardner, Michael Goldman, Michael
Kennedy, Jeffrey Kramp, Jeanne
Longmuir, Gary Nicholson, Alisa
Peskin, Lenore Pershing, Ingrid
Sapona, Adrienne Sauro, Fred
Schwieg, Bruce Shaw, Carol Stamatakis, John Thompson, and Kevin
Young.
Mark J. Botti and Lenore M. Persh
ing were the finalists on March 30
before judges Joel M. Flaum, Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals; Robert R.
Mehrige, Jr., U.S. District Court,
Eastern District of Virginia; and Pro
fessor Melvyn R. Durchslag. Pershing
was counsel for petitioner and Botti
counsel for respondent in the case of
United States of America, et ah, v.

Stanley Cong Li. Both were excellent,
and Botti was declared the winner.
While serving in the Army in 1950,
Li had been arrested by military
police and, while he was in custody,
had been given LSD, with which the
Army was then experimenting. Even
tually discharged dishonorably, with
no memory of his arrest or his drug
ging, Li had learned only years later
what had happened to him. He had
sought veteran's benefits and pursued
all of his administrative remedies to
f no avail. He alleged that as a result
of his drugging and the Army's subse
quent failure to warn him of its dan
gers, he suffered from numerous
physical ailments and was psycho
logically crippled.
,
The case presented three issues;
whether Petitioners were immune
from suit under Section 1985(3) for
the covert administration of LSD to
Respondent; whether the U.S. was
immune under the Federal Tort
Claims Act for the alleged injuries;
and whether special factors defeated
Respondent's Bivens claim based on
Petitioners' failure to warn Respond
ent after his discharge of the dangers
posed by the ingestion of LSD.
Mark Botti, the Dunmore winner,
received his A.B. degree from Dart
mouth College, majoring in govern

Judges of the Dunmore final round: Professor Meivyn Durchslag; Joel M. Flaum, Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals; and Robert R. Mehrige, Jr., U.S. District Court, Eastern District of
Virginia.

ment. He lives in Cleveland Heights
and clerked last summer for the firm
of Vorys, Safer, Seymour & Pease in
Cleveland. He will be working in
Chicago this summer with Adams,
Fox, Adelstein & Rosen.
Lenore Pershing, the runner-up,
comes from Youngstown; her B.S.

degree, in economics, is from Butler
University in Indianapolis. She has a
quite varied employment history (bal
let instructor and policy analyst for
the Export-Import Bank of the U.S.),
and she will spend the summer in
Columbus with Porter, Wright,
Morris & Arthur.

Client Counseling
Competition

The winners: Roland Jarvis and Robert Brooks.

About 100 students entered this
year's client counseling competition,
which took place over three days in
February. The winning pair would
compete against other regional law
schools on March 3 on the Ohio State
campus and—it was hoped—return
triumphant to the national finals,
which were to be held at CWRU on
March 23 and 24 (see page 41).
The final round took place on Feb
ruary 18 before a panel of three
judges: Edward A. Mearns, Jr., pro
fessor of law and vice dean of the
CWRU School of Medicine; Jose Feli
ciano, police prosecutor. City of
Cleveland; and Candice Coffman, a
psychiatric social worker affiliated
with University Hospitals of
Cleveland.
Three pairs of counselors were
finalists. One pair had made the
finals the year before as first-year
students: David Leopold, a graduate
of the University of Michigan, and
Kevin Young, a graduate of Syracuse
University. Another team consisted of
first-year students Robert C. Diemer,
a Notre Dame graduate, and Charles
R. Pinzone, Jr., a graduate of John
Carroll University; both Diemer and
Pinzone are from greater Cleveland.
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The winning pair were Roland B.
Jarvis, '84, and Robert C. Brooks II,
'86. Brooks, whose hometown is
Monroeville, Pennsylvania, received
his B.A. in history at CWRU. Jarvis,
a Clevelander, was graduated from
Cleveland State University. Both
Brooks and Jarvis have been active
members of the Black American Law
Students Association.
Brooks and Jarvis came within a
hair of winning the regional competi
tion; they were a strong second.
According to Professor Wilbur C.
Leatherberry, who organized the com
petition with help from a cadre of
student assistants, "they prepared
very well and did an excellent job of
representing the school. The secondplace finish in the regional is the
highest finish since our team tied for
fourth in the national finals in 1979."

I

■ ■

intramural Client Counseling Competition.

David Leopold and Kevin Young

Charles Pinzone and Robert Diemer
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National Trial
Competition
At the Law School interest has
been growing steadily over the past
few years in trial practice and trial
tactics courses and in trial competi
tions. Last fall 42 students entered
the school's first intramural competi
tion, which was sponsored by the
Barristers' Society. The society hopes
to make the competition a regular
annual event; the students involved
believe that it will stimulate interest
in trial work, and it will provide a
mechanism for identifying likely can
didates for the following year's inter
school mock trial teams, which are
selected in the spring.
The National 'Trial Competition is
the best known of the competitions
in which CWRU mock trial teams
have participated, and it was begun
only ten years ago. It originated in
Texas, with support from the Texas
Bar Foundation. Sponsors now
include the American Bar Associa
tion's Litigation Section and Young
Lawyers Division and the American
College of Trial Lawyers. Well over
100 law schools enter the competition
every year, sending one or two teams
of three students to compete in Feb
ruary in one of 12 regional tourna
ments. The national finals are held in
Houston.
The competition alternates each
year between civil and criminal
cases. Each participating law school
receives a pre-trial record containing
the pleadings, witness statements,
any materials available as evidence,
and the jury instructions. This year's
case, Sparkling Waters Townhome
Association v. Lawrence Raby, had to
do with cracks—maybe structural,
maybe cosmetic— in the foundations
of a fairly new townhome develop
ment. The owners brought suit
against the civil engineer who had
designed the foundation. CWRU stu
dents had a chance to see the case
tried on February 17; judges that eve
ning were Howard W. Broadbent, '49,
and Milton D. Holmes, '50.
TWo CWRU teams went to the
regional contest in Akron. One team
consisted of Jay T. Finch, who holds
B.S. and M.A. degrees from New
Mexico State University and has had
a career in police work; Victoria
Belfiglio, a graduate of Ohio State;
and Roland Jarvis, who was half of
the winning team of the CWRU Cli
ent Counseling Competition. Finch is
a second-year student; Belfiglio and
Jarvis are members of the Class of
1984.

The Mock Trial team: Roland Jarvis, Jay Finch, John Wirtshafter, Victoria Belfiglio, Paul
Donohue, and William Porter.

The second CWRU team consisted
of three veterans of the 1983
National Trial Competition: Gerald
MacDonald, William Porter, and Paul
Donohue, all '84. This team, along
with two teams from the University
of Akron, progressed to the national
finals, in which 23 regional winners
competed over the weekend of
March 31. CWRU was ranked 10th—
the best showing to date by CWRU
in the competition.
MacDonald, from Beverly, Massa
chusetts, took his undergraduate
degree at the University of Michigan.
Porter, a Columbus resident, went to
Amherst College, and Donohue,
whose hometown is Bay Village,
Ohio, went to Rutgers University. All
three hope to pursue careers in litiga
tion. MacDonald's immediate next
step is settled: he will join the Wash
ington office of Sidley & Austin as an
associate. Porter will return to
Columbus and become an associate
with Vorys, Sater, Seymour and
Pease. Asked his ultimate ambition,
Porter says: "To have a litigation firm
of my own with Paul Donohue and
Jerry MacDonald."
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September 15, 1984

Law Alumni Weekend
Circle the date on your calendar
now. The weekend of September 15
has been selected for the Law
Alumni Weekend, and plans are well
underway. Kerstin Trawick, director
of external affairs, and her assistant,
Amy Ziegelbaum, are coordinating all
the events.
The schedule for the weekend is
similar to that of last year's. Friday
evening, September 14, Dean and
Mrs. Ernest Gellhorn will host an
open house for faculty and alumni at
their home in Shaker Heights. On
Saturday alumni will gather at the
Law School for luncheon and the
annual meeting of the Law Alumni
Association. Dean Gellhorn will
report briefly on the state of the
school, and new officers of the asso
ciation will be introduced. The high
light of the luncheon will be the pre
sentation of the Fletcher Reed
Andrews Outstanding Alumnus
Award—and perhaps some new
awards. See the accompanying story,
and send in your nominations.
Following the luncheon members
of the faculty will offer, free of
charge, a program of continuing legal
education. Lisa R. Kraemer, CLE
director, is the coordinator. As this
issue goes to press, the program is
too tentative to commit to print, but
complete details will be included in
the notice of the weekend to be
mailed to all alumni. That flyer
should be in the mail around the first
of August.
A committee chaired by Thomas J.
LaFond, '66, is working with Kerstin
Trawick and Lisa Kraemer to orga
nize the events of the weekend and
to encourage participation by gradu
ates of all classes. Last September
over 400 alumni participated in some
portion of the 1983 weekend, and of
course the Law School hopes for
more in '84.

Class Reunions

Class of 1954

The first class reunion of 1984 was
held on May 24. The Class of 1934
returned to the Law School for a
reunion dinner and the commence
ment of the class 50 years their jun
iors. Before the commencement cere
mony they joined their elders in the
Barristers' Golden Circle at breakfast.
Ezra Bryan, William Kraus, Eugene
Schwartz, and Don Young were the
reunion committee. Watch for the
story and photos in the September
issue.
All the younger reunion classes will
have their gatherings on September
15 in conjunction with the Alumni
Weekend. Members of those classes
should have received a letter by now
about their reunion, and should write
or call the Office of External Affairs
if no such letter has yet appeared in
the mailbox.
Anyone who has ties to one of the
reunion classes, though not legally a
member, and who would like to
attend that class's reunion, is
encouraged to do so. Again, please
inquire through the Office of Exter
nal Affairs.
Here are the plans for the various
reunions. Names of committee mem
bers are noted, and additions to all
the committees are welcomed. Do
not hesitate to volunteer your help.

A committee comprised of Gerald
Gold, Carl Chancellor, Louis Davies,
James Gilvary Glen Morgan, and
Sheldon Portman is organizing the
class's reunion evening. The site will
be the home of Gerald and Suzanne
Gold, in Shaker Heights. March 22
was the date of the first mailing to
class members: a newsletter is in
preparation and will be mailed in
July.

Class of 1939
Bruce Alexander, Frank Hurd, Hud
son Hyatt, Kenneth Landmark and
Edward Wyner are working together
to plan a memorable dinner party. A
first notice was mailed to the class in
February. Details of time and place
were still unavailable as In Brief went
to press but were to be established at
a committee meeting in April. A sec
ond notice, with a class newsletter,
will be mailed in June or July.

Class of 1949
Bennett and Donna Yanowitz have
invited the class to gather at their
home in Pepper Pike. In addition to
Bennett Yanowitz, the organizers are
Howard Broadbent, Wilson Chockley
Clarence Fox, William Welty and
Arthur Wincek. Class members
received a first mailing in March; a
follow-up letter with newsletter is to
go out during the summer.
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Class of 1959
The class will celebrate its silver
anniversary at the home of Harold
and Nancy Friedman in Shaker
Heights. In addition to Harold Fried
man, members of the planning com
mittee are John Auble, William Baird,
Edward Kaminski, Norman
Pomerantz, Leo Spellacy James
Sweeney, and Harold Witsaman. The
committee's notice to classmates was
mailed in late March; they plan a sec
ond mailing in July.

Class of 1964
Tom and Kathy Heffernan will be
the hosts of the reunion party, and
Harry Hanna is the program chair
man. Other members of the planning
committee, in addition to Heffernan
and Hanna, are Don Pace, William
Bullinger, and Charles Zumkehr.
Word of the reunion went out to the
class in March; a second letter, with
newsletter, will be mailed in June or
July.

Class of 1969
William Allport and Joel Makee
have organized the reunion commit
tee, whose other members are Ken
neth Cohen, David Dubin, James
McKee, Stephen O'Bryan, and James
Welch. They are planning an infor
mal affair in the early evening involv
ing children as well as spouses. A
first notice to the class was mailed in
April; a second mailing is planned for
the summer.

Class of 1974
The 10-year class will return to
Gund Hall for an extended happy
hour. These are the planning commit
tee: Steven Bulloch, Peter Harab,
Stephanie Tubbs Jones, Andrew
Kohn, Lee and Margery Koosed, Wil
liam Phillippi, John Pyle, and Fred
Smith. The committee's first letter to
classmates was in the mail in Febru
ary. A newsletter is in preparation,
and a second mailing is scheduled for
the summer.

Class of 1979
Donald Barney, Kurt Kardkul, and
Arthur Tassi recruited a sizeable com
mittee from their large class; the oth
ers are Hal Arenstein, John’Brody
Nancy Deeter, Marye Elmlinger,
Theodore Esborn, Jan Roller, Joseph
Sellers, Joan Stearns, and Anne
Stevens. A nostalgic happy hour is
planned for a site on campus, proba
bly Thwing Center. The committee
mailed its first notice in February
and plans a second, with newsletter,
for mid-summer.

Alumni AwardsSuggestions Welcome!
Nominations are now being solici
ted for two new awards, in addition
to the Fletcher Reed Andrews Alum
nus of the Year Award, which will be
presented at the annual meeting of
the Alumni Association on September
15. At a meeting in April the associa
tion's Board of Governors voted to
establish a Young Graduate Award
and an Outstanding Teacher Award.
The new av^ards were recommended,
after study, by an Alumni Awards
Committee chaired by Lawrence G.
Knecht, '36. Other committee mem
bers were Colleen M. Conway, '81,
John S. Pyle, '74, and Robert P. Reffner, '77.
All alumni are urged to give some
thought to the matter and send nomi
nations no later than July 1 to
Charles R. Ault, president of the Law
Alumni Association, in care of the
Law School's Office of External
Affairs.
Nominees for the Young Graduate
Award must have recieved the J.D.
degree from the Law School no ear
lier than 1974. The following are sug
gested criteria:
• professional accomplishments,
such as significant scholarship,
excellence in trial work, or recog
nition for extraordinary accom
plishment in a particular field of
law
• significant participation in profes
sional societies or professional
activities, including pro bono
legal work
• community activities
• involvement in Law School
alumni affairs.
The Outstanding Teacher Award
will be presented to someone cur
rently a full-time member of the law
faculty. The purpose of the award,
the committee has stated, is "to rec
ognize a commitment to education
and the pursuit of knowledge which
has enriched the personal and profes
sional lives of former students."
According to the committee's crite
ria, the recipient should be:
• a communicator, able to commu
nicate to students in the class
room and in other settings
• a motivator, able to stimulate
thought and inquiry
• a scholar, learned in the law gen
erally and recognized as an
authority in a given field
• a model and an influence, a
teacher whose personal and intel
lectual qualities have left their
mark on students in ways
beyond the academic.

The Fletcher Reed Andrews Award
has been presented each year since
1958 by the Alpha Chapter of Tau
Epsilon Rho fraternity to an alumnus
"whose activities emulate the ideals
and accomplishments of Dean
Andrews." Recipients have been
noted for excellence in the practice of
law, continuing loyalty to Case West
ern Reserve University School of
Law, and community service. 'They
are as follows:
Lawrence C. Spieth* 1958
Clinton DeWitt* 1959
Harry L. Eastman* 1960
Carl D. Friebolin* 1961
J. Hall Kellogg 1962
Carl V Weygandt* 1963
Edgar A. Hahn* 1964
Leroy B. Davenport* 1965
Jacob M. Ulmer* 1966
Lisle M. Buckingham 1967
Peter Reed* 1968
David K. Ford 1969
Samuel T. Gaines 1970
Oscar A. Hunsicker* 1971
Ernest J. Bohn* 1972
David I. Sindell 1973
Wendell A. Falsgraf* 1974
John Ladd Dean* 1975
Robert D. Moss 1976
Norman A. Sugarman 1977
Bruce Griswold 1978
Myron W. Ulrich 1979
Paul W. Walter 1980
Loren E. Souers* 1981
Ralph S. Locher 1982
Lawrence G. Knecht 1983
* Indicates deceased
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Regional Alumni Events
Winter, 1984
San Francisco was the site of this
year's meeting of the Association of
American Law Schools. Several mem
bers of the law faculty attended the
meeting, and several alumni—resi
dents in the San Francisco area, and
law teachers from other parts of the
country—joined them at breakfast on
January 6. The Great Christmas
Building Freeze of 1983 prevented
Dean Ernest Gellhorn from making
the trip to the west coast, but it is
reported that Professor Lewis R. Katz
did very well as substitute host and
master of ceremonies.
On January 27 Dean Gellhorn and
Patricia Granfield, director of place
ment, traveled to Cincinnati for
lunch with alumni in that area. Gran
field talked with some of those
attending about establishing a place
ment network to assist students and
recent graduates seeking employment
there. Timothy Grendell, '78, helped
to arrange the luncheon. Grendell
and his wife, Mary Jo, along with
classmate Terry Serena and his wife.

Renie Kelley will be co-hosts of the
1984 Cincinnati Summer Supper,
scheduled for June 16.
On a western trip to the ABA mid
winter meeting in Las Vegas, the
dean made visits to Phoenix and Los
Angeles. In Phoenix Robert M. Gei
ger, '72, hosted an informal lunch
time gathering at his law offices; in
Los Angeles Larry, '68, and Pamela
Faigin held a reception at their horrie.
Faigin has just been named co-chair
of the school's new Development
Council.
On February 29, despite a blizzard
that shut down the Cleveland airport
for half the day. Dean Gellhorn and
Kerstin Trawick, director of external
affairs, somehow made it to New
York for an alumni reception at the
Cornell Club. Among the guests was
Juliet Kostritsky newly appointed to
the law faculty who welcomed the
opportunity to become acquainted
with some of the school's graduates.
Michael and Cynthia Adelman, both
'82, helped to organize the event.

Alumni Directory Nears
Publication
It has been a long project, but it's
nearly over. The Law School's new
alumni directory, the first since 1978,
will be off the press this summer.
All alumni for whom the school has
a mailing address were sent a ques
tionnaire form last fall. In March rep
resentatives of the Harris Publishing
Company attempted to telephone all
of the school's graduates to verify the
information on record and to take
orders for the directory.
Directory sales are being handled
by the Harris Publishing Company,
and any questions should be
addressed to the company rather than
to the Law School:
Doreen Luff
Customer Service Representative
Bernard C. Harris Publishing
Company, Inc.
3 Barker Avenue
White Plains, New York 10601
(914) 946-7500
You should notify Ms. Luff (1) if
you have not been telephoned and
you wish to order a directory, or (2)
if you have ordered a directory and it
fails to arrive by September 1.
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Though the school will not profit
financially from the directory sales,
the thorough updating of the records
has been of great benefit, and it is
hoped that the directory itself will
prove useful to all concerned.
Despite care in the directory's pro
duction, there are bound to be some
omissions and inaccuracies in the fin
ished volume, for which the school
and the publishing company apolo
gize in advance. Any errors should be
called to the attention of the school's
Office of External Affairs, as should
all subsequent changes of address.
We appreciate your help in keeping
our records accurate.

The second Faculty/Alumni Lunch
eon of the academic year was held in
Cleveland on March 2. This was the
first public appearance of William W.
Falsgraf, '58, in the role of president
elect-elect of the American Bar Asso
ciation (see pages 32-35).
This summary of alumni events
ends on a sad note. A luncheon
scheduled for March 8 at the
Brookside Country Club in Canton,
to which alumni from both Canton
and Akron had been invited, was
cancelled that morning because of
the sudden death, in an automobile
accident the day before, of Loren E.
Souers, '40, who was to have been
the Canton host. Souers was a mem
ber of the Law School's Society of
Benchers, a recipient—in 1981—of
the Fletcher Reed Andrews Alumnus
of the Year Award, and a past presi
dent of the Ohio State Bar
Association.

James A. Weeks
Endowment
Funds
The Board of Trustees of Case
Western Reserve University is
pleased to announce the establish
ment of the James A. Weeks Endow
ment Funds for library acquisitions
and scholarships for law students.
These funds were established by
friends, colleagues, and family mem
bers to honor Mr. Weeks, a 1923
graduate of the Law School, for more
than 50 years of dedication and com
mitment to the goals and ideals of the
University and service to his profes
sion and community. The endowment
has initial funding of over $220,000.
Friends and alumni are invited to
join in this tribute to Mr. Weeks, who
will celebrate his 85th birthday on
July 13, 1984.
For further information, contact
Professor Susan Stevens Jaros, the
school's director of development.

Class Notes

Central National Bank of
Cleveland to take on the new
position. He is a former coun
cilman.

by Amy Ziegelbaum

1960
Melvin J. Singer was re
elected to a second term as
counsel-at-large for the City of
Beachwood, Ohio.

Frank E. Barnett, '36 (right} receives his distinguished alumnus award
from Joseph P. S. Pampel, a graduate of Case Institute of Technology
and president of the University's New York Alumni Association. Photo
by Peter Albert.

1936
Frank E. Barnett was the
1983 recipient of the Adrian
Freeman Distinguished Alum
nus Award, presented annually
by Case Western Reserve's
1947
Joseph A. Thiel has been
elected president of Guest
House, Inc., a lay-directed
organization operating residen
tial treatment facilities in
Michigan and Minnesota for
Catholic clergy suffering from
alcoholism.
1952
Judge Joseph Cirigliano,
Lorain County Court of Com
mon Pleas, was recently fea
tured by the Columbus Dis
patch in an article discussing
his role in the trial of Dale N.
Johnston. He has been on the
bench since 1981; he previ
ously served as city solicitor
for North Ridgeville, Ohio.
SaraJ. Harper, a former
Cleveland Municipal Court
judge, was honored by the
American Association of
Minority Veterans Program
Administrators for her services
to veterans.
1954
Louis M. Davies, a partner
in the firm of Harrington, Hux
ley & Smith in Youngstown,
was elected a director of the
Youngstown Area Chamber of
Commerce. He is also secre
tary of the YMCA Board of
Trustees and serves on the
Executive Committee of the
Ohio State Bar Association.

New York Alumni Association
to recognize outstanding ser
vice to the University, the
recipient's profession, and met
ropolitan New York.
1956
Jack Kaufman, president of
Hildebrandt, Inc., a manage
ment consulting firm with
executive offices in Somerville,
New Jersey, has co-authored a
book entitled The Successful
Law Firm: New Approaches to
Structure and Management. He

is a past president of the Asso
ciation of Legal Administra
tors.
1957
Clifford M. Lytle, Jr., a
professor of political science at
the University of Arizona, has
co-authored a book focusing on
the American Indian judicial
system, American Indians,
American Justice.

James F. O'Day has been
promoted to senior vice presi
dent of the Pittsburgh National
Bank, He joined Pittsburgh
National's commercial banking
division as a vice president in
1970 and was named vice
president in charge of govern
mental affairs in 1973. He is
on the boards of the Pennsyl
vania Chamber of Commerce,
Duquesne University, and the
Mid-Atlantic Legal Foundation,
1958
On February 6, 1984,
Jacque M. Haines was sworn
in as law director of the City
of Lyndhurst (Ohio|. He
resigned his position of 15
years as vice president and
senior trust counsel of the

1961
Myron L. Joseph, a partner
in the Milwaukee law firm of
Charne, Glassner, Tehan,
Clancy & Taitelman, was
elected vice chairman of the
State Bar Section of Taxation
and chairman of the 1984 State
Bar Tax Institute to be held in
December, 1984, in Madison,
Wisconsin. He has been a
director of the State Bar of
Wisconsin Section of Taxation
since 1977.
1962
Jonathan Dworkin will
address the 37th National Con
ference on Labor in New York
City on June 7. The conference
is sponsored by New York Uni
versity and the Institute of
Labor Relations. His topic will
be "Disciplinary Cases Involv
ing Mental Illness."
William E. Karnatz has
been appointed to the Board of
Trustees, Catholic Charities
Corp., and to the Board of
Trustees, Marymount Hospital,
Cleveland. He is vice president
and manager, personal trust
and estates division. Central
National Bank of Cleveland.
1965
Sheldon Braverman, a
partner with Gaines & Stern in
Cleveland, has been elected
president of the Northern Ohio
Council of the American Jew
ish Congress.
1966
David R. Williams was
recently appointed to the posi
tion of senior counsel with
TRW Inc.; he is responsible for
the management of all litiga
tion affecting the automotive
worldwide sector of the com
pany. He was formerly with
the firm of Walter, Haverfield,
Buescher & Chockley in Cleve
land.
1967
Charles A. Abookire, Jr.,
has been elected vice chairman
of the Board of Directors of
the Great Lakes Arts Alliance.
He is also a board member of
the Cleveland Ballet and the
Association of Ohio Dance
Companies.
Sheldon G. Gilman has .
become a partner in the law
firm of Barnett & Alagia in
Louisville, Kentucky.

Joseph S. 'Trapanese was
recently elected president of
the Passaic County Bar Associ
ation in New Jersey. He prac
tices law in Patterson, New
Jersey, and is president-elect of
the Trial Lawyers Association
of Passaic County.
1969
Robert D. Kendis, a part
ner in the Cleveland firm of
Shapiro, Kendis & Associates,
has been named by Ohio Gov
ernor Celeste 4o be the attor
ney-member experienced in
Social Security procedures on
the Governor's Task Force on
Continuing Disability Irivestigations. The task force was
created to review policies and
procedures which re-evaluate
recipients of SSDI and SSI ben
efits.
Steven O'Bryan has been
appointed by the Indepen
dence (Ohio) City Council as
law director.
Ronald J. Rakowsky was
transferred to the Pentagon as
chief, personnel law branch,
general law division, after four
years at March Air Force Base.
1970
E. Joel Wesp, formerly affi
liated with Crabbe, Brown,
Jones, Potts & Schmidt, is now
a principal with Hopple, Wesp
& Osterkamp in Columbus. He
served as assistant Ohio attor
ney general from 1971 to 1973,
and as law clerk to former
Supreme Court Justice Thomas
E. Herbert. His concentration
is in commercial litigation,
administrative law, and fidelity
and surety bonds.
1972
Thomas B. Brigham, Jr.,
has been appointed vice presi
dent and senior attorney of
Lincoln First Bank, N.A., in
Rochester, New York.
Jeffrey H. Friedman, of
the law firm of Friedman &
Chenette in Cleveland, was re
elected in November to his
fourth four-year term on the
University Heights City Coun
cil. In January he was re
elected, for a two-year term, as
vice-mayor of University
Heights.
1973
Deborah Detz Benik has
been promoted to senior vice
president and assistant general
counsel of RIHT Financial Cor
poration, where she is respon
sible for assisting in all legal
matters of the corporation and
its subsidiaries. RIHT Financial
Corporation is a $2.1 billion
financial services institution
headquartered in Providence,
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Flory in Cleveland, where he
is currently serving on the
hiring committee. In Novem
ber, 1983, he was elected to
city council in Shaker Heights,
a four-year term which began
in January.

Rhode Island. She joined Hos
pital National Bank, the princi
pal subsidiary of RIHT, in
1973. She was promoted in
1975 to assistant vice presi
dent, in 1980 to vice president
and counsel, and in 1982 to
vice president and assistant
general counsel.
Janice M. Wood began
work last September as an
assistant attorney general in
Columbus, Ohio.

1974
Roger E. Bloomfield has
become a partner in the law
firm of Martin, Browne, Hull
& Harper in Springfield, Ohio.
He first became associated
with the firm in 1980 after
serving as assistant to the pres
ident and university counsel at
Wittenberg University. He
presently serves as a member
of the executive committee
and as secretary of the Com
munity Hospital Board of
Trustees, as vice president of
the Board of Trustees of the
Springfield Symphony Orches
tra Association, and as chair
man of the Board of Trustees
of Clark County Dialysis
Facility.
Julie (Portnoy) Dubick
became a litigation partner at
Seltzer, Caplan, Wilkins &
McMahon; Mitchell Dubick
became a tax partner at Dale &
Lloyd in San Diego—"It's been
an excellent year!" David
Dubick was born December
23, 1983.
David L. Parham is a part
ner with Thompson, Hine &
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1975
Stephen W. Brown was
promoted to corporate counsel
of the Mid-America Federal
Savings and Loan Association
in Columbus.
Stanley M. Dub has been
appointed general counsel and
director of purchasing for
Felton International, Inc., a
privately-owned maker of fla
vors and fragrances with head
quarters in Brooklyn, New
■Ifork. He and his family have
relocated to New York and are
living in Port Washington.
Edward T. Krumeich, Jr.,
has joined the firm of Ivey,
Barnum & O'Mara in
Greenwich, Connecticut.
David E. Mack has been
named law director of the City
of Garfield Heights. He is with
the firm of Stevens & Mack in
Cleveland.
Hal Stern, formerly a sole
practitioner, became a partner
in the firm of Hayt & Landau
in 1983. Hayt & Landau is the
largest collections law firm in
the nation, with over 900
employees and 95 attorneys.
Stern is in the Maryland/D.C.
office.
G. Kimball Williams, a
partner in the firm of Miller &
Williams in Clifton Park, New
York, writes: "As of the fall of
1981, my wife, Margaret J.
Gillis, '76, and I have come
into a son. Sawyer, and a bea
gle, Shemus. The four of us
are happy and healthy."
1976
Richard C. Foote and
Mark L. Hoffman announce
their association with offices in
Shaker Heights, Ohio—"a gen
eral practice with an emphasis
on gourmet lunches and
extended vacations."
Roderick O. Ott is a part
ner in the Boston firm of
Samuel & Ott.

1977
Joanne I. Schwartz has
joined the civil division of the
U.S. Department of Justice in
Washington, D.C.
1978
Nicholas E. Calio has
joined the National Association
of Wholesaler Distributors as
vice president of government
relations. Prior to joining NAW,
he was litigation counsel for
the Washington Legal Founda
tion and, concurrently, of
counsel to the law firm of Santarelli & Bond in Washington,
D.C.
William S. Cline became a
partner in the law firm of Day,
Ketterer, Raley, Wright &
Rybolt in Canton, Ohio, where
he has been associated since
graduation. He and his wife,
Melissa, are expecting their
first child.
Paige A. Martin has joined
the Cleveland firm of Spangenberg, Shibley Traci & Lancione
as an associate.
Patrick M. Zohn, a trial
attorney for the Cleveland
Solicitors Office of the U.S.
Department of Labor, recently
spoke at a seminar on the
Occupational Safety and
Health Act.
1979
Richard M. Bain has re
associated his law practice
with Persky, Marken, Konigsberg & Shapiro in Cleveland.
William J. Schultz has
joined Robert R. Disbro &
Associates in Cleveland.
1980
Richard Alan Newman is
with Linowes & Blocher in
Washington, D.C., where he
practices in the areas of real
estate and municipal finance.
Ann Megan Rothwell
writes from New York City:
"I've switched from litigation
in a general practice law firm
to consumer lending and
finance at the American
Express Company—great fun!"
Robert Shepard, formerly a
district hearing officer with the
Industrial Commission of
Ohio, has been appointed chief
of the Cleveland district office.
1981
Sherry J. Cato has become
associated with the firm of
Smith & Schnacke in Dayton;
she is specializing in litigation.
Colleen M. Conway has
completed her clerkship with
the Honorable John V. Corri
gan, Ohio Court of Appeals,
and has joined the civil divi
sion of the Cuyahoga County
Prosecutor's Office. She will
become Colleen C. Cooney in
June when she marries John

G. Cooney, a lawyer whom she
met at a seminar at the Law
School in September 1980.
Peter E. Koenig is with
Simon, Anninos &
Namanworth in Cincinnati.
Paul A. Marcela has
become associated with Mey
ers, Hentemann, Schneider &
Rea in Cleveland.
Susan Papanek McHugh
has moved from Hartford,
Connecticut, to the Boston
area, where she is an assistant
attorney general in the con
sumer protection division.
1982
Kathleen McDonald
O'Malley has joined Jones,
Day, Reavis & Pogue in Cleve
land and is presently in their
litigation department. She
writes: "After completing my
clerkship for Nathaniel R.
Jones on the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati,
I returned to Cleveland to
marry Anthony G. O'Malley,
'84."
1983
William C. Geary III has
joined the Boston firm of
Thompson, Birch, Gauthier &
Samuels.
Stefan Kazmierski has
moved to New Orleans and is
with the firm of Monroe &
Lemann—"it's much warmer
down here than in Cleveland."
Frank C. Krasovec, Jr., and
Steven A. Marrer have
become associates at Parks,
Eisele, Bates & Wilsman in
Cleveland.
Laura Funk Shunk, an
associate with Pearne, Gordon,
Sessions, McCoy, Granger &
Tilberry, recently was a guest
speaker before the Cleveland
Legal Secretaries Association.
Curtis P. Stranathan has
joined Stein, Trapp & Associ
ates in Cleveland.

IN MEMORIAM
Don St. Clair Lawrence, '26
November 15, 1983

Theodore Schwartz, '26
February 15, 1984

Robert R Biechele, '33
January 7, 1984

James H. Hoffman, '36
February 3, 1984

Loren Eaton Souers, '40
Society of Benchers
March 7, 1984

Alexander R. Roman, '48
April 28, 1984

Robert F. Hare, Jr., '50
January 12, 1983

Missing Persons

Listed below are “lost” alumni, persons for whom the
Law School has no current mailing address. Please help
us find them!
If you have information about any of these missing
alumni, please write or telephone:
Office of External Affairs
Case Western Reserve University
School of Law
11075 East Boulevard
^ Cleveland, Ohio 44106
216/368-3860
Class of 1934

Class of 1952

Class of 1972

Marion Dale Ward, Jr.

Robert B. Weaver

Allan A. Toomey

Class of 1936

Class of 1954

Herbert J. Staub

Class of 1974

Pohlmann J. Bracewell, Jr.
MacFarlane Ferguson

Russell F. Crabtree
Kenard McDuffie
John W. Wiley
Dale H. Washington

Class of 1937
Robert E. Sheehan

Class of 1955
Otto J. Landefeld, Jr.

Class of 1938

Class of 1975

Henry L. Reese

Class of 1957

Class of 1939

Robert H. Cummins
John L. Forker

Rose Ann Buckner
Douglas L. Kohout
John Edward Lucas

Class of 1961

Class of 1976

James N. Baker

Marilyn L. Hodges
Robert A. Werner

John Edward McCarthy

Class of 1940
Thomas J. McDonough

Class of 1964
Class of 1941

Ronald E. Wilkinson

Thomas E. Hefferman

Class of 1965
Class of 1942

Joseph J. Pietroski

John D. Peters
Norman H. Russick

Class of 1966

Class of 1977
Lynn Sandra Colder
Mary M. Griffiths
Pearl J. Kisner
Patricia A. McGuire
Gail L. Radefeld
Valerie M. Street

Robert F. Gould
David W. Jones
Joseph M. Mancini

Class of 1978

Class of 1944

Class of 1967

Janice L. Edgehouse
David L. McEwing

Norman A. Morley

Thomas F. Girard
Allen R. Gllck
James C. Lynch

Class of 1943
David J. Winer

Class of 1947
George J. Dynda
Robert B. Weingart

Class of 1948
Wilton A. Nichols
Carl D. Perkins, Jr.
Raymond J. Thomeo
William J. Whelton

Class of 1949
Thomas D. Dowdell
Benjamin F. Kelly, Jr.
Coleman L. Lieber
John G. White

Class of 1950
Harold R. Allison, Jr.
Marion T. Baughman

Class of 1979
Susan Gail Bocknek
Gregory Allan McFadden

Class of 1969
Thomas H. Baughman
George E. Harwin
Kenneth R. O'Fallon

Class of 1980
Lewette A. Fielding
Miklos Parmentier

Class of 1970

Class of 1981

Ray F. Gricar

Audrey Rene Pransky
Leslie Caryn White

Class of 1971
Michael D. Paris
David V Irish

Class of 1982
Mary Shepard Griesinger
Lisa Beth Marchant
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Calendar of Events
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June 1
Lake County Alumni Luncheon, Painesville

c/>

June 6
Lorain County Alumni Luncheon, Elyria

June 8
Society of Benchers

June 12
Akron Alumni Luncheon

June 14
Canton Alumni Luncheon

June 16
Cincinnati Alumni Summer Supper

July 23-28
CLE Summer Session

August 6
ABA Reception, Chicago

August 24
Donor Club Reception

September 14 and 15
1984 Alumni Weekend
Class Reunions

October 20
Parents' and Partners' Day at the Law School

November 8
Faculty/Alumni Luncheon, Cleveland
Speaker: The Honorable Barber B. Conable, Jr.
1984 Norman A. Sugarman Tax Lecturer

November 13
Sumner Canary Lecture
The Honorable Sandra Day O'Connor

For further information: Office of External Affairs
Case Western Reserve University
School of Law
11075 East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
216/368-3860
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